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YEAR
BUILT
533 Amess St
1955
212 Tenth Ave
1950
2030 Edinburgh St
1947
524 Ewen Ave
1935
614-616 Thirteenth St (duplex) 1926
624 Fourth Street
1938
1524 Dublin St
1931
ADDRESS

NEIGHBOURHOOD
Sapperton
Glenbrooke North
Connaught Heights
Queensborough
West End
Glenbrooke North
West End

DATE ISSUED
March 29 2016
March 30 2016
April 11 2016
April 1 2016
April 14 2016
April 19, 2016
April 16 2016
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331
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333
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Janet Zazubek
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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION
April 6, 2016 6:00 p.m.
Irving House
MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:
John Davies
Damon Alberda
Catherine Hutson
Wayne Janzen
Christa MacArthur
Roger Nottingham
Lynn Radbourne
David Sarraf

- Acting Chair, Community Member
- Community Member
- New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society
- Community Member
- Community Member
- Community Member
- Community Member
- Community Member (exited the meeting at 7:06
p.m.)

VOTING MEMBERS REGRETS:
Councillor Jaime McEvoy
Councillor Lorrie Williams

- Chair
- City Council Representative

GUESTS:
Jake Power
James Garbutt
Dan Grey

- Applicant
- Applicant
- Moody Park Resident

STAFF:
Rob McCullough
Julie Schueck
Oana Capota
Lauren Blake

- Manager of Museums and Heritage Services
- Heritage Planner
- Curator
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m.
John Davies was selected as the Acting Chair.
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1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA
There were no additions.

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of March 2, 2016
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the March 2, 2016 Community Heritage Commission minutes be adopted.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

2.2

Adoption of the Minutes of March 15, 2016
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the March 15, 2016 Community Heritage Commission minutes be adopted.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

3.0

PRESENTATIONS

3.1

There were no items.

4.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

4.1

1031 Sixth Avenue
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, advised that the most recent Heritage Revitalization
Agreement (HRA) that was received for the house located at 1031 Sixth Avenue was
cancelled by the applicant due partly to concerns raised by Moody Park residents and
partly due to a re-evaluation of the potential finances of this type of project. The
applicant has indicated that he wishes to demolish the house. A report will be brought
forward at the April 18, 2016 Regular meeting, requesting that Council provide
direction for the project.
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The Chair allowed Dan Grey, Moody Park Resident, to address the Commission. Mr.
Grey advised that while he supports retaining the heritage house, he expressed the
following concerns regarding the second HRA proposal, which would have seen the
heritage house relocated to the rear of the property and a new house constructed at the
front:
• The proposed location that the heritage home would be moved to may impact the
amount of sunlight the neighbors to the east receive;
• If the current owner sold the property, the heritage home, new home and rental
suite could potentially be occupied, and be dependent on one parking space
provided for the property;
• The HRA could set a poor precedent for the neighbourhood; and,
• It was suggested the original renovation, which included raising the house to
implement a functional basement, may have been successful if the applicant
invested in larger excavation tools.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Schueck provided the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Raising the house and implementing a basement would require a rezoning to the
property as it would have resulted in more than the allowable density above
grade;
Immediate neighbours of the property did not express support for the second
HRA proposal at a Moody Park Residents’ Association meeting;
There has been no further action to the property since March, 2016;
The application may come back to the Commission depending on the direction
Council provides;
As the home is listed on the Heritage Register, the City is able to withhold
issuing a demolition permit until the application is reviewed by the Community
Heritage Commission and City Council;
Normally, the heritage building would be required to be restored prior to work
being permitted on any new building located on the property;
The architect expressed concerns regarding the level of review required to obtain
an acceptable design for a laneway house, therefore the applicant did not move
forward with that option; and,
The applicant has indicated that the new design of the house, which has already
been completed as it was part of the second HRA proposal, is heritage influenced
and sympathetic to the neighbourhood.
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Discussion ensued, and the Commission did not express support for the demolition of
the house. The Commission noted the following suggestions:
• While heritage retention options for the home have been explored, they could be
explored further;
• The home could be relocated to an alternative site; and,
• Applicants having difficulties restoring heritage homes could be directed to the
New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society for assistance.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission does not support the demolition
application for 1031 Sixth Avenue.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
5.0

NEW BUSINESS

5.1

729 Queen's Avenue Chimney
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
a request that has been received to remove a secondary chimney from the house located
at 729 Queen’s Avenue.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council support the
Heritage Alteration Permit for 729 Queen’s Avenue.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

5.2

188 Wood Street – Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP)
Procedural note: Christa MacArthur declared a conflict of interest and exited the
meeting at 6:41 p.m.
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) that has been received for 188 Wood Street
(formerly 702 Salter Street).
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Schueck advised that the heritage
professional has indicated that new materials would match existing materials in type
and profile.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council support the
Heritage Alteration Permit for 188 Wood Street, with the retention of the original
material on the north façade.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
Procedural note: Christa MacArthur re-entered the meeting at 6:47 p.m.

5.3

74 & 82 First Street – Possible Rezoning
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
the potential development of 108 Royal Avenue, 74 First Street and 82 First Street,
which contains three historic houses.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Schueck provided the following
information:
• The retention of heritage homes within a multifamily development has been
implemented at different projects, such as the development located at Eighth
Street and Fourth Avenue;
• An application has not been received for any of the properties; and,
• The developer of a property generally determines if a project will be for
purchase or rental.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted that the home located at 82 First Street is
an attractive house and could be retained; however, the house has a poor addition. The
homes located at 108 Royal Avenue and 74 First Street do not appear to require
retention.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future development
of the subject site include the retention of the house currently located at 82 First Street,
with the removal of the addition; and,
THAT the scale of future infill on the properties be sensitive to the heritage home.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that the house currently
located at 82 First Street be placed on the Heritage Register.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
5.4

234 Second Street – demolition application for pre-1900 house
Procedural note: David Sarraf exited the meeting at 7:06 p.m.
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
a demolition application that has been received for a pre-1900 house located at 234
Second Street.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
• It was suggested that the additions could be removed from the house to provide
adequate room for a laneway home;
• There are homeowners in the neighbourhood that have put effort into retaining
and restoring heritage homes; and,
• The City could consider infill housing options to prevent owners from seeking
demolition permits for older homes.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council place formal
protection on the property located at 234 Second Street with a Heritage Designation
bylaw.
DEFEATED.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council place a
temporary protection order on 234 Second Street in order for the applicant and staff to
discuss heritage options.
CARRIED.
Christa MacArthur, Catherine Hutson and Damon Alberda voted in opposition to the
motion.

5.5

328 Second Street – demolition application for pre-1900 house
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
a demolition application that has been received for a pre-1900 house located at 328
Second Street.
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In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Schueck advised that if the house
were to be demolished, the Commission would not be able to provide input regarding
the design of the new house.
James Garbutt, Owner and Applicant, summarized the on-table correspondence
regarding the demolition request for the home.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted that while there could be an opportunity
to restore the home, there could also be an opportunity to implement a new house that is
sympathetic to the existing neighbourhood.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council place formal
protection on 328 Second Street with a Heritage Designation bylaw.
DEFEATED.

MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council place no
protection on 328 Second Street.
CARRIED.
Catherine Hutson voted in opposition to the motion.
5.6

Penitentiary Cemetery
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, advised that there may be an opportunity for a
Commission member to participate in discussions regarding the Penitentiary Cemetery
heritage site.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission expressed interest in participating in
discussions regarding the Penitentiary Cemetery heritage site.

6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

6.1

City Heritage Program – Verbal Update (Standing Item)
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, advised that the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Heritage Study has been completed and that the Queen’s Park Working Group has
formally disbanded. A report outlining the suggested top priorities for Council to focus
will be brought forward at the April 25, 2016 Regular Council meeting.
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6.2

Demolition Permits Issued (from Feb 23, 2016 – March 29, 2016)
(Please note that demolition permits may only be made public once the permit has been
issued. The City is not permitted to release information earlier unless the application
deals with a property identified as having heritage value.)
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, advised that the following demolition permits were
issued between February 23, 2016 and March 29, 2016:
YEAR
BUILT

ADDRESS
263 Osbourne –
(formerly 817 Fourth St)
305 Eleventh St
816 Edinburgh St
1507 Hamilton St
522-524 Fourteenth St
1267 Ewen Ave

NEIGHBOURHOOD

DATE ISSUED

1947

Glenbrooke North

Feb 23 2016

1930
1931
1927
1909
1936

Brow
Kelvin
West End
Brow of the Hill
Queensborough

Feb 24 2016
Mar 21 2016
Mar 18 2016
Mar 23 2016
Mar 24 2016

In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Schueck provided the following
information:
• The number of demolition permits issued varies from month to month;
• The Commission does not have the authority to deny a demolition permit;
• The City could place a Heritage Designation bylaw to prevent the demolition of
a heritage house, however, this could result in legal action against the City;
• A Heritage Conservation Area could take time to implement, although it would
offer protection for all homes located in the area;
• Robson Manor is protected through a Heritage Designation bylaw and cannot be
demolished without the authorization of Council; and,
• The City is unable to dictate the style of new buildings unless the applicant
applies for a rezoning, such as a Heritage Revitalization Agreement.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
• It was suggested that the City consider implementing RS-1 zoning in the West
End to deter the number of demolitions;
• It was suggested that there could be a Massey/Victory Heights Working Group
to assist with retaining heritage homes in that neighbourhood;
• It was suggested that the City explore infill housing to help retain smaller
heritage homes and larger lots; and,
• Concerns were expressed regarding the former BC Distillery Building located at
100 Braid Street due to the proposed application from Wesgroup.
Doc#852348
April 6, 2016
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT staff provide the Community Heritage Commission with information regarding
the heritage component at 100 Braid Street, including how the Wesgroup proposal
could affect any heritage buildings at that site.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
In addition, John Davies, Acting Chair, reported that an agreement has been reached
regarding the Massey Theatre. The agreement includes demolishing the gym and
refurbishing the theatre.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission expressed appreciation for all the work that has
been done to retain the theatre.
7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

7.1

New Westminster Historical Society newsletter Feb 2016

7.2

New Westminster Historical Society newsletter March 2016
Items 7.1 and 7.2 were circulated for information.

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

Next Meeting Date:
May 4, 2016 6:00 p.m. or at the call of the Chair

9.0

ADJOURNMENT

ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 7:58 p.m.
Certified correct,

John Davies
Acting Chair
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Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

May 4, 2016

From:

Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner

File:

REZ00125

Subject:

100 Braid Street - Update

At the April 6, 2016 Community Heritage Commission (CHC) meeting, the CHC
asked that staff provide an update on the rezoning application for 100 Braid Street.
Senior Planner, Rupinder Basi, will make a brief presentation to the CHC at the
May 4, 2016 meeting and answer questions.
As a brief summary of the application: Urban Academy, in partnership with
Wesgroup, have submitted an OCP Amendment and Rezoning application for the
purposes of facilitating the development of a 60,000 sq. ft. (5,570 sq.m.) school
and 202,900 sq.ft. (18,850 sq.m.) of residential density at 100 Braid Street. The
OCP amendment would change the land use designation of the property from the
existing industrial-based Mixed Use Designation (MU) to a new Mixed Use
designation that allows for institutional and residential uses on site. The Rezoning
application would rezone the subject property from Light Industrial Districts (M1) to a new Comprehensive Development (CD) Zone.
Please see the attached report that went to the Advisory Planning Commission on
April 19, 2016 for more detailed information.

_____________________

Doc # 817429
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APC Report Dated April 19, 2016
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REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the Advisory Planning
Commission

Date: April 19, 2016

From:

Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner

File:

Subject:

Official Community Plan Amendment and Rezoning Application – 100
Braid Street (Urban Academy and Wesgroup): Proposed OCP
Amendment and Rezoning Amendment Bylaws

OCP00014
REZ00125

PURPOSE
Urban Academy, in partnership with Wesgroup, have submitted an OCP Amendment and
Rezoning application for the purposes of facilitating the development of a 60,000 sq. ft.
(5,570 sq.m.) school and 202,900 sq.ft. (18,850 sq.m.) of residential density at 100 Braid
Street (see location map – Appendix 1). The OCP amendment would change the land
use designation of the property from the existing industrial-based Mixed Use Designation
(MU) to a new Mixed Use designation that allows for institutional and residential uses on
site. The Rezoning application would rezone the subject property from Light Industrial
Districts (M-1) to a new Comprehensive Development (CD) Zone.
As part of the OCP amendment and Rezoning application process, the proponents have
been working with staff on the development of design guidelines that will be
incorporated into the Official Community Plan through the establishment of a new
Development Permit Area designation for the site. Once implemented, the design
guidelines will provide guidance to all future development applications on this site.
Community engagement on this project has been on-going since January and the purpose
of this report is provide information to the Advisory Planning Commission in regards to
this proposal and to seek a recommendation in regards to the proposed OCP amendment
and Rezoning.

Doc#: 857031
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SITE INFORMATION
Applicant / Developer:
Current Zoning:
OCP Land Use
Designation
Development Permit
Area:
Site Area:

Urban Academy in partnership with Wesgroup
Light Industrial Districts (M-1)
(MU) Mixed Use (Light Industrial)
Industrial/Business Park Development Permit Area #4 –
Brunette Avenue
6,960.84 square metres (1.72 acres)

APPENDICES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT

1

Title
Location Map

2

Existing Land Use Designation Map 7

3

Draft OCP Amendment Bylaw
(Bylaw 7836, 2016) – including
Design Guidelines
Draft Rezoning Amendment Bylaw
(Bylaw 7837, 2016)
Public Engagement Summary

4
5

6

8

9

Title
Transportation Study prepared by
Bunt and Associates
100 Braid – Heritage Assessment
prepared by Donald Luxton and
Associates
Proposed Design Concept

Urban Academy – Urban School for
New Westminster

BACKGROUND
Site Characteristics and Context
The site is a rectangular shaped lot with frontage on Braid Street and Rousseau Street
(see Appendix 1). The subject parcel has an area of 6,957 sq.m. (74,880 sq.ft.) with a lot
width of 100 metres (330.61 feet) and an average lot depth of 69 metres (226.28 feet).
There are three buildings on the site that have spaces leased to tenants and the age of the
buildings range from 45 to 86+ years.
As per City records, the subject property is just outside the boundary of the Floodplain (to
be confirmed through survey). The site is bounded by light industrial uses (Self Storage)
to the east, Braid Street to the north, Rousseau Street and Single-Detached Residential to
the west, and Single-Detached Residential and Light Industrial (Self Storage) to the
south.
The subject property is located across the street from the future Sapperton-Green
Development which is proposed by Bentall-Kennedy, and recently received approval for
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an OCP amendment by Council. The OCP amendment is a “high level” and use
designation change that allows a maximum of 3.4 million square feet of residential, about
a million square feet of office and supporting retail. The designation refers to the need to
provide a community centre and publicly accessible open space. It is expected that the
development of the site would occur over 20-30 years.
Sustainability Considerations
Sustainability Report Cards has been received for this proposal for both the school and
residential components of this proposal. The proposal is generally supportive of the
City’s sustainability objectives in terms of redevelopment of a brownfield site, creating a
more intensive use of land to support local businesses and a net increase in the City’s
property tax base.
Heritage Considerations
The core of the building was constructed in 1929, with renovations and additions in 1963
and 1969. It was originally owned by BC Distilleries and the original portion of the
building was designed by Gardiner & Mercer (who also designed the Westminster Trust
Building on Columbia Street). A heritage assessment has recently been conducted of the
site by Donald Luxton & Associates with the conclusion that the building warrants
further heritage consideration (see Appendix 7). It is the opinion of the Heritage
Planner that the building does have heritage merit, but that in this case the building does
not need to be retained in order to respect its history. Based on direction from the
Heritage Planner, the applicant has included wording within the proposed Design
Guidelines in regards to referring to the and acknowledging the heritage assets on the site
through signage, plaques, place naming, or architectural and landscape features/gestures.
On April 6, 2016, the proposal was discussed at the Community Heritage Commission
Meeting. At the meeting, the CHC made the following recommendation:
THAT staff provide the Community Heritage Commission with information regarding the
heritage component at 100 Braid Street, including how the Wesgroup proposal could
affect any heritage buildings at that site.
Staff will be attending the May 4, 2016 CHC meeting to provide information to the
commission in regards to the proposal and to address comments/questions from members
of the Commission as they relate to the heritage considerations for the site.
Proximity to Transit Service
Transit Facility
Braid SkyTrain Station

Frequency
5-6 minutes (Peak Hours), 6

Distance
984 feet (300 metres)
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4
minutes Midday and
Evening, 8-10 minutes Late
Night and Weekends

The site is within a 5 minute walking distance of the Sapperton SkyTrain station.
Project Description
The 1.72 acre site at 100 Braid Street would allow enough space for Urban Academy to
meet their future expansion needs while offering close proximity to rapid transit as well
as the regional road network. Under this proposal, the Urban Academy school would be
developed on approximately one-third of the site with underground parking and drop-off
access, with the remaining portions of the site to be developed as multi-unit residential by
Wesgroup, in the future.


There would be shared access off of the lane via Rousseau Street for both the school and
residential uses to separate underground parking. A pedestrian greenway link would be
provided between the school and residential buildings to provide a connection between
Braid Street to the lane and other properties within the Rousseau Triangle.
At full build-out, the School would be able to accommodate 450 students from Junior
Kindergarten to Grade 12. The building would accommodate administrative offices, a
full sized gymnasium, multi-purpose performing arts space, art gallery, common learning
spaces, Kindergarten and Pre-Kindergarten learning spaces, elementary, middle, and
senior learning spaces, defined entry with drop-off and pick-up, and outdoor play areas.
Outdoor play areas would be provided on the rooftop and the terraces throughout the
school. Should the applicants be successful in this OCP amendment and Rezoning
Application, the Urban Academy School would then be relocated to the current property
once construction of the school has been completed. The applicant has provided an
overview of the proposed Urban School concept that they are proposing for this site (see
Appendix 9)
The applicant has indicated that there is opportunity in the proposed school design to
offer community use of the gymnasium, theatre space, meeting space for community
groups and daycare spots for school-aged children.
The balance of the property is proposed for residential development consisting of market
condo multi-unit housing with ground-oriented townhomes and apartment units. There
would be private usable open space for each unit on the lower floor (garden suites and
two or three-level townhomes) and a there would be a range of unit types and sizes
provided on the upper floors of the residential building. The applicant is also proposing
to provide for 400 square metres (4,300 square feet) of art gallery/studio space within the
proposed residential tower to help address concerns regarding the potential loss of the
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existing art gallery/studio on the site. This space would be located at the ground level of
the proposed residential tower at the northeast corner of the site.
The applicant has provided a preliminary design concept for the site which has been
attached as Appendix 8 to this report.
Public Consultation
In January 2016, the applicants retained Rockandel & Associates to develop a
Consultation Plan for the proposed development. This consultation plan is similar to the
one recently undertaken as part of the Brewery District Redevelopment. To date, there
have been three public engagement events in regards to the proposed OCP Amendment
and Rezoning which took place on February 17, March 5, and April 5th. Below is an
overview of each meeting. The applicant has also provided a detailed Public Engagement
Summary Report which provides a summary of all engagement activities (including
response received) from January to April (see Appendix 5) as well as copies of meeting
notices, written communication, social media communication, and presentation materials.
x February 17, 2016: The First Public Meeting was held at the Sapperton Pensioners
Hall from 6:30 to 8:30 PM and included a presentation by Urban Academy and
Wesgroup followed by a question and answer period. As per the attached meeting
summary, the meeting was attended by 55 members of the public.
x March 5, 2016: Open House was held by Urban Academy at the Knox Presbyterian
Church from 11AM to 4PM. The intent of the Open House was to provide an
opportunity for the community to learn more about the school and the community
benefit that it offers. As per the attached summary, a total of 97 members of the
public attended the event.
x April 5, 2016: Open House was held at the Sapperton Pensioners Hall from 6:30PM
to 6:30PM. The meeting was held in a Drop-in, Open House Format and there were a
total of 30 members of the public who attended the meeting throughout the evening.
The applicant has included full transcripts of all the comments that have been raised at
each of the above-noted meetings in the Public Engagement Summary. As noted in the
summary, the key community concerns expressed at the community meetings to date
include:
x Increased traffic in the neighbourhood and along Braid Street was a concern
x Parking for current tenants but also associated with school traffic
x Impact of the proposed tower on view corridors
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In addition to the above, some other concerns that have been expressed directly to staff
including concerns by current business tenants on the site having to relocate should this
proposal move forward, concerns regarding the heritage value of the site being lost with
the potential removal of the existing building, and loss of the 100 Braid Studio/Art
Gallery Space.
The applicants have been working with the existing tenants of the site to address their
concerns. However, they do not yet own the property and can only engage these tenants
as members of the public through the community engagement process. The applicants are
also proposing to provide for 4,300 square feet (400 square metres) of art gallery and
studio space within the proposed residential tower to help address some of the concerns
regarding the potential loss of the existing gallery and studio.
POLICY CONTEXT
Official Community Plan Land Use Designation
The subject property is designated as (MU) Mixed Use in the Official Community Plan.
As per the MU Designation, this area will include “non-population dependent office uses,
medical office uses, light industrial land uses, fitness and recreation, and innovative
housing types such as work/live or live/work units”. The proposal for a private school
with multi-unit residential is not consistent with this designation, and hence, requires an
OCP amendment.
The City is currently reviewing the OCP with the objective of having a new OCP ready
for Council consideration in approximately one year. It is anticipated that the land use
designation for the entire Rousseau triangle will be clarified in the updated OCP. As
such, at this time, the proposed OCP amendment will apply to only the subject site.
However, staff suggest that the proposed school/residential designation for 100 Braid
Street will provide a reasonable transition from the Sapperton residential area and the
range of commercial/residential/light industrial uses that are currently existing or could
be developed in the future in the Rousseau triangle area.
Brunette Creek Neighbourhood Plan
The subject property is within the boundaries of the Brunette Creek Neighbourhood Plan
which was adopted on November 25, 2002 and is designated MU Mixed Use. The OCP
designation for the property is based on the MU Designation outlined within this
Neighbourhood Plan in regards to intended land uses.
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Zoning Bylaw
The site is zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1). The intent of the M-1 Zone is allow for
light industrial uses. The uses proposed by the proponents (school and multi-unit
residential) are both not permitted within the M-1 District and require a Zoning Bylaw
Amendment.
Development Permit Area
The site is designated as part of Industrial/Business Park Development Permit Area #4 –
Brunette Avenue. The intent of the Development Permit Area Designation is:
“Lands in this development permit area are designated in order to provide a
framework for an industrial business park, for service commercial uses adjacent to
Brunette Avenue, as well as to mitigate the impact of the major transportation…”
The proposed development does not fit in within the intent of the Development Permit
Area Designation, and hence, the OCP amendment includes a proposal to create a new
Development Permit Area Designation and Design Guidelines to guide future
development on the site. This is discussed in further detail within the following section.
PROPOSAL
Proposed OCP Amendment
The OCP amendment would change the land use designation of the property from the
existing industrial-based Mixed Use Designation (MU) to (S) School and a new
designation called (RHC) Residential – High Density/Community Facility. The (S)
Designation will be applied to the western portion of 100 Braid Street with the remainder
of the site designation for (RHC) as outlined in the Schedule attached to Appendix 3 as
Schedule A. The intent of the (S) and new (RHC) designation are outlined below:
(S) Schools: this area will include public, private and post-secondary schools.
(RHC) Residential - High Density/Community Facility: this area will contain high
density multi-family residential uses including row houses, stacked townhouses, low rises
and high rises. This area will also contain community amenities such as child care,
libraries, artist studios, art galleries or community space.
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Through the proposed OCP Amendment and Rezoning process, the applicants have been
working with staff in regards to developing draft design guidelines for the subject
property to guide future development permit applications in regards to building massing,
urban design, setbacks, and how these contribute towards creating a good public
realm/streetscape along Braid Street and Rousseau Street. Staff proposes that these
guidelines be amended into the OCP through the establishment of a new Comprehensive
Development Permit Area Designation for the site under Section 3.2C of the OCP titled
“#4 Urban Academy Comprehensive Development”. The intent of this new DPA would
be as follows:
The area identified as Development Permit Area #4 [see Map D3] is designated for the
establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial and multi-family
residential development and best practices for promoting water and energy conservation
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The development of this site offers opportunities
for providing employment-generating uses (private school), community amenities, and
multi-unit residential within close proximity to transit while promoting high-quality
urban design. Development permit guidelines in relation to these objectives are
established in Schedule C of the Official Community Plan.
Should this OCP amendment be approved by Council, the proposed design guidelines
would then apply to this Development Permit Area Designation and would be included as
part of Schedule C of the Official Community Plan.
A copy of the Draft OCP Amendment Bylaw (Bylaw 7836, 2016) has been attached to
this report (see Appendix 3). As part of Appendix 4, the Draft Design Guidelines are
included as Schedule B to the OCP Amendment Bylaw.
Proposed Zoning
The applicants are proposing to rezone the property from Light Industrial Districts (M-1)
to a new Comprehensive Development District (CD-67). The proposed CD-67 would
contain two precincts, one for the school (Sub-District A) and one for the multi-unit
residential and community space (Sub-District B). The Sub-District boundaries are based
on the applicant’s preliminary subdivision layout for the site (not yet approved). The
intent of the proposed CD-67 Zone would be as follows:
The intent of this zoning district is to allow a private school with up to 450 students and a
high rise multiple unit residential development which includes townhouses, artists’
studios and gallery space in a podium at grade.
The approximate area for the School Precinct is 2,577 square metres (0.258 acres) and the
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area for the Residential Precinct is 4,380 square metres (0.438 hectares). The School
Precinct (Sub-District A) would be intended for private and public assembly (religious
assembly not included) while the Residential Precinct (Sub-District B) would permit uses
such as multiple unit residential , child care, libraries, and artist studio and gallery.
The density and building envelope provisions of the proposed CD-67 zone are based on
the applicant’s preliminary design concept and the objectives that are trying to be
achieved through the proposed Design Guidelines for the site. The proposed zone will
contain a maximum tower plate of 780 square metres (8,396 square feet) for portions
above the height of the school in order to minimize impacts on views and shadows in
addition to allowing adequate light to the rooftop and other outdoor amenity areas
proposed for the site.
A copy of the Draft Zoning Amendment Bylaw (Bylaw 7837, 2016) has been attached to
this report (see Appendix 4).
DISCUSSION
The applicant has provided preliminary renderings showing how they propose to locate
the school and future residential development on the property. The development concept
entails locating the Urban Academy school on the west side of the property at the corner
of Rousseau Street and Braid Street. The four to six storey school building would act as a
transition between the proposed residential buildings on the site and the existing singledetached residential properties located along Rousseau Street to the west and the south.
The residential tower and townhouses would be located further into the site away from
Rousseau Street. The higher massing elements of the residential buildings are intended to
respond to the adjacent proposed development of Sapperton Green. The tower would be
flanked by a podium and townhouses to respond to the proposed school and the adjacent
commercial/industrial uses to the east and south of the property.
The proposed design includes street-fronting city homes in the podium along Braid
Street, and, three-storey townhomes around the perimeter of the courtyard. Appropriate
setbacks would be provided for the street-fronting townhomes to allow for unit entries
and landscaped private patios in order to contribute to an activated and a pedestrian
friendly streetscape along Braid Street. Setbacks would be provided for the courtyardoriented townhomes in order to allow for a pedestrian pathway access off the lane via
private open space to individual unit entries.
The proposed design also includes the provision of a two-level, 4,300 square feet (400
square metres) artist studio and art gallery space within the proposed residential tower
that would be located near the northeast corner of the site.
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Parking and Traffic
Parking and Traffic are two important considerations, especially within Sapperton given
the community concerns around parking supply and regional traffic congestion. The
conceptual plans indicate that all parking requirements will be met on-site for the
proposed school and residential uses as well as space for drop-off and pick-up of
students. The proponents have submitted a Transportation Study which studies traffic,
pick-up/drop-off, and parking implications of the proposed development confirms that
the anticipated site traffic volume can be adequately accommodated on site and on the
area street system. 
A copy of the Transportation Study has been attached to this report (see Appendix 6) to
this report and is being reviewed by the City’s Engineering Department.
Site Servicing and Off-Site Improvements
The application is being reviewed by the City’s Engineering Department in regards to
required site servicing and off-site improvements. Such improvements would need to be
provided in accordance with City standards, as determined by the Director of
Engineering. The proposed Design Guidelines including a section in regards to
streetscape improvements along the Braid Street and Rousseau Street frontages of the
subject property. These guidelines were developed based on input from the City’s
Engineering and Parks and Recreation departments.
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCESS
The next steps in the process will be for staff to move forward with an information
presentation to the Community Heritage Commission and then to Council for
consideration of 1st and 2nd Readings of the proposed OCP Amendment and Rezoning
Application and for Council to schedule a Public Hearing.
Below is an overall outline of the anticipated development review process for this project.
The bold text outlines where we are currently at within the process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preliminary report to Land Use and Planning Committee and Council.
Circulation of the application to all City Departments for review.
LUPC recommendation related to of the OCP Amendment and Rezoning
Application referred to Council
Formal Application submission, including submission of Design Guidelines
and Transportation Analysis.
Section 879 and 881 Report to Council for OCP Consultation with external
stakeholders.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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Public Consultation as per applicants Consultation Plan, including consulting
with the McBride-Sapperton Residents’ Association.
Presentation of Design Guidelines to the New Westminster Design Panel
Presentation of OCP Amendment and Rezoning Application to the
Advisory Planning Commission.
Staff presentation to the Community Heritage Commission
Report to LUPC in regards to process update and proposed OCP Amendment
and Rezoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaws.
Formal consideration of 1st and 2nd Reading of OCP Amendment and Rezoning
Application by Council.
Public Hearing.
Referral of Formal consideration of third Reading of OCP Amendment and
Rezoning Application by Council.
Final Consideration of OCP Amendment and Rezoning Application by
Council.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this report is to seek a recommendation from the Advisory Planning
Commission (APC) on the proposed OCP Amendment and Rezoning for 100 Braid
Street. If approved, the proposed OCP Amendment and Rezoning would help facilitate
the development of a 60,000 sq. ft. (5,570 sq.m.), 202,550 sq.ft. (18,817 sq.m.) of
residential density, and 4,300 sq.ft. (400 sq.m.) of community facilities (art gallery, artist
studio) at 100 Braid Street. The OCP amendment will change the land use designation
on the property and add a new development permit area and design guidelines. The
rezoning application is intended to align with the proposed OCP amendment.

Rupinder Basi,
Senior Planner
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Doc#: 857031
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Appendix 2
Existing Land Use Designation Map
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Appendix 3
Draft OCP Amendment Bylaw 7836, 2016
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DRAFT

CORPORATIONOFTHECITYOFNEWWESTMINSTER
BYLAWNO.7836,2016
ABylawtoAmendOfficialCommunityPlanBylawNo.7435,2011
________________________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS the Local Government Act empowers a local government to adopt an Official
CommunityPlan;
ANDWHEREAStheCorporationoftheCityofNewWestminsterhasadopted“OfficialCommunity
PlanDesignationBylawNo.7435,2011”;
ANDWHEREAStheCouncilhasspecificallyconsideredwhetherconsultationisrequiredwith:
(a)

theboardoftheGreaterVancouverRegionalDistrict;

(b)

firstnations;

(c)

the Greater Vancouver Water District and the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and
DrainageDistrict;

(d)

theProvincialandFederalgovernmentsandtheiragencies;and

(e)

anyotherpersons,organizations,andauthoritiesitconsiderswillbeaffected,

andwhethersuchconsultation,ifrequired,shouldbeearlyorongoing;
ANDWHEREAStheCouncilhasconsideredtheamendment,betweenfirstandsecondreadingof
thebylaw,inconjunctionwith:
(a)

theCity’sCapitalExpenditureProgram(ascontainedinthe“FiveYearFinancialPlan
BylawNo.7747,2015”),and

(b)

the Solid Waste Management Plan1995 and the 2002 Liquid Waste Management
PlanoftheGreaterVancouverRegionalDistrict;

ANDWHEREAStheCouncilhasconsultedwiththeBoardofTrusteesofSchoolDistrictNo.40and
has sought its input as to the matters set out in section 881(2) of the Local Government Act in
respectoftheamendment;
ANDWHEREAStheCouncilhasheldaPublicHearingontheamendment;
AND WHEREAS the City wishes to amend the Official Community Plan designated in Bylaw No.
7435,2011bychangingthelandusedesignationforthatpropertylocatedat100BraidStreetfrom
(MU)MixedUseto(S)Schooland(RHC)ResidentialͲHighDensity/CommunityFacility

Document#:854374
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DRAFT

NOWTHEREFOREtheCounciloftheCorporationoftheCityofNewWestminsterinopenmeeting
assembledherebyenactsasfollows:
1.

This Bylaw may be cited as “Official Community Plan (100 Braid Street) Bylaw No. 7836,
2016”.

2.

TheNewWestminsterOfficialCommunityPlan,BylawNo.7435,2011isherebyamended
by:

(a)

insertingthefollowinglandusedesignationdescriptiontosection3.1followingthe(RM)
Residential–HighDensitydesignation:
(RHC) Residential Ͳ High Density/Community Facility: this area will contain high
densitymultiͲfamilyresidentialusesincludingrowhouses,stackedtownhouses,low
risesandhighrises.Thisareawillalsocontaincommunityamenitiessuchaschild
care,libraries,artiststudios,artgalleriesorcommunityspace.

(b)

alteringthelandusedesignationofthefollowingsubjectproperty:

LegalDescription:

LOT 1, NEW WEST DISTRICT, PLAN NWP85982 SUBURBAN
BLOCK1,GROUP1
PID: 

016Ͳ191Ͳ412
(Municipallyknownat100BraidStreet)


from (MU) Mixed Use to (S) School and (RHC) Residential – High Density/Community
Facility, as indicated on the drawing attached to this bylaw as Schedule “A” and by
amendingMapLU2ProposedLandUseConceptaccordingly;
(c)

addingtothelistofDevelopmentPermitAreasinSection3.2.CScheduleofDevelopment
Permit Areas, under the heading “Comprehensive Development”, “4. Urban Academy
ComprehensiveDevelopment”;

(d)

inserting the following in Section 3.2.C Comprehensive Development as “#4 Urban
Academy Comprehensive Development” and by amending the Table of Contents
accordingly:
The area identified as Development Permit Area #4 [see Map D3] is designated for the
establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial and multiͲfamily
residentialdevelopmentandbestpracticesforpromotingwaterandenergyconservation
andreducinggreenhousegasemissions.Thedevelopmentofthissiteoffersopportunities
for providing employmentͲgenerating uses (private school), community amenities, and
multiͲunitresidentialwithincloseproximitytotransitwhilepromotinghighͲqualityurban
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design. Development permit guidelines in relation to these objectives are established in
ScheduleCoftheOfficialCommunityPlan.
(e)

insertingthedesignguidelinesattachedasSchedule“B”ofthisBylawasScheduleCtothe
OfficialCommunityPlan.

(f)

alteringMapD3toidentifythelanddescribedinsubsection(b)asArea#4UrbanAcademy
ComprehensiveDevelopment;


READAFIRSTTIMEonanaffirmativevoteofamajorityofallmembersofCouncilthis
______________dayof______________,2016.
READASECONDTIMEonanaffirmativevoteofamajorityofallmembersofCouncilthis
______________dayof_____________,2016.
PUBLICHEARINGheldthis_________________dayof_________________,2016.
READATHIRDTIMEonanaffirmativevoteofamajorityofallmembersofCouncilthis
______________dayof________________,2016.
ADOPTEDonanaffirmativevoteofamajorityofallmembersofCouncilthis________dayof
______________,2016.




Mayor 





















CityClerk
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SCHEDULE“A”
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Cover Image: conceptual rendering of proposed development
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URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES &
SITE CONSIDERATIONS

1.1 Site Planning & Buildings

1.2 Connectivity

1. Building siting shall contribute to a pedestrian scale

1. Intersection of Braid / Rousseau Street to facilitate the safe and efﬁcient movement of pedestrians,
cyclists and vehicles in all directions to ensure safety
of students and residents within the development as
well as the examination of a median on Braid Street, as
required by the City’s engineering department.

neighbourhood character. Consider the following:
•

Design buildings to address all frontages,
including public street and internal accesses,
mews and future laneways.

•

Use architectural and landscaping language to
reinforce sense of arrival and to direct students,
school staff, and visitors toward the Rousseau
Street entrance.

2. Building siting shall respect the existing neighbourhood and site context. Consider the following:
•

Site buildings with thought to existing buildings
and outdoor spaces including the location of
windows and entrances, overlooking of spaces,
impact to air circulation, access to daylight and

2. Intersection of Rousseau Street and Braid Street
to be reviewed in regards to providing suitable access
to the proposed school and multi-unit residential with
consideration for minimizing trafﬁc impacts to the lower
Sapperton neighbourhood.
3. All transportation analysis should take into consideration the future development on surrounding properties,
such as Sapperton Green.
4. The proposal shall provide for good connectivity for
pedestrian, cyclists, transit users, and motor vehicles to
Hume Park, the existing and future improved trail and
greenway system, transit and future development within
the area, such as Sapperton Green.

overshadowing.
•

Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to
pedestrians and existing neighbours, especially

5. Wayﬁnding signage should navigate users of the site
to the Skytrain and Cycle network in the vicinity of the
site.

in relation to service areas and mechanical
equipment.
•

Minimize visibility of service areas and mechanical equipment from streets, open spaces and
neighbours.

40
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1.

1.3 Pedestrian Comfort & Circulation

1.4 Public View Corridors

1. Provide for the comfort and interest of pedestrians
on the sidewalk and common outdoor spaces through
lighting, signage, seating and continuous weather
protection such as canopies and awnings.

1. The siting of all buildings shall take into consideration
any potential impacts to public view corridors and how
such impacts can be best addressed through design. A
view corridor analysis shall be provided from locations
within the community such as Fader Street/Braid, East
Eighth Avenue at Buchanan, and East Columbia Street/
Braid Street.

2. Provide high quality public streetscapes along Braid
Street and Rousseau Street with sidewalk details
such as interesting tree grates, paving inlays, stamps,
or colour, that are consistent or complementary with
existing sidewalk patterns.
3. Provide easy access that is suitable for all ages and
abilities from the street to building entrances and along
important walkways within the development. Provide
smooth, non-skid walking surfaces and gentle grades.
There may be changes in the grade of walkways from
individual units to the public street.
4. Provide shielded, down lighting to ensure the safety
and comfort of pedestrians on the public sidewalk
and publically-accessible, privately owned walkways,
but these should also be designed to minimize light
pollution.

Conceptual precedent of below grade gymnasium

5. Energy efﬁcient lighting such as LED or solar
powered lighting is encouraged throughout the site.
6. Provide opportunities for visual oversight and lighting
from buildings onto streets, laneways, paths and mews.
7. Ensure safe circulation by clearly deﬁning and
separating areas for walking and cycling from parking
and trafﬁc, including south laneway. Consider interesting
paving details that delineate pedestrian circulation,
public and private property.

Conceptual precedent of classrooms / indoor spaces maximizing
natural daylight and visual &/or physical connection to outdoor spaces.

8. Pedestrian mews should be designed to safely
delineate pedestrian and shared spaces from vehicular
trafﬁc through the use of special paving, street trees
and other methods.

Conceptual precedent of school design providing visual connection to
neighbourhood

6
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

2.1. Massing

2.2. Form, Natural Light & Ventilation

1. Building massing shall contribute to a pedestrian
scale neighbourhood character.

1. Consider siting of tower in relation to other properties
with the goal of providing a recommended separation of
27 metres / 89 feet for buildings with a height of seven
[7] storeys or greater.

Consider the following:
•

Use a podium height to right-of-way width proportion that reinforces a pedestrian scale streetscape
for all multi-unit residential development.

•

For residential development, step back upper
portions of the building above the podium level
and/or provide architectural elements to delineate
the tower portions from the podium-level portions of
the building.

•

For school development, step building massing
at the upper levels of the building to allow for a
transition between the school and the existing and
proposed adjacent residential buildings.

•

Use vertical architectural features to break up and
articulate the massing of buildings.

•

Use horizontal architectural elements and treatments to deﬁne ﬂoor-to-ﬂoor transitions, roofs and
cornice lines.

•

Reinforce the pedestrian scale massing by
designing all buildings to have architectural
articulation at the “base” and “top” that are visibly
differentiated by use of different building materials
and details.

2. Shape residential towers so that views are maximized
around and between them.
3. Floor plates for residential towers shall be restricted
to a maximum 780 square metres (8,400 square feet),
or smaller if possible.
4. Provide a shadow study and view analysis for all
buildings at the Development Permit Stage.
5. Residential building massing shall maximize natural
light and ventilation to units. Consider the following:
•

Mass buildings to promote as many units as
possible having exterior walls with windows on
two sides.

•

Conﬁgure internal units using a wide windowwall to shallow room depth ratio that ensures
ample daylight penetrates to the back of the
unit.

6. School building massing shall maximize natural light
and ventilation to all classrooms and indoor school
spaces, and provide visual and/or physical links with
outdoor educational spaces and pedestrian mews.
7. School uses at street level, such as the gymnasium,
should animate the street frontage at the corner of
Braid & Rousseau Street for both vehicles and pedestrians. For example, through the use of articulated
massing, materials, transparency and glazing.
8. Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler
months and reduce unwanted heat gain in summer.
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2.

2.3

Building Entrances

1. Building entrances shall be located and designed to
have a strong relationship with the street.
RESIDENTIAL STREET FRONTAGE

SCHOOL FRONTAGE

2. Consider the following:

3. Consider entry sequence, crossing Braid Street to
the front door of the school and emphasize sense of
arrival.

•

•

Orient entries for residential buildings, entry
lobby, and ground oriented units to the street,
laneway, mews or future city greenway.
Distinguish entrances with a landscaped arrival
feature where the semi-private sidewalk meets
the public sidewalk. Incorporate smaller arrival
features to visibly differentiate other building
entrances.

•

Provide safe, covered entrances for residents.

•

A minimum setback of 2.0 metres from the
property line shall be provided for entrances
of ground-oriented units and private outdoor
space. These spaces can function as a porch,
a patio, a deck, or a planting buffer from the
street or lane.

•

Use of transparent materials, high volume
massing and signage at the residential tower
entry lobby in order to provide legibility to both
pedestrians and vehicles.

4. Improve pedestrian experience along Braid Street,
including mitigating impacts from vehicles and truck
trafﬁc with trees, soft and hard landscaping.
5. The orientation and design of the school building
should add to the street vitality and safety by promoting
active, street level uses and informal surveillance of the
area. Where school activities front the street level there
should be:
•

Clear windows on the street (not tinted, reﬂective or opaque.)

•

Prominent doorways

•

Architectural building detail at pedestrian eye
level

•

Visual interest including lighting, awnings,
landscaping containers, and/or creative use of
colour.

6. Outdoor seating and/or gathering spaces are
encouraged to promote street activity, where possible.
Entrances and gathering areas for the school should be
orientated towards Rousseau Street and the pedestrian
mews in order to limit interface between children and
vehicles on Braid Street.
7. Provide safe, covered entrances for students, school
staff, and visitors. Awnings or overhangs should be
considered at all public entrances.

8
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Conceptual precedents of school entrances & building materiality that is active, vibrant and of a high quality appearance.

2.4

Character & Materiality

1. All buildings and developments shall be designed
to have a high quality appearance that enhances the
overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
•

The architectural approach to massing, facade
treatment, detailing, materials and colour choice
should be complementary to the community
context.

•

Create a cohesive streetscape. Use a similar
alignment of windowsills, building and roof
lines and ﬂoor-to-ﬂoor spacing along the street
block.

•

Design all buildings within the development
to a similar architectural style but also provide
individual building variety through massing,
materials, colour, and other architectural details,
in order to break down the scale at street level.

•

Coordinate lighting, wayﬁnding and signage,
outdoor furniture and garbage receptacles;
and all design outdoor areas and landscape
elements to be consistent and complementary
with the style, materials, colour and quality of
the proposed development.

4. Materials and treatments at grade level, particularly
for buildings fronting public spaces should provide visual
interest and enhance the pedestrian scale.
5. Large blank walls fronting public streets, including
retaining walls, shall not be permitted.

Conceptual precedent of cohesive and active streetscape.

2. A consistent palette of high quality materials should
be used throughout the site, with complementary,
but distinctive character used as appropriate for the
different school and residential uses.
3. In general, all exterior ﬁnishing materials and details
that are appropriate to local climatic conditions may be
utilized, provided they contribute to:
•

a high-quality image that portrays a sense of
permanence; and

•

the long-term durability of the exterior systems,
such that the initial integrity, quality, and visual
appearance will be retained over the lifespan of
the building

Conceptual precedent of residential varied massing through tower &
podium design.

Conceptual precedent of residential private balconies and terraces
overlooking communal landscaped open space.
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2.5

1. Rooftops shall appear clean and attractive and in
keeping with the architectural style of the building.
Consider the following:
•

Locate and screen mechanical and service
equipment such that it appears as an integral
part of the building.

•

Finish the surface of roofs with a material that
is visually attractive and easy to maintain.

•

Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island
effect.

Conceptual precedent of high quality residential building design,
materiality and landscaping.

2. Outdoor Educational Spaces - School
•

All the outdoor spaces are to be pre-dominantly
synthetic surface play spaces. Colour should be
appropriate to use but visually unobtrusive.

•

Provide some 'green' areas of roofs through
planters and trees, in order to form visually
pleasing, safe and natural barriers on the
perimeters of each open space.

•

Rooftop play spaces are to be designed to
ensure safety of students and pedestrians
below through adequate edge protection. For
instance through fencing, walls and/or planters
and planting.

•

Vertically orientated non-climbable fencing is to
be integrated with trees and planting. Fencing
should be visually porous to enhance the visual
edge along the building perimeter.

•

Consider providing a variety of seating options
and attractive lighting, as appropriate, to
promote accessibility and enhance visual
appearance. Consider providing a variety of
covered play spaces for weather protection.

•

Rooftop open spaces should be sufﬁciently
sized so as to allow for meaningful playspace.

Conceptual precedents of school roofs used as outdoor play and
educational spaces with visual & physical connection to interior.

Conceptual precedents of green roof planters & trees to create natural
building edge to the school and provide encounters with nature.
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2.6

Noise
•

Make signs visible from the street without being
obtrusive. Design the size, location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.

•

Use indirect lighting from ﬁxtures that are
integrated into the overall design and character
of the development and/or building.

1. All development and buildings shall be designed to
minimize impacts from adjacent industrial and transportation activities. Consider the following:
•

•

Site buildings to minimize light intrusion from
trucks and industrial site lighting into residential
units, private and semi-private open spaces.
Organize internal unit conﬁguration to locate
bedrooms and, where possible, other living areas
away from industrial and goods transportation activities. Employ technical approaches to
noise abatement in residential buildings where
required.

•

Where possible, locate all outdoor spaces away
from noise sources.

•

Provide landscape buffers on the site. Use
layered plantings of trees and shrubs.

2. All future Development Permit application(s) to
develop residential dwellings adjacent to industrial and
transportation activities shall provide a report prepared by
persons qualiﬁed in acoustics and noise measurement,
demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise standards
for habitable areas. Recommendations from this report
shall be incorporated within the proposed building
designs and adequate disclosure shall be provided to
future owners in regards to train noise within the area.
3. The Design of each development shall consider the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) Guidelines
for New Development in Proximity to Railway Operations.

2.7

Signs

1. Signs shall be designed to be consistent and complementary with the architectural style, scale and materials
of the overall development and/or building and its
surrounding context. Consider the following:
•

12

Integrate signs into the detailing of the building,
but they should be subordinate to the overall
building composition.

2. A master signage plan shall be provided as part of
each development permit application.

2.8

Artist Studios & Gallery Space

1. Gallery space should be provided with a mechanical
ventilation unit and associated ducting sufﬁcient for the
safe use of noxious or toxic materials and a 220 volt
service for machinery. Plumbing should be located to
permit the easy installation of an art sink and sediment
sink trap.
2. Gallery and artist studios should be located adjacent to
the street or public space in order to promote connection
with community and provide active street frontage.
3. The amount of glazing and location for the gallery and
artist studios should be designed to provide sufﬁcient
ambient daylight illumination for visual tasks related to the
production of art. Low iron glass should be considered
to provide a higher degree of transparency and improve
the visual connection from the outside to activities within
the gallery and studio spaces. Reﬂective glazing is
discouraged.

2.9

Heritage

1. Consider the Heritage Assessment Report
completed by Donald Luxton & Associates (January
2016), in relation to the site having heritage signiﬁcance within the area, as the location of the former BC
Distillery Building. The proposed development should
refer to and acknowledge this former heritage asset. For
example, this may be achieved through signage, plaque,
place naming, or architectural and landscape feature /
gesture etc.
47

3.1

Streetscape Considerations

New Westminster, BC

STREETSCAPE & OPEN SPACE

100 BRAID STREET

3.

BRAID STREET
1. Provide for a double row of street trees along Braid
Street to enhance streetscape and privacy. Where
possible this should be provided within the existing
road dedication within the boulevard and/or tree grates.
Where there is not adequate room for a double row of
trees, and subject to City approval, provide a single row
of street trees in boulevard and/or tree grates and one
row of ornamental trees within private property fronting
Braid Street in order to create the effect of a double row
of trees. All mature, healthy trees on City property shall
be retained as determined by the City Arborist.

Conceptual precedent of a layered planting strategy with grasses,
shrubs and canopy trees to enhance streetscape and privacy

2. Provide a separate minimum 2.5 metre sidewalk and
consider additional areas of hard landscaping adjacent to
the sidewalk at the entry to the green mews
3. Where appropriate, consider using Silva Cell technology to promote healthy root growth as well as to
prolong the future maintenance of sidewalks and ﬁxed
structures.
4. Where feasible introduce rain gardens, bioswales and
other ecological approaches into streetscape to address
stormwater quantity and quality.

Fig 1. conceptual sketch view of Braid Street frontage

Example of rain garden as an ecological and sustainable approach to
stormwater management within streetscape

Fig 2. conceptual sketch section of Braid Street
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ROUSSEAU STREET
5. Provide for a single row of large street trees in the
boulevard and/or tree grates, layered with a mix of
grasses and/or low shrubs.
6. Provide a separate minimum 2.0 metre sidewalk unobstructed by trees.
7. Where appropriate, consider using Silva Cell technology to promote healthy root growth as well as to
prolong the future maintenance of sidewalks and ﬁxed
structures.

Conceptual precedent of potential paving and planting concept to
enhance streetscape and safety

8. Design should consider school drop-off, pick-up,
on-street parking and address trafﬁc through Rousseau
Street and lower Sapperton neighbourhood. Provide
a combination of planting and paved surfacing in the
boulevard to allow for access to short term on-street
parking and drop-off. Consider deﬁning paved areas with
outdoor seating, orientated perpendicular to the street.

Fig 3. conceptual sketch view of Rousseau Street frontage

14

Fig 4. conceptual sketch section of Rousseau Street
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New Westminster, BC

100 BRAID STREET
SOUTH LANEWAY
9 Provide for two way trafﬁc with no parking and a sidewalk for access to ground-oriented townhouse units.
10. Width of south laneway to be determined by the City
of New Westminster Engineering Department.
11. Landscape treatment along lane to balance sense of
entry as well as ‘back lane’ services such as garbage /
recycling areas, deliveries, garbage access, etc.

Conceptual precedents of layered planting to provide a natural transition between the public realm and townhouse frontage.

Existing
Mini
Storage
Building

Fig 5. conceptual sketch view of South Laneway frontage

Fig 6. conceptual sketch section of South Laneway in location of townhouses
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3.2

Public Open Spaces

1. Open spaces should be thoughtfully designed to
provide functional, universally accessible space that is
comfortable for a variety of ages and abilities.
2. Publically accessible spaces on private property
should feel public and inviting.
3. Provide high quality, interesting, and durable outdoor
spaces. The design of the gathering areas should be integrated with the site and the building(s). Distinctive, high
quality, and low maintenance paving treatments should
be used for the Public Open Space, and consideration
should be given to extending the paving treatment onto
the street to give the space further prominence.

Conceptual precedent of public space, featuring high quality paving
materials and a range of seating options.

4. Provide for pedestrian permeability with multiple
opportunities to access and move through open spaces.
5. Provide a range of seating options that can accommodate individuals and small groups. Locate seating
options suited to different weather conditions such as
sun, shade and shelter from wind and rain.
6. Locate outdoor spaces to capture the sun and create
an inviting gathering space. Suitable overhangs, canopies and trees for shade and rain protection should be
incorporated.

Conceptual precedent of cascading landscape creating publicly
accessible outdoor space on private property.

Conceptual precedent images of how planting materials are carefully selected to provide shade and screening between public, semi-public and
private spaces, seasonal interest , as well as various environmental beneﬁts.

16
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•

Seating options such as benches, moveable
chairs and/or tables. Locate seating options
suited to different weather conditions such as
sun and shaded, and shelter from wind and rain.

•

Providing additional common gardens where
residents can garden and grow food together.

•

Natural play elements in visible locations. e.g.
boulders, stepping stones, grassy slopes.

7. The residential development shall provide directly
accessible private outdoor space for all units. Consider
the following:
•

Include balconies for above grade units and
patios or rooftop decks for ground oriented
units.

•

Design roofs to provide usable outdoor space.

•

Use private outdoor space to create a transition where units front onto public or internal
streets, pedestrian mews, and/or city trails
or greenways. Design this area to be visually
and spatially well-deﬁned from the street or
walkway.

•

Provide physical outdoor connections between
private, semi-private and public open spaces.

New Westminster, BC

100 BRAID STREET
RESIDENTIAL

Conceptual precedent of communal space and outdoor amenities
for residents

8. Semi-private common outdoor space shall be
provided for all multi-family development. Consider using
common space to create a transition between private
residential areas and public spaces, streets, mews or
lane. Orient private patios and entries around the semiprivate common space to facilitate neighbourly interactions and provide overlook for children as they play.
9. Common outdoor spaces should be designed to be
programmable for inter-generational activities and uses
in locations that are visible and safe. Spaces should
contain elements such as play areas, landscaping,
benches and/or tables, and patios to encourage social
interaction.

Conceptual precedent of communal residential open lawn providing
a ﬂexible, informal gathering place.

10. Common outdoor spaces shall be designed to be
of a usable size and conﬁguration. Include a range of
activities. Consider the following:
•

Hard and soft landscaped areas such as
courtyards, patios, lawns and/or naturalized
open space.

Conceptual precedent of an inter-generational & multifunctional
communal outdoor space with opportunities for growing ﬂowers
and food.
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Fig 7. conceptual sketch view of semi-private / communal podium outdoor space surrounded by private
terraces and balconies.

Fig 8. conceptual east-west sketch section through podium with upper courtyard and cascading landscape
towards mews / green linkage
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SCHOOL – URBAN ACADEMY
11. The school development shall provide high quality
outdoor learning areas at grade and on roofs. Consider
the following:
•

•

•

At-grade public open space should be accessible at all times without physical barriers or
gates, excluding outdoor spaces for childcare
licensing requirements.
Seating areas, walkways, stormwater planters
or urban plazas are encouraged to create a
continuous urban open space system.
Rooftop amenities should be accessible to the
school community and public events sanctioned
by the school. Rooftop to include exterior
landscaped perimeter and attractive fencing.
Refer also to section to 2.5.

Accessibility

1. Ensure the on-site accessibility of all pathways,
building entrances, public and semi-public spaces,
amenities and special features by people of varying
ability. Consider the following:
•

Build public sidewalks that are obstruction free
with non-skid, uniform walking surfaces.

•

Locate entrance ramps and lifts in areas that
are highly visible, easy to use and connected to
the sidewalk.

•

Where steps or high thresholds create a barrier,
provide an alternative route that is easily accessible to everyone.

•

Locate site furnishings and landscape /
streetscape features where they will not
impede easy passage for those using a mobility
device or by people who are visually impaired.

•

Landscape perimeter shall have a minimum of
450 mm growing medium for shrub planting.

•

Locate parking for those with ability challenges
close to accessible building entrances.

•

Where trees are proposed in planters, ensure
a minimum depth of 900mm depth growing
medium.

•

Use LED lights that emit white light in all
outdoor areas for better visibility i.e. not orange
light.

Conceptual precedent for creating indoor and outdoor visual &
physical connection with public open space within the School

New Westminster, BC

100 BRAID STREET

3.3

Fig 9. conceptual sketch elevation of school and street landscaping
along south laneway
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3.4

Trees and Planting
street trees in a continuous trench minimum
1.8m width with soil cells below (i.e. 15 to 30
cubic metres minimum of high quality soil for
each tree) ﬁnished with a tree grate around
each tree.

1. Each development shall use the BC Society of
Landscape Architects’ and BC Landscape and Nursery
Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines
(Latest Edition)” in specifying, selection, site preparation,
installation and maintenance of all trees and other plant
materials.
•
2. Each development shall integrate trees, including
shade trees. Consider the following:
•

•

Retain existing mature trees wherever possible.
Where tree removal is proposed and approved
by the City Arborist, replace with a number,
species and size of trees in accordance with
the City of New Westminster Tree Protection
Bylaw.
Plant new trees in all public and semi-private
open spaces, parking areas, private yards, and
along internal streets and pathways.

3. Tree species and other plant materials shall be of
high quality, suited to their purpose and contribute to the
overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
•

•

Choose species that are successful in the
urban environment, easy to maintain, are
non-invasive and suited to the site-speciﬁc
conditions of properties within the Rousseau
Triangle. Selected tree species should also
have non-aggressive rooting habits.
Use medium to large size broadleaf deciduous
tree species, wherever possible, for all shade
trees including internal street. Select species
that have a minimum mature height of 15
meters (49 feet).

4. All trees shall be planted so that they will successfully become established and develop a full canopy over
time. Consider the following:
•
20

Plant trees along public streets in a minimum
2.0 metres (6.5 feet) soil boulevard. Or plant

Space street trees consistently and so that
their canopies touch at maturity. Depending on
species generally one tree should be planted
on-centre at a minimum of 5.0m to 10.0m
maximum intervals (16-32 feet.)

5. Use green landscaping in all areas including walkways, patios, public spaces or other hard surfaces, and
within setbacks from the property line, in order to soften
the urban landscape of the Rousseau Triangle area.
6. Consider adding landscaping that is integrated into
the building rooﬂine, patio and podium edges, and along
the building facade at grade in order to soften building
edges, provide a degree of privacy, and reduce summertime solar gain. Landscaping should provide only a
partial screen in order to still enable surveillance of the
street and transparency of school frontages for safety.
7. Ensure the following depths for growing medium
that are applicable for both on and off slab conditions:
900mm depth for trees, 450 mm depth for shrub
planting and 300 mm for ground cover.
8. Consider best practices in stormwater management
for all proposed developments on the site.

3.5

Utility Kiosks

1. Through discussions with the City’s Electrical Department and third-party utilities, the location of all utility
kiosks shall take into consideration the streetscape
design and not be sited in high proﬁle locations or locations that will impede pedestrian and cyclists.
2. Where possible, kiosks shall be screened from view
through landscaping and/or other treatments such as
decorative fencing or enclosures.
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4.1

Parking, Loading & Access

1. Parking structures and parking lots will be designed
to be unobtrusive to the pedestrian environment and
adjacent properties. All parking associated with a
development shall be located below building and/or
underground, and designed to reinforce a pedestrian
oriented neighbourhood character and scale. Consider
the following:
RESIDENTIAL
2. Integrate structured parking with the building design
and have usable building space (e.g. ground oriented
units) facing public streets, parks and open spaces.
3. Provide wiring within parking areas for plug-in
electric vehicles to meet Electric Vehicle Ready
requirements.
SCHOOL
4. Access to off-street student pick-up and drop-off
areas for the proposed school shall be accessed off
of the south lane in order to minimize pedestrian and
vehicle disruption along neighbouring streets.
5. Any on-street pick up and drop off areas shall be
designed to minimize impacts on the ﬂow of pedestrian,
bicycle, and vehicular trafﬁc within the neighbourhood to
the satisfaction and approval of the City of New Westminster Engineering Department.

New Westminster, BC

VEHICULAR ACCESS, OFF-STREET PARKING AND
LOADING AREAS

100 BRAID STREET

4.

SITE PARKING AND ACCESS
8. Ensure underground parking is readily accessible,
well signed and easy to use.
9. Support transportation options such as carpools,
cooperative car use, and parking for people with
disabilities through providing appropriately sized and
conveniently located parking spaces.
10. Support active modes of transportation through the
provision of conveniently located, and secured, longterm and short-term bicycle parking. Where possible,
bicycle parking spaces should be covered to allow for
weather protection.
11. Design parking and other paved areas to minimize
negative impacts on surface runoff volume and quality.
Use an appropriate selection of strategies such as the
following:
•

Install oil/water separators for high trafﬁc
areas.

•

Direct runoff to landscaped ﬁlter strips, bioswales, and bio-ﬁltration strips.

6. Provide access to parking, loading, and servicing
from the south lane to ensure a continuous pedestrian
interface and neighbourhood quality on both Braid
Street and Rousseau Street.
7 Visibly and physically separate pedestrian walkways
from vehicle access points and on-street parking
through grade separation, bollards, trees in tree guards,
and other methods as appropriate.
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4.2

Recycling, Garbage & Compost
Receptacles

1. The location of recycling, garbage and compost
receptacles should be given thoughtful design to
encourage the reduction of solid waste and promote
sustainability within individual developments.
2. Collection of all recycling, garbage, and compost
receptacles shall be off of the south lane.

4.3.

Safety

1. Each development shall provide a Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design (CPTED) report outlining
the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments and buildings, including open space.

- End -
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New Westminster, BC

100 BRAID STREET
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Appendix 4
Draft Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 7837, 2016
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CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW (100 BRAID STREET)
NO. 7837, 2016
ADOPTED ________________

A Bylaw to Amend Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001.
The Municipal Council of the City of New Westminster, in open meeting assembled, ENACTS
AS FOLLOWS:
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Zoning Amendment Bylaw (100 Braid
Street) No. 7837, 2016”.

2.

Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 is hereby amended as follows:
a) Section 1000 Comprehensive Development Districts of Zoning Bylaw 6680, 2001 is
hereby amended by inserting as section 1067 the Schedule attached to this Bylaw as
Schedule A.
b) That the certain parcels of land situated within the City of New Westminster, British
Columbia and outlined in bold in the Schedule attached to this Bylaw as Schedule B and
which are presently zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1) are hereby rezoned to
Comprehensive Development District (Braid Street) (CD-67) and the Zoning Map
annexed as Appendix “A” to Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 is hereby amended to record
this rezoning.

GIVEN FIRST READING this ___________ day of __________________, 2016.

GIVEN SECOND READING this __________ day of __________________, 2016.

PUBLIC HEARING held this __________ day of __________________, 2016.

GIVEN THIRD READING this ___________ day of __________________, 2016.

Doc #857307
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ADOPTED and the Seal of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster affixed this
___________ day of __________________, 2016.

______________________________
MAYOR

______________________________
CITY CLERK

Doc #857307
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Schedule A:
Comprehensive Development District (Braid Street) (CD-67)

Doc #857307
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Comprehensive Development
District (Braid Street)(CD-67)
DRAFT
1067

1067 .1

Comprehensive Development District (Braid Street) (CD67)
The intent of this zoning district is to allow a
private school with up to 450 students and a high rise
multiple unit residential development which includes
townhouses, artists’ studios and gallery space in a
podium at grade.

Zoning Sub-Districts
1067 .2

The CD-67 Zoning district includes two sub-districts A
and B as indicated on the map attached to this district
as Supplementary Plan #1.

Permitted Principal and Accessory Uses
1067 .3

The following principal and accessory uses are
permitted in the CD-67 zoning district as outlined for
each of the sub-districts. For uses accompanied by a
checkmark, there are additional Conditions of Use
contained within this zoning district.

Permitted Principal Uses (Sub-District A)
Private school;
Public Assembly;

Permitted Accessory Uses (Sub-District A)

Use
Specific
Regulations
9
9
Use
Specific
Regulations

Uses accessory to any permitted principal
uses;

Permitted Principal Uses (Sub-District B)

Use
Specific
Regulations

Child care;
Multiple unit residential use;

2016 06 29
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1067-1

Comprehensive Development
District (Braid Street)(CD-67)
DRAFT
Libraries;
Artist studio and gallery;

Permitted Accessory Uses (Sub-District B)

Use
Specific
Regulations

Uses accessory to any permitted principal
uses;
Home based businesses;

9

Conditions of Use
1067 .4

Child care in accordance with Section 170.13 of this
Bylaw.

1067 .5

Private school uses shall not exceed 450 students.

1067 .6

Public assembly uses shall not include religious
worship.

Density
1067 .7

The maximum net floor area in Sub-District A shall
not exceed 5,575 square metres (60,008 square feet).

1067 .8

The maximum net residential floor area in SubDistrict B shall not exceed 18,817 square metres
(202,550 square feet).

1067 .9

The maximum net floor space for used for nonresidential uses for Sub-District B shall be a
minimum of 395 square metres (4,252 square feet) and
shall not exceed 465 square metres (5,005 square
feet).

Principal Building Envelope
1067 .10

All principal buildings and structures shall be sized
and sited according to the following:
Regulation

2016 06 29

Sub-District A

Sub-District B
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1067-2

Comprehensive Development
District (Braid Street)(CD-67)
DRAFT
Minimum
Setback
North (Braid
Street)
Minimum
Setback West
Minimum
Setback
South
Minimum
Setback East
Maximum
Building
Height
Maximum
Floorplate
Size

3 metres (9.84
feet)

3 metres (9.84
feet)

3 metres (9.84
feet)

4.5 metres (14.76
feet)

5 metres (16.4
feet)

5 metres (16.4
feet)

1 metre (3.28 feet)

4.5 metres (14.76
feet)

22 metres (72.18
feet)

65 metres (213.25
feet)

N/A

780 square metres
(8,396 square feet)
above 34 metres
geodetic

Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements
1067 .11

Off-street automobile parking shall be provided in
accordance with the Off-Street Parking Regulation
section of this bylaw,

1067 .12

Bicycle parking shall be provided in accordance with
the Off-Street Bicycle Parking Regulations section of
this bylaw.

1067 .13

Off-Street loading shall be provided in accordance
with the Off-Street Loading Regulations section of
this bylaw.

2016 06 29
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1067-3

Comprehensive Development
District (Braid Street)(CD-67)
DRAFT
Supplementary Plan #1

Sub-District
A

2016 06 29

Sub-District
B
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1067-4
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Schedule B:
Area of Rezoning
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Public Engagement Summary
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U RBAN ACADEMY 100 Braid Street
Public Engagement Summary Report
January to March 2016
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-",-.%%2)+--2%(,8!',"-2,-.",'9-$"'(+%/'-!+8!-2(.(.%."%('
,"-'(05"'-!.++'-3('"' 5",,%" !-%2%,,-!'0!--!-(-%',"-20(.%('-!",
)+()+-2.++'-%2

=A

'-!"' ",-!- !/'(-!+'2-!"' (.-!+"- .,-!."%"' ",*."-(%8
'(-!+-!"' ",-!--!+,&,-(%(-()()%"'-!+,.+)+",(.--!",8 ,'2
).%"(',.%--"(''('-0')+))%"-"(''-!",-"&4 /2(.-%$-(-!
+,"'-,('(.,,.-+-5!/2(.-%$-('2(-!.++'--''-,(-!IHH+"
-+-."%"' ,4

KO

!",",+%%2-!,-+-"' )("'-(+(&&.'"-2'  &'-'0!+0$"'(",!(.-'2(
-!",,.,50(+$('-!&5'-!'.%-"&-%2(&$ "'80"%%-%$"' -(&(+'
&(+)()%,-!)+(,, (,%(' 5-!",",'(--!('%2'  &'--!-", ("' -(!))'8
-",'/(%/"' )+(,,

=B

&.+"(.,5#.,-(&"' -(-!(&&.'"-2'-!1",-"' -''-,-!-()+-,-."(,-!-
('-+".--(-!(&&.'"-2'(+(&&.'"-2,+/",'-!'0.,"',,,-!+8 &
0('+"' "2(. .2,!/%(($--!-4

KP

+"'-+"$2,"-.-"('.,0('9-(0'-!%'82('-+-50+'(-%%(0-(
-%$-(-!-''-,(+&%%28+-%$"' -(2.,"-",)+-(-!+3('"' )+(,,8
''(- ("''%(($--''2 +&'-,(+-!-"%,-!- "/,.+"-28(,)$(.-
!+"- 50"(!+"- ,,,,&'-8!!+"- (',.%-'-",2-!--!+",
!+"- /%.-(-!%'.--!."%"' "-,%"'(-!/!+"- &+"-,('-!1-+"(+8
!+0"%%!+"- (&)(''-"'-(-!/%()&'-))%"-"('

=C

&.+"(.,(.--!1",-"' ."%"' ,-!-+.-("'-!,%""& 8+-!2"' 
+&(/4
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KQ

(5-!20"%%+-"'

>:

(.0+(+"' -(-!(&&.'"-2,(&,*.+((- 8J5HHH,*.+-,&,,&%%8
!-",-! %%+2+" !-'(04

LH

!IHH+"-+- %%+",+.++'-%2U<=M5MHH

>;

(0'2(.(+,.!,&%%,)4!/0"-2+,"'-!",(&&.'"-2-(!/-!,
,-."(,"')%'-!2+'"&)(+-'-)+-((.+(&&.'"-2'2(.0'--(,-+(2"-4

LI

!",",-!$0+%(($"' (+8 "-"('% %%+2,)",,(&-!"' -!-",+%%2
"&)(+-'--(-!'" !(.+!((500"%%%(($-"' "-8 "$ ,"5-!",",'(-,-"',-('8
+-+2"' -( -,&.!$,)(,,"%,(0'(&$-(2(.(+0&$
-!,!' ,

><

(0'(.,,.5"2(.+ ("' -(%($-!-(5.+-!+(0'-!+(2(.!/" -1"
(&)'2'&(+," '""'-5-!+",'&.%',--"('-!+8!2',,'-!",
",-!"+*."$,,8 2(.%($-!",(5&.%','(0!/-( (-!+(. !'" !(.+!((
,-+-,5-!-,%(0,(0'-!++,)(',-"&8

LJ

!-",%%)+-(-!)+(,,')%'

>=

+"'+.'--",,+"(.,"'-+,-"('50!"%-!2+("' %%-!-,-.('+('--+-5 
%+2'(-"-!"&)--!--!-",!/"' ('-!-+"('+"-+-8(.+ ("' -(
"&)--!-+""'(-!"+-"(',5,)"%%2"-!2+."%"' -!(,!. -(0+,+" !-
+(,,-!,-+-+(&2(.

LK

+""," %0"-!0,-"' '+%80"%%%(($"' --!",.+"' -!)+(,,'
00"%%(&"' -(-!(&&.'"-20"-!-+",-+- 2,(%.-"('8 "-",))+(/5+'
&20"%%!/('-"'.(.,-+"&' &'-)%'8!",",#.,--! "''"' '"-0"%%
-&(+'&(+-"%-()("'-0!+0-+2-(,-",2,&'2)()%,)(,,"%

>>

'2(.-%%&"-!1",-"' ,-."(,(0'(++.'2-!"-24(-!2!/%(' -+&%,,4

LL

!2+)+"/-.,"',,,'+'-"' +(&-!.++'-(0'+,'.%-"&-%2.,8 ('9-
$'(0-!-"%,(-!%,,(-!-()(&2!8!-$"'(,-.00(.%$"'(%
0"-!-!-''-,(.+,%/,8

>?

&,,.&"' '2'0,)0(.%'(-)+"/-%2(0'2-!.++'-(0'+(-!
,-."(,4 -0(.%%,-(-!"-2'-!'(+-(-!+-",-,0"-!"'-!(&&.'"-2-(
.,-+.+-4

LM

,5(+-!,&)+(/"+8 ,"' -(-!"-2'!/"' -!&&' "-",,"+(+-!
(&&.'"-29,'"-

>@

!-+"%" !-2(.).-"'0"%%&.!%"$-!('-"!+,('52(.!/-( -(.-(-!
+').,!-!.--('8!2,!(.%#.,-!/!(.+02%" !-8(.&'-"(',-.2",
"' ('50!(",)2"' (+-!,-.24

LN

(('(+(.+,"-'-!"-2(,('(+-!+(++

>A

"%%-!",)+&"-!"' ('-!+,.%-,(-!",,-.2(+0"%%-!2 --!)+&"-(+-!,-.2",
('4
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LO

!-0(.% -),,"+,-5-!-0(.%-$02%(' +

>B

(.+))%2"' (+JH,-(+",'(05+2(. ("' -((-!,&-!"' ('2(. --!JH
,-(+","'4 '-!",))%"-"('+-!2 ("' -($)(&"' $(+&(+!" !-4

>C

-!"'$),-+"'+" +(,,+"0(.% ((8 ,-!+)%'(+-!+'&2
-(0(+$0"-!-!1",-"' +-",-,"'-!,)4

LQ

,5-!",","'",.,,"('

?:

,-!,!((% ("' -(."%-(+-!.'+ +(.')+$"' 4

MH

+$"' 0"%%/"%%.'+ +(.'('-!,!((%",()+-"('%8(&+()(0"%%
.'+ +(.'',(&0"%%(/+!+',-0"%%(/+!+

?;

(2(.!/+(. !"(!(0%(' "-0"%%-$-(."%-!,!((%4

MI

-!"+,-)+(,,",,.,,.%-!'00(.%"')+&"--"' )+(,,-!--$,'.&+
(&('-!,5-!--+)+-(2+8!',!((%(',-+.-"('", ((2+-(2+'!%
))+(1"&-%2

?<

(-('%2( -!"'$-!",", ("' -(%(-(-+"5 -!"'$"-", ("' -(-$02
(&&.'"-2-!-&',/+2&.!-(.,8(. !-(+%(' -"&-(!/'+-,-."('
&.,",-."('+28!-+2(.(+"' "'+-.+'4 -%(($,%"$J5HHH,*.+-()+!),
).%",)-(.,8 (0(2(.-!"'$-!",0(.%'"--(-!(&&.'"-24

MJ

!",",%% ((-(!+-!--! %%+2,)&2'(-" '(. !8'(-!" '"-,",
-!--!+"," %$((&&.'"-2,)"'-!'" !(.+!(('-!,!((%", ("' -(
%-()+(/"-!-8!,!((%!,.,"',,!(.+,'-+-!--!2+'(-',,+"%2.,"' 
-!,)8!","," ('"-"('(-!+3('"' 8 -",' +&'--!-0!/).-('-"-%
-!-(.-%"',-!+.%,-!--!,!((%',-((%%(08 -!,!((%(,'9-(%%(0-!+.%,5-!
"-2(,'9-!/-( "/.,"',,%"',,'-!-,-(),-!"+.,"',,

?=

!,!((%",(&"' "'-(%+ %2%.=(%%+'" !(.+!(('(-0!"-(%%+8 !()-!+
0"%%,),(+%(%$",''(-#.,-+"!$",8 &('+'(.--!%/%(',"-2"'
-+&,(-!+,"'-"%)(+-"('(/+P%($,0"-!JH,-(+2-(0+'JH-(0'!(&,'
&(+50!"!",%(-8+)()%-.%%2 ("' -(!))2%"/"' "',.!-" !-(&&.'"-24 ,
-!+ ("' -('2"'-+-"('0"-!-!+,-(-!'" !(.+!((4

MK

-9,-(. !*.,-"('8.%-"=&"%2!(.,"' ",-!.-.+'!(0-!2(''-0"-!-!,!((%
0"%%" (''-"(')"8 (0-!--.%%20(+$,%(' -+&",!+-(+,)('-(--!",
-"&8 2(.!/(&&'-,('',"-2-!-",,(&-!"' 2(.'-(%-,-$'(08!",,"-",
,)+-+(&-!-!-",!))'"' (+-!0!(%'" !(.+!((8!-",%,("'-'-(
"'- +--!(&&.'"-2&(+'"+'-(+&,(!(.,"' "'-(-!(&&.'"-28
+'&2!/(.-LMT("-,,-.'-,(&"' +(&0,-'&'2(-!&
(&+(&))+-('8!/+('"/+,+' (&"%",--!,!((%0"-!8(&
-((.+()'!(.,('+!M-!' --($'(0.,8

?>

+-!-0(,"-,3('-!,&4
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ML

-!"'$"-0(.%-0(,)+-3(',5"',-"-.-"('%'+,"'-"%8'()-"('(++3('"' 
))%"-"('",-(((&)+!',"//%()&'-3(''-!(-!+",-((-0(,)+-
3(',

??

-",&2.'+,-'"' -!-0+!+-('" !--(-%$(.--!+*.,--(+3('-!",%'8 ,
"-+(&"'.,-+"%(&&+"%4

MM

-",%" !-"'.,-+"%3('"' I5"',-"-.-"('%(++,"'-"%",'(-'(&),,"'-!.++'-.,

?@

2('+'",-!-0+ ("' -(%((,&"1=.,"'.,-+"%3('"' 8 ,))+-('+' ("' 
-()+--2&.!'-"+%2+,"'-"%4

MN

!))+-('+'/%()&'-",(&)+!',"/'0"%%!/(",)5(&&+"%,
0%%,+,"'-"%

?A

!++.++'-%2,"1.,"',,,('-!,"-+" !-'(08!('(&",)"'(+(&-!,
.,"',,,",/+2," '""'-8 !())()%.'+,-'-!.++'-('(&",-!-0!/"'
-!",,)8(,-!"-2!/'2)%',-(%(($--!('(&",(0!-.++'-%21",-,'
0!--!,!((%0"%%+"' -(-!",%(-"('4 (00"%%-!",--(.+",&'+,-.+'-,'
(-!+.,"',,,"'(.+(&&.'"-24

?B

!(0"%%(0'-!,!((%%'4

MP

!,!((%",'(-(+)+("-,("-2+.'2(+("+-(+,8!%'0"%%,)%"-I<K'
J<K

?C

(.%2(.."%,!((%'(&&+"%('-!",,"-"',-(+,"'-"%4

MQ

(.%.- ('9--!"'$-!)+"-!-0!/-!('-+-.'+500(.%'9-%-(
)2(+-!%'8(.0(.%)+(%2",%"$(&&+"%()-"('.,-( -'2/%.(.-(
-!%'-!+0(.%!/-(%(-((&&+"%'-!-+"",,.,0(.%020(+,
+(&&21)+"' 

@:

(.&'-"('2(.0(.%."%-!-(0+(0'-!+(3!&+$-!,'/+'!(--+
-!'"-",+" !-'(0' (.%(+,,2(.+(&)'2."%"' '(0-( -% .)('
))+-('+'8!+",'( .+'--!-2(.0"%%"'M=IH2+,8

NH

-",-.%%2--+(+.,-(0"-.'-"%))+-('+'",."%-.,-!2!/-('(
&'"-",+(,,-!,-+-8 -",!+-(,%%-(!(&,0!'&'"-",+IH=IM2+,02

@;

('9-%"/-!-0"-!%%-!/%()&'- ("' ('-!--!-+"",,.0"%%/++,(%/

@<

(0&'2)()%0"%%-!!" !+",+"' "''0!-)+'- 0"%%&"%2+"'%2'
-!++((&,4.,(-!'(","'-!+5!(00"%%2(.&$"---+-"/(+&"%",
-(0'--(%"/-!+4 (0(,-!"%('-()(-!,!((%0(+$4

NJ

-",#.,-(%(+ +'"'-!)"-.+'"-",'(-"%('-()(-!."%"' 8%-"&-%2(0'
-!+("-(.%)%2,)(+$",8
!"-2!,&"%2!(.,"' )(%"2'(0,(0!/-((%%(0-!-8(,)$-(-!'(",50(
'(.,-"%,-.2'' "'+,-%%.,"0'-((-+")%)!, %,,'0!-0%%
-!"$',,,+''0(%%(0-!-8!",",,(&-!"' -!-0(('/+2)+(#-8
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@=

,,,('+-",--!-+'-,,)-IHH+"-+-5 0(.%%"$-(&$(&&'-(.-
2(.+J5HHH,*.+((- %%+2,)8 -!,'&21)+"'-!- %%+2,)",'(--!
,&,,-."(,)''"-!+","-2+.''-+-!,&,+-",-+.''-+,8 0'--(
&$-!-%+""-"('*."-%+8 %"-!"-2", ("' -(+.' %%+2,)"'-!",,)"-
0"%%'(-!+0!"-%)!'-,"&"%+-(0!-2(.!/-'/"%'-+50!"!",'(-"' 
/%()-!02-!2!!()(+-!"+,-."(,),8 0(.%%"$-(,. ,--!--!"-2
(',"+/"%+-'-+-!-",+-",-+.'"'-(0',(&0!+8 '(-!++,+-",-,!/+.'
-!,),'"-!2('9-(0%%-!"-2-$,-!&$

NK

$"'(!/-!,&"'0(.%%"$'+-",-)+(/"+-(&' 80(.%%,-(
-!"-2'!().%%2-!"-2%,,"-$.,"--!'(&,&(+""'-8 ('9-
$'(0-!"+'-0',-."(' %%+2,)

@>

-."(,)","+-2' %%+2,)",%'8-."(",0!+-!-+-",-+--!"+0(+$'
-! %%+2",0!+-!2,!(0"-(

@?

!-(-!+-",-,(.+"' -!(',-+.-"(')+"("-!2+"'-'"' ('&(/"' $"'-(
-!+-",-,)4

NM

!-",,(&-!"' -!-!,-( -0(+$(.-5'(-,(&-!"'  !/,(%.-"('(++" !-'(0

@@

"-!+',%"'$9,)+()(,%-(1-''"-(.%/++(&-!+(,,"' -+.'---(-!
"'-+,-"('-+"'+.'--'-!+"%+(-!- (,0"-!"-50!-"&)-0(.%-!-
!/('2(.+/%()&'-4

NN

!/'9-,-."-!---!",)("'-8 ,--!"'$-!-",/"%()-"('&(/"' (+0+-!'
00"%%,-.2-!-8

@A

,+'&2)%''"' -((+0(+$1)+"'(+,-.'-,0"-!+-",-,4

NO

+'(-" '(. !(+&-.+'(. !,,!((%-(!/,-.'-,"')+( +&%"$-!-
2-.--!-20"%%(&

@B

-"+,-2(.,",-.'-,+(&"' +(&%%(/+-(--'5-!'2(.,"LMT++(&-!
"&&"-(&&.'"-28 #.,-$)"' -!"'$"' -!-(%%-!%(-"(',)(,,"%5 '9--!"'$(
0(+,('(+$",'0!2",-!+'-(,(%(,-(-!$2-+"'"0!/LMT(&"' 
+(&0,-&"',-+8!+",,)'+,(&'-,-")+$,-!-2(.(.%."%('8 -",
('.,"' -(&8

NP

!/,)'-%(' -"&%(($"' '-!+",'9-%(-(,)'-!2++-"'%2'(-
(+%8(,-((.+.++'-,-.'-,-$-+',"--((&-(,!((%8!",0(.%+-"'%2
!%)2(.' &"%",&' -!(&&.-

@C

,-!).+)%-&)(++2)+$"' 4

NQ

,"-",-&)(++2)+$"' '-!' (,.'+ +(.'0!'-!+,"'-"% -,."%-8!
-&)(++2)+$"' #.,-&(/,.'+ +(.'

A:

(0'2(.)%'50!-",-!!" !-(-!."%"' ,+(,,-!,-+-4!2+(/"(.,%2
%(0+2-!)"-.+

OH

!2+,"%%2!" !+-!'.,0"-!-!!" !,-('
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A;

!2+2(. ("' ,(!" !'+-!+"/+"',-("'+,"' 2(.+!" !-,2(. (.)-!!"%%4

OI

-",'-!"' 8!,$"''2-(0+,+-"',&.!/"0,)(,,"%8!+",,"+-(!/
,!(+-+."%"' ,-,-(%.&".,"-",),-+"'(++"(+

A<

0,-&"',-+",-!'-+('(./+'0,"'-'-(-!)"-%(-!"-28 -",
("' -(-!&(,-',)+-(-!"-28!",0!(%-(0'", ("' -(-(0+,%"$-!0,-
'(-!"-282'(-"'(.+%"-"&.-"-",(&"' 

A=

2!.,'' &(/-(0,-.,(-!!+"- -!+8 !()-!-"-0"%%
,!(0,0"-!0!-/+",."%-8,-!,"1.,"',,,-!+50%/+220"-!-!
-+"-!+8!&'(+)+$"' ",/+2!" !8!/'))+(!2-!&.%'
'-1",,$"' "00(.%,%%-!&)+$"' ,)8!&'()+$"' "'-!--+"' %
",1-+&%2!" !%+28 0'--!"-2-($'(0-!-'-!- !/+%('+',(.--!
)+$"' '-+"8 '9-!(%%,,,-+,!((%.,)+'-,+$.)"'-+"'
'9- --!+

A>

,'('=)+("-,("-20"%%2(.+"/)++'-"%-1-+-&'-'0"%%2(.!/-()2
)+()+-2-1-(-!"-24

OL

-",'(-(.-"' '('=)+("-"-",(.-"' ,!((%',!((%,(-!).%"')+"/-
('(-)2-1,

A?

!'2(.( --(-!)%''"' ,- , 0'--(,-+,,),-+"'(/+),,(/++"-+-
,"-",+%%2' +(.,

'%%&+)*!-'&),)0;A+ <:;@
;2

%,+(',"+-!",%(-"('8!",",-!0(+,-)(,,"%%(-"('(+)%'%"$-!",8(-('%2
0"%%"--(-!%+2(' ,--+""-0"%%%,(!/' -"/"&)-('0%%=%(/
(&&.'"-2%"$IHH+"-."(,

<2

!+3('"' (IHH+"-+-0"%%'(-0(+$8 -!"'$"-",+."%-!--!+)+,'--"/,0!(
)%'"'."%"' -!,!((%)+-"")-"'-!N.,"',,,"'-!-+"'%."' )(0'( 
/'-,!(,--IHH+"-+--.",5 ,+ -8"' ,(&('-!-",/+2(-'-
IHH+"-+--."(,"-",)%0!+"-",'" !-&+-( --(.+"' )$-+"-"&8
!'/'-,+!(,-/' ''(--!+.,-!+",'()+$"' 8!",''(-(%%(0
-!+(. !8

=2

!((%",($28(0+",-((-%%8((&.!-+"%+28+(+!"%+'9,%"8'(.+ 
,!((%-("'(+)(+-+-,)(+1",-"' +-,)()%.'-"%,!((%'+,.%%)"-28!(.%
),-+"'(/+),,(/++"8

>2

!,!((%0(.%+--((&.!-+"(+.',+$'" !(.+!((@-!-))%"-"('0,
-.+'(0'A.--!",)+(#-0"-!-(0+'(-!+!(&,",'(--((&.!-+"(+-!",
,"-4 '))+(/-!,!((%('-!",,"-5'(--!" -(0+@-!+",'( .+'-('3('"' 
",!' 0!-, +(.)0"%%(A8))+-('+'", ("' -(!. /%()&'-0"-!
-(0+,@,/+%A+(&0!- !/,'8
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$3,%%)0)'%) ?1<:;@(& ',*
'-.+25+!M5JHIN')' (.,0,!%+(&II7HH&>L7HH)&--! '(1+,2-+"'
!.+!5LHK(%.&"-+-50,-&"',-+8"'-2=/'@QOA&&+,(-!).%"--'
-!)' (.,"'"-"('-(-!+'&2-&'(',.%-'-,8

.%" ').-.&&+2
!+))+-(-0($"',(+,)(',,+(&))+-('+,"'-,5-!(,0!(0+ '."'%2
"'-+,-"'-!,!((%'0'--(%(($-"-'",.,,"-'=-!(,0!(0+"'0"-!-!
,!((%.-('%20'--(-%$(.--!-+"@'(+-!-(0+A8
!+0,'(' -"/"-2(.-)+"/-,!((%.--!+0+('+','%"' ,(.-0!2-!+
+'(-).%",!((%,"' ."%-5,)"%%2!" !,!((%8!+,&-(!" !%/%(
0+',,(-!)+/"(.,))%"-"('8!2$2('+',"'%.7
(0+7,&%%'.&+-%$(.--!-(0+=('&&+(-!).%"-!(. !--!--!-(0+0,
JL,-(+",50!"!0,(++-8!+0,('(.)%0!(,"-!(&&.'"-2!')+-(
C).,!"' C$-!-%%,--(0+,"'))+-('+'/%()&'--(-!+$,"(-!
/%()&'-''(0-!",-(0+0(.%+" !-.)+('-2+"'(%.&"8
!((%"$.)'+()=(7!"-"('%-+"-!,!((%0"%% '+-"'-!+(/+%%0,-!
",,.8-!+,-!(. !--!"(%(' +"'-+"&)+"(0"-!-!,.+)+$"' /"%%&
,',8
''-,7!+",%(00+',,-!--!+--."('.,"',,,-(-!,-(+'&20"%%
+&"',-'"' (+-!(+,%.-.+8
+"7!",0,-!&"'-()"=''(-,!((%-+")+,5"'%."' 7
• !-+"-)+,'-",'-!"-2!,(''(-!"' -("&)+(/-!"' ,8/+%
(&&'-,"'%.7:!2,2-!20"%%.--!2('(-8;
• !,!((%0"%%-(-+",0"%%-!/%()&'-
• !)(,,""%"-2(-+".--"' -!+(. !-!'" !(.+!((,-+-,'/(%.&('+"-+
-!" ,-",,.,
• ,"'-,,,("-"('&&+,"'--''0+('/"'-!--!/%()&'-0(.%
,-2&""''2(-!-+"%&"' ,. ,-"(',2-!&.%',+/"',"'-!+8
(&&.'"-2,(!((%"%"-",7!+0,"'-+,-'))+"-"('(-!",).-(+0+-(
-.-0-!-,%"'-"",)+-(-!,"'-,,,("-"('"'(-,-!",,-+.&)"' -!"+
-+")+(%&,
'%%&+)!-'&) ?+ 1<:;@
;2
'-+&,(-!)+()(,%-(&(/-!,!((%-(IHH+"5(.+)+"&+2(#-"(',-&,+(&-!
"'/"-%"'+,"'-+"-(-!'" !(.+!((-!",0"%%+"' 8 !/'((#-"(',)!"%(,()!"%%2
-(-!",,!((%"' (.+'" !(.+!((8 (0/+5-(%"&-!- )+'-,0"%%" !--!+"-+-
-+"')+$"'-!,!((%,)+$"' %(-,","-!+'-,2=%"$+&"' (+0"%%.%" '(+'8 /"' 
%"/"'-!",'" !(.+!(((+-0'-22+,5 %"/-!-+"'" !-&++%"-2!+('"%2,",8 
$'(0-!-+"",(' ,-"'-!&(+'"' '-+'(('+.,!!(.+8,)+'-(-!+$",&2,%5
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%%(0!(&!/--'-"!%9,%&'-+2- (%&,'IH-!/'.5 $'(0-!-.'%,,
)+'-,%"/0"-!"'0%$"' ",-'(-!,!((%50"%%+"/-(+()(')"$.)8 2(.!/
(3',&(++,(&"' (0'+"-((.,,.-0"25-!20"%% -+.,-+-'-+2-(
,!(+-.--!+(. !(.+'" !(.+!(("',-5,)""%%2(0'!++(($(+#(+5'(0' %%25
+(+++--8%+2!/!.'+,(+,+-+"' -!+(. !(.++-0'K=N)&!
2" !-"' -( --(+"8"-!2(.+)+(#-"-","'/"-%-!-2(.+)+'-,0"%%-(-!-'.&+8
!)+()(,:"/+-+('(.,,.0('9-0(+$-(%($%%-+"'&2'(-%%(0.-(-!
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Urban Academy Public Engagement Report
April 12th, 2016

1. Introduction
Urban Academy has applied for an OCP Amendment and Rezoning Application for the purposes
of facilitating the development of a 60,000sf school and 202,500sf of residential density at 100
Braid Street. The site is located in the northeast area of the City of New Westminster within
the Sapperton neighbourhood. Other developments in the area include the adjacent Bentall
Kennedy Sapperton Green project, the Royal Columbian Hospital expansion, and the Brewery
District.

Previous Engagement Event Details
Event #1
Wednesday, February 17, 2016
Time 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
Location:
Sapperton Pensioners Hall, 318 Keary Street, New Westminster
Attendees Fifty---five (55) members of the public.
Event #2
Saturday, March 5, 2016---03---08
Time 11:00am – 4:00pm
Location
Knox Presbyterian Church, 403 E Columbia Street, New Westminster
Attendees Ninety---Seven (97) members of the public.

Consultation Objectives
x
x

To create face---to---face opportunities for meaningful conversations with parties interested
and or impacted by the project to build understanding about the proposal.
To gather public input on issues and concerns and report on what was heard from the
public meetings and open houses to the City of New Westminster.

Communication Objectives
x

To build awareness and attendance for the Public Meeting and Open House events. The
communication messaging was targeted at relationship building to introduce the potential
new neighbor “Urban Academy” and to invite neighbours to learn more about the proposal.

2. Engagement Approach and Methodology
Engagement Notification Methods
A variety of engagement notification methods were used including:
Flyer Invitation
Canada Post delivered postcard invitations to 2,225 homes in the Sapperton area promoting April
5th, 2016 Public Meeting
Newspaper Advertisement
One (1) advertisement was placed in the New Westminster Record on March 30th, 2016 promoting
April 5th, 2016 Public Meeting
Other Notification:
x Attended the March 22nd, 2016 McBride Sapperton Residents Association and hand delivered
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x
x
x

invitations and background information regarding the April 5th, 2016 meeting.
Sapperton Business Association email invitations and background information
Couriered invitations to all tenant at 100 Braid Street
Twitter event information sharing through networks for Public Meeting and Open House

Engagement Event Details
Event #3
Time
Location:
Purpose:

Upcoming Open House --- Tuesday, April 5, 2016
7:00 PM – 9:00 PM
Sapperton Pensioners Hall, 318 Keary Street, New Westminster
For public to view final rezoning submission

3. Community Input: What we heard
The purpose of the Open house was to give the community a chance to view the final rezoning and
OCP amendment submission as well as ask the applicant any questions. Poster boards were
presented (see appendix for all poster boards).
There were 30 people that attended. The majority of the people were residents in the
neighbourhood. Below summarizes the feedback we heard:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Increased traffic due to the school in the neighbourhood was a concern
Neighbourhood/Artist community happy with increased studio/gallery space
ͻ Artist concerned with lack of natural light
Parking plan supportive by current tenants
Little concern with building densities and height
Impact of the proposed tower on view corridors
Interest in Rousseau Triangle future plan

Only two members of the MSRA came to the open house.
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4. Appendix
a. Notification: Postcard
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b. Poster Boards
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y +/- 400m to Braid Street Skytrain
station.

y Existing low density single family
residential to the west.

y Proposed mid to high density
residential and commercial
Sapperton Green development to
the north.
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y Non-appropriate response to existing
and emerging future context

y GFA +/- 20,670 m2 / 222,500 sq.ft

y 6 storey

y 3.0 FSR

y Commercial / Light Industrial [M-1]

Massing Study within current zoning
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Future Sapperton Green Development
10 storeys / 2.9 FSR
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Massing Study
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6 storey

Braid Street
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100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

SE

y Contextual massing that responds to
both the existing and proposed scale

Outdoor playspaces occur on
school rooftop and terraces

US
ST

Total = +/- 24,825 m2 / 267,220 sq. ft

y GFA Residential = +/- 18,850 m2 /
202,900 sq. ft
GFA Gallery = +/- 405 m2 / 4360 sq. ft
GFA Institutional = +/- 5,570 m2 /
60,000 sq. ft

y 4 to 21 storeys massing

y 3.5 FSR

y Institutional & Mixed-use Residential
with Gallery and Artist Studios [CD-1]

Proposed Form of Development

03/

URBAN ACADEMY SCHOOL
4-6 Storeys
GFA +/- 5,570 m2 60,000 sq.ft.

Courtyard acts as a shared
greenspace for residents

All vehicular access is from
the existing south lane via
Rousseau Street

ion
extens

T
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re lane

al futu
Potenti

Future Sapperton Green Development
10 storeys / 2.9 FSR

BRUNE
TTE AV
ENUE

Proposed Massing

RO
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ET
RE

Green Mews pedestrian link
connects Braid St. to lane and
Rousseau Triangle Precinct

RESIDENTIAL
21 storey Tower & 6 storey Podium
GFA +/- 13,150 m2 141,550 sq.ft.
20 Townhomes
GFA +/- 5,700 m2 61,350 sq.ft.
Artist Studios & Gallery
GFA +/- 405 m2 4,360 sq.ft.

y Vehicular access only from south
laneway via Rousseau Street

y High quality public spaces and
pedestrian links including Green
Mews

y Variety of pedestrian entrances
and active frontages create
animated streets, paths and
laneways
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y Public access and connectivity
through physical and visual links

y High quality streetscapes

y Urban Academy school stepped
massing provides a variety of
outdoor playspaces

y Residential uses arranged around
a shared green courtyard

y Contextual response to existing
and future massing, including
views and solar shading / access
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vehicular entrance
pedestrian entrance
active frontage - townhome
active frontage - gallery / artist studios
active frontage school
connection across green mews plaza
low density massing relationship
higher density massing relationship

Conceptual precedents of proposed building form,
massing & character

Key

Note: Preliminary notional dimensions are shown. All
setbacks, boulevard, sidewalk, and road widths are to be
conﬁrmed once a survey is ﬁnalized.

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

21 March 2016

2.5m

Section at 6-storey residential podium

1.7m

3.0m

Section through Rousseau Street

2.0m

2.0m

.9m

1.5m

Section through future lane

1.5m

View of townhome entries along future lane

School frontage from south-west looking north

School & residential frontage looking East

y High quality, interesting and
durable streetscape and
public spaces - consistent
or complimentary to existing
sidewalks.

y Tree lined boulevard along Braid
and Rousseau Street with highquality, appropriate planting and
hard landscaping.

Key

Key

South Laneway

Key

PROPERTY LINE

y Safe circulation through clear
delineation of pedestrian, cycle
and vehicular routes.

Rousseau Street

PROPERTY LINE

Braid Street

Streetscape

PROPERTY LINE

y Active frontage and visual
oversight through a variety of
public, semi-public and private
entrances along streets, lanes and
paths.
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Refuse /
Recycling

Mews
Lobby

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC
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Medium to Long Stay Parking
# 38 stalls

COMMERCIAL / LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
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EXISTING BUILDING
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school vehicular street access & drop off
school drop off & parking access
residential parking access
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Bicycle Storage
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Reserved School Parking
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#2

SCHOOL
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Bicycle Storage
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Phase 2 - Level 1 Plan

ROUSSEAU STREET

Phase 1 - Level 1 Plan

Reserved School Parking
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Parking, Trafﬁc & Loading
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Parkade
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Townhomes

SCHOOL
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Parkade
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Bicycle
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Gallery

Loading
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Delivery / Loading /
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RESIDENTIAL
Townhomes
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Refuse /
Recycling

Conceptual precedent for plaza

Conceptual precedent for Rousseau St

Conceptual precedent for rain gardens

Conceptual precedent for Braid Street

9

12

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC
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LANEWAY

Conceptual precedent for green mews and
parklet

10

11

Landscape

ROUSSEAU ST.
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2

5

3

4

11

6

7

12

12

Conceptual precedent for green mews
and cascading landscaping

8

17

1

BRAID ST.

15

12

Gallery Patio
Corner Parklet / Landscape Buffer

15
16

Bollards

Arrival Plaza to Gallery

14

17

Loading / Drop-off

Sidewalk
12
13

Treed Boulevard

School Drop-off Lane
10
11

Arrival Plaza to School

Pedestrian Gateway to Mews

9

8

Private Patio (Upper Level)

Open Lawn (Upper Level)

6
7

Residential Commons / Deck
(Upper Level)

Amenity Room “Outdoor Lobby”
(Upper Level)

Cascading Landscape

5

4

3

Plaza Forecourt

2

Conceptual precedent for south
laneway townhomes & pedestrian path

16

14

13

Flexible Lawn

1

Conceptual precedent for south laneway
townhomes & terraces

Conceptual precedent for east path / sidewalk

Conceptual precedent for podium open lawn

Conceptual precedent for mews ﬂexible lawn

Setback
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Entry
Lobby

Playspace

Setback
GREEN
MEWS

Cascading
Landscape

PARKADE

COURTYARD

Section - east to west through residential courtyard and cascading landscaping towards the green mews and school mews entrance

Drop-off

URBAN ACADEMY
SCHOOL

Playspace

Setback

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

residential
circulation
residential storage/mech/elec/refuse & recycling
institutional - urban academy school

Main
Entrance

ROUSSEAU
STREET

Property Line

Key

Key Plan

Conceptual sketch of residential courtyard, lawn,
cascading landscape and green mews
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Connectivity, Public & Semi-Public Space

RESIDENTIAL
Townhome

Property Line

Setback
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Refuse /
Recycling

Mech /
Elec

TH

Level 1 Plan Extract

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

residential
circulation
residential storage/mech/elec/refuse & recycling
residential amenity space
gallery & artist studios
institutional - urban academy school

Key Plan - Level 1

y Gallery patio adjacent to
Pedestrian Path / Braid Street

y Gallery entrance on Braid Street

y +/- 2000 sq ft Artist Studios at
level 2

TH

Parkade

TH

Artist Studios & Gallery

y +/- 2000 sq ft Gallery at level 1

09/
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GALLERY

Gallery
Entrance

Loading

Lobby

Residential
Entrance

Gallery
Patio

TH

TH

Level 2 Plan Extract

TH

Storage

TH

TH

TH

Studio

ARTIST
STUDIOS

y Bookable new community amenity
spaces such as gymnasium,
meeting and multipurpose rooms,
before/after school care.

y +/- 1,850 sq m / 20,000 sq ft
outdoor roof terraces / playspace

y Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12
with 250 to 450 students.

y +/- 5570 sq m / 6,000 sq ft
new school - high quality design,
materiality and character

y Brings school community together
on one site.

21 March 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

Conceptual precedent for creating high quality indoor
spaces as well as visual and physical connection with
public and private spaces

Conceptual image of urban academy school
rooftop playspace / terrace

Conceptual precedent for gymnasium maximizing natural
daylight and visual connection to neighbourhood and
outdoor spaces

Conceptual precedent of rooftop outdoor
playspaces

Conceptual precedent for classrooms and publicly bookable
multi-purpose and meeting rooms

Conceptual precedents of urban academy school entrances, architectural
character and materiality

Urban Academy School

y Independent school established
in Sapperton in 2001 by New
Westminster families.

10/
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11/

Proposed Development
Conceptual Rendering

21 March 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC
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3

2
1

View 2 - Braid Street & East Columbia Street [+ 41.5m]

2

05 April 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

100 Braid St

The following methodology was used to create these view studies: an image was taken from the Sketchup massing model
at each viewpoint from eye-height (1.6m) above the topographical datum / ground level as per the New Westminster
CityViews online interactive map. This image was then overlaid on a photograph taken from the same location. The white
dashed line represents the reference datum used to align the photo and Sketchup massing model image.

y There is limited visibility of the
proposed development at view
locations 2 and 3 due to their
higher topographical level at
+35.5m and +62m.
Key - Views

View Analysis

y 100 Braid Street site is located at
approximately +8.0m.
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View 3 - Buchanan Street & 8th Avenue [+62.0m]

3

View 1- Braid Street & Fader Street [+35.5m]

1

Sapperton
Green

100 Braid St

100 Braid St - building is obscured
due to elevation and trees

21 Sept - 10am

Braid Street

Fall Equinox

21 March - 10am

Braid Street

Spring Equinox

Rousseau Street

Rousseau Street

05 April 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

21 Sept - 12pm

21 March - 12pm

21 Sept - 2pm

21 March - 2pm

Shadow Analysis

21 Dec - 10am

Braid Street

Winter Equinox

21 June - 10am

Braid Street

Summer Equinox

Rousseau Street
Rousseau Street
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21 Dec - 12pm

21 June - 12pm

21 Dec - 2pm

21 June - 2pm

recommended during school pick-up/drop-off hours.

V/C to 0.60 (LOS “C”). A crossing guard is also

is projected to improve the westbound left turn

with protected/permissive signal phasing. This

minimum left turn bay is recommended, along

Recommendations: Provision of an exclusive 40m

trafﬁc added to the network by the proposed school.

deﬁciency is primarily attributable to the left turn

1.05 (LOS “F”) during the School PM peak. This

y

intersection is kept clear.

expected to extend upstream to Braid Street if the

queues of 22.5m. However, this queue length is not

southbound left turning vehicles might experience

peak hours. During the school peak hours, the

is expected to operate at LOS “A” for all evaluated

The intersection of Rousseau Street at the Lane

05 April 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC
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Staff
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Sub--Use

Off-Street Parking Supply - Required and Proposed

Residential

School

USE

peak hours. No improvements are required.

is expected to operate at LOS “A” for all evaluated

The intersection of Rousseau Street at Major Street

Rousseau Street at Major Street
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20

NA

By-law Required
Supply

out in the City of New Westminster By-Law.

parking, based on the parking supply standards set

Bylaw and potentially exceed for school staff

School parking provision will meet the City’s Parking

Westminster By-Law.

the intersection.

left-through lane is expected to operate at a V/C of

parking supply standards set out in the City of New

periods to ensure northbound motorists do not block

analysis shows that the existing westbound shared

Residential development on-site parking provision

or without the proposed development. Speciﬁc

y
will meet the City’s Parking Bylaw, based on the

Recommendations: Urban Academy to provide a
crossing guard during the peak pick-up/drop-off

y

at LOS “C” for all the evaluated peak periods with

Currently the intersection is projected to operate

Rousseau Street at Lane

y

y

Parking Provision

Trafﬁc Analysis - Key Findings and Recommendations

Rousseau Street at Braid

14/
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Recommended Improvements to accommodate 2021
Trafﬁc Conditions

y Due to small footprint, playspace is
located on spacious rooftop decks.

y Priority for safety and supervision.

y Spaces arranged for crosscurricular, inquiry-based learning
and integration of different age
ranges.

y Multi-purpose, ﬂexible spaces
to accommodate different uses,
increased future school population
and changes in curriculum.

y Building form creates learning
commons for student collaboration,
rather than long hallways.

y Takes advantage of natural daylight
by building upwards, not outwards.

y Offers vibrant programming and
relationship between uses.

y Corner of Abbot Street and Expo Boulevard.

y Designed to suit the needs of the
new curriculum and within an urban
context.

05 April 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

y Drop-off, bus and transit users all accommodated at or near the site.

y Play space contained within the school including a rooftop deck.

y A vibrant, ﬂexible, environmentally responsible learning environment.

y Tight urban footprint with fewer site options than 100 Braid Street.

y 516 students K to Grade 12.

y Adjacent to the Broadway Skytrain Station.

Urban School in BC - Precedent 2
Stratford Hall, 300 Commercial Drive, Vancouver BC

y No parking on-site.

y Community use of some school facilities.

y Before and After School Care.

y Play space contained within the school including a landscaped
rooftop deck.

y 500 students K to Grade 7.

y School integrated into mixed-use residential development.

Urban School in BC - Precedent 1
International Village School, 55 Expo Boulevard, Vancouver BC

Urban Schools - Description & Precedents

How are new Urban Schools
different?

15/
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- Summer camps open for both
Urban Academy students and local
community children.

- Some before & after school care
spots for neighbourhood families.

- Music Room

- Drama Space

- Large Multi-purpose Room

- Gymnasium

y School would welcome a wide
variety of community groups
to access some facilities out
of school hours for meetings,
activities or events, such as:

05 April 2016

100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC

y 4 playspaces to be provided over
+/- 12,000 sq ft of rooftop decks.
Another rooftop deck could also be
added in the future as the school
population grows.

y School would both beneﬁt from
and contribute to the existing
vibrant, active, inclusive and familyfriendly Sapperton neighbourhood.
The aim is to become part of the
community.

y Spaces to be located close to or at
street level for ease of community
group access and visibility.

Precedent image of ﬂexible learning commons and
multi-purpose spaces.

Precedent image of ﬂexible learning commons and
multi-purpose spaces.

Urban Academy School - Amenities

Amenities Accessible to the Public

16/
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Sketch image of proposed Urban Academy School rooftop
playspace.

Precedent image of gymnasium. Urban Academy School
are proposing a full-size gymnasium for full court basketball,
volleyball, badminton, and other activities and games.

What’s Changed?....

y Design Panel Approval for Design
Guidelines.

y Increased building height (to
accommodate the increased
Gallery & Artist Studios spaces.)

y Increased Gallery/Studio space.

y Trafﬁc Analysis completed.

17/
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100 Braid Street, New Westminster BC
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c. Engagement Photos
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Appendix 6
Transportation Study
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100 Braid Street
Transportation Study
Report (Revised)

Prepared for
Wesgroup Properties
Date
March 30th, 2016
Project No.
4418.37
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March 30th, 2016
4418-37

Mr Evan Allegretto
Wesgroup Properties
Suite 910-1055 Dunsmuir Street
Vancouver, BC
V7X 1L3

Dear M Allegretto:
Re:

100 Braid Street, New Westminster
Transportation Study

Based on the comments provided by City of New Westminster staff, Bunt & Associates Engineering Ltd.
(Bunt) has revised the Transportation Study for the proposed project at 100 Braid Street, New Westminster,
BC. The attached report provides a summary of our traffic and parking assessment for the proposed
project. This report documents the estimated number of vehicular, bicycle, and transit trips from the
proposed development, and the anticipated effect of the development traffic on the adjacent street
system.
I trust that the information provided in this report will be of assistance to you and your team as the
development process with the City continues.

Yours truly,
Bunt & Associates

Thea Wilson, MRTPI, M.Sc.

Domingo “Niño” Maclang, P.Eng., PE

Transportation Analyst

Senior Transportation Engineer

100 Braid Street | Transportation Study | March 30th 2016
S:\PROJECTS\DM\4418-37 100 Braid St. Parking & TA\5.0 Deliverables\6.3 Final Report\20160303_4418-37_Draft_report_v04.docx
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Transportation Analyst
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Bunt & Associates Engineering Ltd. (Bunt) has been retained by Wesgroup to provide transportation planning
services for the proposed project at 100 Braid Street, New Westminster, BC. Exhibit 1.1 illustrates the project
location. As shown, the project is located on the southeast corner of Rousseau Street at Braid Street.
The proposal is to demolish the existing commercial uses on the site and construct a K-12 Urban Academy private
school (for 450 students) and a new residential tower consisting of approximately 225 strata units. Vehicular
access to the site shall be provided via a rear lane off of Rousseau Street. Access off of Braid Street is not
proposed.
It is noted the proposed school is expected to be constructed and functional prior to the completion of the
residential tower. Additionally, the completion of the proposed project shall depend on the duration of the
development approval process. However, for the purposes of estimating future traffic volumes and traffic analysis,
the entire development (both school and residential tower) has been assumed to be completed by 2021.

1.1

Purpose and Study Scope
This report has been prepared in close coordination with City staff. The purpose of this study is to
evaluate the proposed project from a transportation standpoint. As such, the analysis and discussion
presented in this report:
•

Describes the proposed development;

•

Discusses the parking provisions for the project;

•

Summarizes the existing traffic conditions for the key intersections within the study area;

•

Evaluates the project’s potential impact on the adjacent transportation system during the project’s
opening year (2021); and,

•

Identifies any roadway laning or traffic control upgrades required (if any) to the area road system
on account of background traffic and new traffic associated with the proposed development.

The Transportation Study also discusses:
•

A pedestrian walkway plan from the adjacent Skytrain / transit station;

•

The two greenways adjacent to the site;

•

Bicycle parking/network connectivity; and,

•

Catchment areas for the school.

The analysis presented in this report focuses on Existing, 2021 Background (Without Project), and 2021
Total (With Project) conditions.
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1.2

Study Area
Exhibit 1.2 illustrates the study area evaluated in this TIA. The study area intersections (identified below)
have been selected based on consultation with City staff:
•

Rousseau Street at Braid Street;

•

Rousseau Street at Laneway (fronting southerly project limit); and,

•

Rousseau Street at Major Street.
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2.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
This chapter of the report summarizes the existing roadway and traffic conditions in the study area. The
existing roadways and intersection controls are presented, along with existing traffic count data collected
for this study. This data was then used to analyze existing traffic operations in the study area.
100 Braid Street is located at the eastern edge of New Westminster, just south of Coquitlam. Downtown
New Westminster is a short drive to the south, and East Columbia Street and Sherbrooke Street (to the
southwest) provides a focal point of community activity with commercial uses, the emerging Brewery
District and Royal Columbian Hospital to the south and single family housing immediately south and west
of the site.
There is currently an underutilized area and land north of Braid Street, adjacent to Braid Street SkyTrain
Station. There are plans to develop a new mixed use community here, known as Sapperton Green.
The study area is considered part of the Brunette Creek Area, which had a Neighbourhood Plan, developed
in 2002.

2.1

Study Area Roadways
Table 2.1 presents the existing traffic control for each of the study area intersections. These intersections
have been selected with City staff. Exhibit 1.2(previously presented) illustrates their intersection control
and roadway laning.
Table 2.1 Existing Traffic Controls

INTERSECTION

TRAFFIC
CONTROL

Rousseau Street (NS) at
1. Braid Street (EW)

Signalized

2. Future Project Access / Lane (EW)

Unsignalized

3. Major Street (EW)

Unsignalized

Although sidewalks are not currently provided along the project frontage (east side of Rousseau Street and
south side of Braid Street) the pavement and striping in the study area is generally in good condition.
Table 2.2 further summarises the characteristics of the study areas roadways.
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Table 2.2 Street Characteristics
Street Name/

Number of

Segment

Lanes

Classification

Parking

Other Characteristics
Connects to 8th Avenue in

Braid Street

Two lanes

City Collector

No parking

the west and Brunette
Avenue in the east
Provides connectivity to

Rousseau Street

Two lanes

Local Street

On-Street parking

Brunette Avenue for SB
traffic only.
Major Street runs east-west

Major Street

Two lanes

Local Street

On-Street parking

between E Columbia Street
and Rousseau Street.

2.2

Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
Existing traffic counts were collected during a typical weekday in 2016 (Wednesday February 3, 2016)
when School District No. 40 (New Westminster) was confirmed to be in session.
Data was collected for three peak periods. Weekday AM Network Peak (7-9am), Weekday PM School Peak
hour (2-4pm), and Weekday PM Commuter Network Peak (4-6pm)
Exhibit 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 summarize the existing (2016) Weekday AM, PM School and PM Commuter peak
hour volumes, respectively.
The highest volumes in the study area are along Braid Street with over 900 vehicles per hour (vph) in the
westbound direction during the AM peak hour. In the PM school peak hour there are over 1,100 vehicles in
the eastbound direction and over 1,200 vph in the commuter peak hour. Two-way volumes on Rousseau
Street are approximately 75 vph in the AM peak, 175 vph in the School Peak and 230 vph in the commuter
peak.

6
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2.3

Intersection Analysis
The capacity analysis is based on the methods outlined in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2000, using
the SYNCHRO 9.0 analysis software – This has been done by evaluating the 1.) Volume-to-Capacity (V/C)
ratios and 2.) Level of Service (LOS) for the study area intersections.
2.3.1

Volume-to-Capacity (V/C) Ratio

The volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio describes the extent to which the traffic volumes can be accommodated
by the physical capacity of the road configuration and signal control. A value (measured during the peak
hour) less than 0.90 indicates that generally, there is sufficient capacity and projected traffic volumes can
be accommodated at the intersection. A value between 0.90 and 1.0 suggests unstable operations may
occur and volumes are nearing capacity conditions. A calculated value over 1.0 indicates that traffic
volumes are theoretically exceeding capacity.
2.3.2

Delay and Levels of Service (LOS) Thresholds

The second measure of performance, Level of Service (LOS), is based on the estimated average delay per
vehicle among all traffic passing through the intersection. The HCM defines Level of Service (LOS) as a
qualitative measure which describes operational conditions within a traffic stream, generally in terms of
such factors as speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort and
convenience, and safety. The criteria used to evaluate LOS conditions vary based on the type of roadway
and whether the traffic flow is considered interrupted or uninterrupted.
A low average delay merits a LOS “A” rating. Average delays greater than 80 seconds per vehicle generally
produce a LOS “F” rating for signalized intersections, while average delays greater than 50 seconds per
vehicle generally produce a “LOS F” rating for unsignalized intersections. The definitions of level of service
for uninterrupted flow (flow unrestrained by the existence of traffic control devices) are summarized below
on Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 Level of Service Thresholds
Level of
Service

Control delay per vehicle in seconds
Signalized

Stop Control

A

0 to 10.00

0 to 10.00

B

10.01 to 20.00

10.01 to 15.00

C

20.01 to 35.00

15.01 to 25.00

D

35.01 to 55.00

25.01 to 35.00

E

55.01 to 80.00

35.01 to 50.00

F

80.01 and up

50.01 and up

Generally, performance thresholds are established by the jurisdiction(s) responsible for the roads in the
study area. In this report, unacceptable LOS shall be defined as LOS “E” or worse.

10
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2.3.3

Intersection Performance

Rousseau Street and Braid Street was coded as per signal timing information from the City of New
Westminster.
Stop signs are not currently installed at the intersection of Rousseau Street and the laneway today.
However, for analysis purposes a stop sign has been assumed for the westbound approach.
LOS analysis results for the study intersections are summarized in Table 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 for the AM, PM
school and PM commuter peak, respectively. It is noted the overall V/C and overall delay (seconds) are
presented for the signalized intersections and unsignalized intersections, respectively. Furthermore, the
summary tables list the “Movements of Interest” for each notable lane’s operation (e.g. minor street V/C).
In general, all intersections analyzed are operating well within acceptable capacity thresholds with minimal
traffic delays. Acceptable LOS “C” traffic operations are calculated as the maximum level of service in all
evaluated periods and no specific operational problems are identified.
However, the intersection of Braid Street and Rousseau Street is affected by the traffic volumes at Braid
street and Brunette Avenue. When the intersection of Braid Street and Brunette Avenue operates close to or
at capacity in the peak hours, vehicles passing through Braid Street and Rousseau Street are metered by
the upstream queuing conditions at Braid Street and Brunette Street.
Table 2.4 Existing AM Weekday Intersection Operation Performance
Intersection

V/C or Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of Interest

C

WB TL – V/C 0.76, LOS C

Signalized
Rousseau St & Braid St

0.45
Unsignalized

Rousseau St & Lane

3.0

A

WB LR – V/C 0.02, LOS A

Rousseau St & Major St

5.2

A

EB LR – V/C .03, LOS A

Table 2.5 Existing School PM Weekday Intersection Operation Performance
Intersection

V/C or Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of Interest

C

WB TL – V/C 0.61, LOS C

Signalized
Rousseau St & Braid St

0.43
Unsignalized

Rousseau St & Lane

1.2

A

WB LR – V/C 0.02, LOS A

Rousseau St & Major St

8.0

A

EB LR – V/C 0.14, LOS A
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Table 2.6 Existing Commuter PM Weekday Intersection Operation Performance
Intersection

V/C or Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of Interest

C

WB TL – V/C 0.68, LOS C

Signalized
Rousseau St & Braid St

0.47
Unsignalized

Rousseau St & Lane

1.6

A

WB LR – V/C 0.04, LOS A

Rousseau St & Major St

8.5

A

EB LR – V/C 0.2 LOS A

The Existing HCM capacity worksheets are included in this report as Appendix A.

2.4

Existing Transit Services
2.4.1

Bus Transit Service

The site is within close proximity to two bus routes which connect to other neighbourhoods in New
Westminster - Route 128 and 155. Route 128 connects Braid Station to the 22nd Street Station, running
predominantly along East 8th Avenue. Route 155 also connects Braid Station to the 22nd Street Station,
running along east 8th Avenue and on Richmond Street and Columbia Street though Sapperton. The
frequencies for the AM, PM school and PM commuter peak are summarized in Table 2.7.
The site is also 600m to bus stops on Columbia Street at Braid Street for the C9 which connects Lougheed
Station to New Westminster Station.
Table 2.7 Bus Transit Routes / Frequencies

12

School PM Peak Hour

Commuter PM Peak Hour

Frequency

Frequency

20 minutes

20 minutes

20 minutes

155

20 minutes

25 minutes

20 minutes

C9

30 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

Route Number

AM Peak Hour Frequency

128
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2.4.2

Bus Transit Infrastructure

The bus stops adjacent to the site are summarized below and are also graphically illustrated on Exhibit
2.4
1.

Bus Stop #53511 (Eastbound Braid Street) – This stop is located approximately 100m west of the site
(1-2 minute walk) and provides connectivity to Routes 128 and 155. Due to the proximity of this stop
to the site, this stop is likely to be utilized by most development transit trips destined towards the site
(from East Columbia Street). Currently, this stop provides a bus route identification pole only.

2.

Bus Stop # 53572 (Westbound Braid Street) - This stop is located approximately 300m west of the site
(3-4 minute walk) and provides connectivity to Routes 128 and 155. Due to the proximity of this stop
to the site, this stop is likely to be utilized by most development transit trips leaving the site towards
East Columbia Street (to the west). Currently, this stop only provides a bus route identification pole
and a trash bin; a bus shelter and bench are not provided.

3.

Braid Bus & Skytrain Station – This station is approximately 400m (5 minute walk) northeast of the
site. This bus station provides connectivity to the Skytrain (Millennium Line) providing connections to:
Lougheed & Brentwood Town Centres and VCC Clark in Vancouver; as well as: Downtown New
Westminster, Metrotown, Downtown Vancouver and Waterfront Station.
The station is also a transfer point for bus routes serving Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam and New
Westminster. In additional to the 128 and 155 these include: 159 Port Coquitlam Station, 169
Coquitlam Station, 791 Haney Place, 153 Coquitlam Centre and 156 Lougheed Station.

2.4.3

Deficiencies in Bus Infrastructure & Service

This section of the report describes the design guidelines for Translink bus stops. A bus stop which is
universally accessible shall incorporate the following (as per Translink’s Universally Accessible Bus Stop
Design Guidelines, 2007):
•

A hard-surfaced wheelchair pad or landing area that provides a clear loading/unloading zone;

•

A bus stop identification pole with tactile features can be used by persons with visual impairments to
confirm they have located a bus stop;

•

A 1.2-m wide tactile surface indicator extending from the curb to the back of the sidewalk or building
face, adjacent to the bus stop ID pole; and,

•

Clear and accessible approaches from the adjacent municipal sidewalk network.

The bus stops and connecting sidewalks adjacent to the site generally provide the above accommodations,
although there are additional amenities that can be provided to enhance the traveler’s experience and
those with disabilities. These include shelters, tactile flooring/sidewalk, seating and signage for those with
impairment(s). These types of amenities could encourage additional transit usage from the site.
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2.5

Bicycle Network/ Adjacent Greenways
2.5.1

Existing Cycling and Greenways

Exhibit 2.5 also highlights a number of important bicycle routes and adjacent greenways in the
community. These are summarised in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8 Bicycle Routes/ Greenways
Name
Central Valley Greenway
(CVG)
East Columbia Street
The Brunette – Fraser
Regional Greenway (BFG)

Type

Description

On-street route,

Main east-west route. A regional greenway linking

shared, with signs

New Westminster with Vancouver, Primarily utilizes

and markings

Sherbrooke Street and Fader Street.

On-street marked
bike lanes
Greenway, off-street

Runs from Sherbrooke Street to Brunette Avenue.
Runs along the top portion of the study area,
running through Hume Park

Based on the site’s proximity to the adjacent greenways, future cyclists shall benefit from excellent
connectivity to a variety of destinations such as Hume Park, Sapperton Park, and various retail stores along
Columbia Street such as “Cap’s Bicycle Shop” at434 E. Columbia Street.
Please note the major cycling barrier that likely discourages cycling to the study area is related to the
functionality of the Arterial-level roadways surrounding the site (such as Braid Street and Brunette Avenue).
Per the TAC guidelines, these types of roadways place “traffic movement” as their primary consideration.
As such, Bunt recommends the school to inform students and staff not to cycle along these high-volume
roads, but rather utilize Rousseau Street to Major Street to access the City’s bicycle network. Rousseau
Street and Major Street provide convenient access to the Central Valley Greenway, which subsequently
connects to the Crosstown Greenway, Brunette-Fraser Regional Greenway and other low-volume roadways
within the City’s roadway system.

It is our opinion the future cyclists of the development shall greatly

benefit from the City’s well-paved and well-marked cycling facilities/network.
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3.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Development Plan
The proposal is to demolish the existing uses on the site and construct a K-12 Urban Academy private
school (for 450 students) and a new residential tower consisting of approximately 225 strata units.
Vehicular access to the site shall be provided via a rear lane along Rousseau Street. Access along Braid
Street is not proposed. The project is expected to be constructed by 2021.

3.2

Off-Street Parking Supply
A breakdown of the site’s parking requirements and proposed supply is summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Required & Proposed Parking Supply
USE

School

Sub--Use

Units

By-law Required
Supply

Proposed
Supply

Students

450

NA

28 (pick-up
/drop- off)

Staff

39

20

25

20

53

School Sub-Total

Residential

Bachelor

16

16

16

1 Bed

110

132

132

2- bed

57

80

80

3-Bed

31

47

47

43

43

Residential Sub-Total

318

318

TOTAL

338

371

Visitor

Based on the parking supply standards set out in the City of New Westminster By-Law, the required on-site
parking provision for the residential shall meet the City’s Parking Bylaw, while the parking provided for the
school staff use is in excess by 5 stalls (Bylaw = 20 stalls vs. Provided = 25 stalls).
School pick-up/drop-off parking demand analysis and a rationale for the residential parking variance are
discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
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3.3

School Pick-Up/Drop-Off Short Term Parking
The traffic related to the school’s pick-up/drop-off periods is of notable relevance to the design
considerations of the project. Therefore, a substantial component of the transportation-related efforts
previously included the review of parking schemes, shuttle bus parking areas, and recommending design
features intended to maximize circulation efficiencies within the site.
The school intends on continuing a staggered start/end time system. The start/end times for Grades K-5
will be offset from the Grade 6-12 start/end times by a minimum of 30 minutes. Furthermore, the school
shall also utilize an early drop off (7AM) and late pick up time option (post-5PM) that is expected to be
utilized by approximately 20% of the student population. These offsetting measures are expected to
“spread out” the pick-up/drop-off peak traffic demands for the 450 student school. It is our opinion this
arrangement shall reduce the potential for any traffic impacts and parking demand (in comparison to a
non-staggered arrangement).
The pick-up/drop-off assumptions are consistent with the methodologies utilized in the previously
published Urban Academy TIA (prepared by MMM and dated February 2015) which evaluated a 450
student private school at another site in New Westminster. The methodology to calculate the pickup/drop-off demand is highlighted below. For reference purposes, Grades JK-5 shall be referred to as the
“Junior School” and Grades 6-12 have been referred to as the “Senior School”.
Per the data collected in the previous study, approximately 80% of students are dropped off or picked up
by car. As such, the analysis in this report assumes 80% of the students shall arrive / depart by car.
Furthermore, as discussed previously, approximately 20% of the student population are in “Before School”
or “After School” care – these students arrive between 7:00-7:30am and leave between 5:00-6:00pm. The
majority of these Junior School students are in JK, K, and Grade 1.
3.3.1

Regular Junior School Hours

During drop-off, the analysis assumes Junior School parents take 7.5 minutes to drop off their child at the
school. The extended time reflects the time it takes to walk their younger child into the school.
During pick-up, the analysis assumes the same as the drop-off; parents take 7.5 minutes to pick up their
child.
3.3.2

Regular Senior School Hours

During drop-off, the analysis assumes Senior School parents take 2 minutes to drop off their child at the
school.
During pick-up, the analysis assumes Senior School parents take 5 minutes to pick-up their child.
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Appendix B contains the detailed pick-up/drop-off parking demands for the proposed private school.
Given the school shall implement a staggered time system where the Junior School and Senior School start
and end times are at least 30 minutes apart, at any given time, there is an estimated peak pick-up/ dropoff demand of 26 vehicles and 28 vehicles in the AM peak hour and PM peak hour, respectively.
The school intends on providing a minimum of 28 short term on-site parking stalls for use by the school.
However, due to the challenges of the relatively small footprint of the school site, only 13 stalls can be
provided directly underneath the school site. The remaining 15 stalls (of the 28) will be provided/shared
with the residential visitor parking stalls of the development.
Given that residential visitor parking demand is typically at its highest in the evening, there is an
opportunity to allow overflow school pick-up/ drop -off parking to be provided in the un-gated visitor
parking spaces during the school’s peak pick –up /drop off time. As such, Bunt recommends appropriate
signage be installed at this residential visitor parking area (e.g. “School Pick-Up/ Drop-Off Parking Only: 89AM and 2-3PM”).
3.3.3

Rousseau Street: On-Street Parking

The east side of Rousseau Street along the project frontage is approximately 65 metres (m) long. Provided
a “no parking” area is implemented 1.) from Braid Street to 6m south of Braid Street and 2.) from the
southerly lane to 6m north of the lane, approximately 53m of potential on-street parking will be available.
This 53m is expected to accommodate 7-8 vehicles. The project intends on utilizing this area as excess
drop-off stalls or additional employee parking (to be determined). It is our understanding this provision
shall continue to be discussed with City staff.

3.4

School Long-Term Parking & Residential Parking Rationale
This section of the report documents the rationale for the proposed school long-term and residential
parking supply.
3.4.1

Senior Student Parking

Senior Students at Urban Academy will not be parking their vehicles at school or in the neighbourhood at
the 100 Braid St. school location. There are two factors governing the restriction on their ability to use a
car to drive to school.
The Graduated Licensing Program in British Columbia is the process by which novice drivers complete the
obligations necessary to receive their driver’s license. The process for young people to successfully get all
the way through the process and be awarded a driver’s license takes a minimum of 18 months, most
students take a little over two years to complete the program. Students are 18 (or older) at the time of
successful completion. The earliest they will complete will be the spring of their grade 12 year and they
complete school in June of the year they turn 18 years old. Students typically are not able to complete in
time to allow them to use a vehicle for this purpose.
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The second factor governing this issue is the nature of the school itself. Urban Academy is an independent
school and the Head of School has the authority to provide direction with regard to this issue. Urban
Academy students will not be permitted to drive a vehicle to school. The school does not intend to
undertake this responsibility or provide this as an option for students.
3.4.2

School Employee Parking

Urban Academy has indicated their future school will employ approximately 40 employees. Due to the
site’s proximity to the nearby Skytrain station and a survey performed with existing staff members for
Urban Academy’s other locations (per Urban Academy TIA, February 2015) approximately 50% of the
school staff is expected to drive to school (which translates to 20 parking stalls) the remaining employees
are expected to use other modes of travel such as transit or carpooling. The project is proposing to
provide 25 on-site stalls reserved for school staff. Thus, it can be concluded that sufficient parking should
be provided for the school’s employees. The employee parking supply is also in excess of the bylaw by 5
stalls.
3.4.3

Residential Parking

Per Table 3.1 (page 16, previously presented) 318 stalls are required as per the City’s by-law. The project
shall provide 318 stalls for the residential uses and thus, meets the City’s Parking Bylaws.

3.5

Student Walkway Plan
Students will be assisted by an Urban Academy crossing guard to cross the intersection of Braid Street at
Rousseau Street. In order to access the Braid Street Skytrain station, students will utilize the existing
sidewalk along the north side of Braid Street. Students will be discouraged from using Brunette Street to
access the Braid Street Skytrain station.
Students walking from the neighbourhoods south of the site are expected to utilize the existing sidewalk
along the west side of Rousseau Street. For the intersection of Rousseau Street at the Lane, Bunt
recommends to provide a striped pedestrian crosswalk at the north leg of the intersection. Bunt also
recommends Urban Academy provide a crossing guard during peak times at this location to ensure
pedestrian safety and to also ensure motorists do not block the intersection. Further information
regarding the potential for vehicle queuing issues are discussed in Section 4.3 of this report.

3.6

Bicycle Parking / Accommodation
The City’s bylaw has minimum bicycle long and short term parking space requirements for the uses onsite. For residential use, long term bicycle storage spaces are to be provided at a rate 1.25 spaces per unit.
This equates to 268 bicycle storage spaces.
For school use, Long term bicycle storage space is to be provided at one space per 25 teachers, 1space for
every 20 students in elementary school, and 1 space per 10 students in Middle and secondary school. This
equates to 37 bicycle storage spaces. The project intends to be in compliance with the by-law
requirements.
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3.7

Future Transit and Cycling
Bunt has calculated the anticipated number of transit users generated by the site. The detailed
calculations are included in Appendix C of this report.
3.7.1

Residential Estimates
Based on data provided in the 2011 Metro Vancouver Regional Trip Diary Survey, the residential
component of the development is expected to generate approximately 23-24 transit users and
approximately 1 cyclist in the AM and PM peak hours.

3.7.2

School Estimates
Based on modal choice data provided by Urban Academy, the school is projected to generate
approximately 36 transit users in the AM and PM peak hours; the 36 users consist of 7 staff and
29 students. Furthermore, the school is projected to generate approximately 7 cyclists in the peak
hours; the 7 cyclists consist of 3 staff and 4 students.
The New Westminster Master Transportation Plan indicates that by 2041, at least 60% of all trips
are should be made by multi-modal options (walking, cycling or transit). In order to actively
pursue these long-term goals, the school should consider the following measures to encourage
multi-modal trip selection:
Encouraging Transit Ridership:
•

Regularly provide students and staff of bus routes and schedules;

•

Implement reward systems for transit users (e.g. transit user “points” club to
purchase transit-user accessories [headphones, books, transit club T-shirt, health
magazine subscription, water bottles, etc] );

•

Support theme weeks (e.g. Ride to School/Work week); and,

•

Providing Transit Discounts/Subsidies;

Encouraging Cycling:
•

Provide safe and secured bicycle storage facilities for students and staff – already
proposed by the school;

•

Change rooms – already proposed by the school;

•

Implement cycling clubs and reward systems for cyclists (e.g. cycling “points” club
to purchase bike accessories [gloves, helmets, taillights, etc]);

•

Support theme weeks (e.g. Bike to School/Work week); and,

•

Cycling Maps.
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3.8

Loading
The City of New Westminster bylaws does not explicitly require any off-street truck loading bays for
residential developments. However, the project is proposing to provide one off-street loading bay
intended for a Class A (large cargo van) at Level 1 (at-grade level of parking under the courtyard), right
next to the tower core with easy access to the elevators. Based on our experience with other projects that
are exclusively for residential uses, a Class A loading stall is expected to accommodate the majority of
deliveries observed for residential developments (e.g. Canada Post vans, cube vans, pizza deliveries, etc).
The manoeuvrability analysis for the proposed Class A loading bay is provided on Exhibit 3.1. As shown, a
6m cargo van is expected to maneuver in and out of the parkade with sufficient widths.
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4.

FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
This chapter of the report presents the future traffic analysis for 2021 with and without the proposed
development. Based on consultation with City staff, only the project’s full build-out year of 2021 shall be
evaluated in this report. 2021 Background (Without Project) conditions are presented first, followed by the
2021 Total (With Project) scenario.

4.1

Background Growth
For the purpose of this transportation assessment, a background traffic growth rate of 2% per annum
(linear) was applied to existing peak hour volumes to represent general, unspecified growth in traffic in
the study area, as agreed with the City.
The future horizon years analyzed do not include the Royal Columbian Hospital (RCH) Redevelopment
which is proposed to consist of a temporary (2-3 years ) car park on the vacant lot at 97 Braid Street
(across Braid Street from the site). This is because the temporary parking lot is assumed to no longer be in
function by 2021.
Furthermore, the Sapperton Green Development is not anticipated to be built until after 2025, and is
therefore not included in the future traffic projections.

4.2

Trip Generation
The trip generation for the project has been calculated based on historical trip data and actual counts
performed at the existing Urban Academy locations. The following sections detail the methodologies
utilized to calculate the development’s anticipated trip generation.
4.2.1

Residential Trip Generation

Bunt has conducted trip generation surveys on a number of medium density residential sites in the Lower
Mainland located within close proximity to Frequent Transit Network. This includes sites within New
Westminster. The data collected for these sites reflect trip generation for the AM and Commuter PM peak
hours.
In order to approximate the School PM rate (2-4 PM) from the commuter PM rate (4-6PM) the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) published literature (Hourly Variations on trip Generation, January 2015)
was utilized which suggests 75% of the commuter PM peak hour rate occurs between 2-4 PM.
The resulting peak hour trip generation rates are illustrated in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Residential Trip Rates Per Residential Unit

4.2.2

Peak Hour

In

Out

Total

AM

0.07

0.23

0.30

School PM

0.15

0.08

0.24

Commuter PM

0.20

0.11

0.31

School Trip Generation

The school trip generation utilized in this report was sourced from in the previously published technical
report: Traffic Impact Study – Urban Academy (prepared by MMM Group and dated February 2015), which
is included in Appendix D.
The AM and School PM rates have been adjusted (-20%) to account for the before and after school
childcare/ program available on-site for the K-5 students. The Commuter PM included 20% of the school
trip generation to reflect the traffic related to the after school childcare program. The resulting rates are
shown below on Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 School Trip Rates per Student

4.2.3

Peak Hour

In

Out

Total

AM

0.51

0.47

0.98

School PM

0.46

0.50

0.95

Commuter PM

0.11

0.12

0.24

Summary

Based on the trip generation rates previously described, Table 4.3 summarizes the total estimated gross
vehicle trips for the proposed land uses.
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Table 4.3 Total Site Generated Trips
AM PEAK HOUR
USE
Private
School
Condos

UNITS

PM PEAK HOUR

PM PEAK HOUR

IN

OUT

TOTAL

IN

OUT

TOTAL

IN

OUT

TOTAL

450 Students

228

211

439

206

223

428

51

56

107

225 Suites

14

49

64

32

18

51

43

24

67

243

260

503

238

241

479

95

80

174

-10

-7

-17

-5

-3

-8

-14

-16

-30

233

253

486

233

238

471

81

64

144

Total Trips Generated
Trips Generated from
Existing Site Uses
Net Added Trips

As shown, the development traffic will be primarily generated by the private school functions of the site.
The school generates approximately 430-440 trips in the AM and School PM Peak hours, and 110 in the
commuter peak hour. This equates to an average of 3.66 vehicles headed inbound and outbound every
minute.
It is noted that the start times will utilize a staggered arrangement, the junior and senior school will be
offset by 30 mins. Therefore, this analysis reflects the operations where parents picking-up/dropping-off
children in the junior school will generally not be arriving or leaving at the same time with those pickingup/dropping of those in the senior school.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.3, parents/guardians of junior school students take approximately
7.5 minutes to drop off their child at the school; the extended time reflects the time it takes to walk their
younger child into the school. If 3.66 vehicles (average number of vehicles per the 1st paragraph of this
page) enter the school parking area every minute for 7.5 minutes, there would be a maximum demand of
27 short term parking stalls during junior school pick-up/drop-off. Since the school shall provide 28
short-term parking stalls, it can be concluded the worst case parking demand of 27 stalls can be
accommodated.
Additionally, Senior School parents take only 2-5 minutes to drop off/pick-up their child at the school. As
such, if 3.66 vehicles enter the school parking area every minute for 2-5 minutes, there would be a
maximum demand of 18 short term parking stalls during Senior School pick-up/drop-off. The demand 18
stalls during the senior school pick-up/drop-off is expected to be accommodated via the 28 short-term
parking stalls.
In all peak hours considered, the residential trips equate to approximately 1vehicle every minute.
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4.3

Site Traffic Distribution
Trip distribution represents the directional orientation of traffic to and from the project site. Trip
distribution is heavily influenced by the geographical location of the site, the location of employment,
commercial opportunities and the proximity to the regional highway system. For the residential
component the directional orientation of traffic was determined by evaluating existing and proposed land
uses and highways within the community and existing traffic volumes.
For the private school uses, catchment information was used to estimate trip distribution. Student
catchment information from Urban Academy is summarised in Table 4.4. As shown, most of the students
are expected to reside within New Westminster (41%) and Burnaby (28%). This information, along with
anticipated travel patterns has been used to distribute the trips on the local street network.
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Table 4.4 Existing Student Home Address
Home Address

Percent Split

Belcarra

1%

Burnaby

28%

Coquitlam

11%

Mission

1%

New Westminster

41%

Port Coquitlam

2%

Richmond

3%

Surrey

6%

Vancouver

6%

West Vancouver

1%

Total

100%

For the residential use, the assignment of the estimated future site traffic onto the street network is based
on the observed existing turning movements at the study intersections.
Trip distribution worksheets are presented in Appendix E.
The total “added trips” were distributed on the local street network. The gross trips are shown in Exhibit
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for the AM, School PM and Commuter PM peak hours, respectively.
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4.4

Future Traffic Volumes
The traffic impact analysis includes an estimation of the future Background Traffic Volumes, and an
assessment of the net traffic impact of future Total Traffic condition versus the future Background Traffic
condition. For the purposes of this analysis, the future horizon year is 2021 (Opening Day).
The estimated Total Traffic Volumes upon completion of the development were then derived by
superimposing the estimated increase in site traffic volumes onto the Background Traffic Volumes.
The background traffic Volumes are shown in Exhibit 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for the AM, School PM and
Commuter PM peak hours, respectively.
Full Synchro Output worksheets for the Background 2021 Scenarios are available in Appendix F.
The Total traffic Volumes are shown in Exhibit 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 for the AM, School PM and Commuter PM
peak hours, respectively.
.
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4.5

Future Traffic Conditions
Results of the capacity analysis for the horizon year with and without the proposed development were
compared and summarized in Tables 4.5 to 4.7. It is noted the overall V/C and overall delay (seconds) are
presented for the signalized intersections and unsignalized intersections, respectively. Furthermore, the
summary tables list the “Movements of Interest” for each notable lane’s operation (e.g. minor street V/C).
The intersection of Braid Street and Rousseau Street was assumed to operate with an optimized cycle of
120 seconds.
Table 4.5 Background and Total 2021 AM Weekday Intersection Operation Performance
Total 2021

Background 2021
Intersection

V/C or
Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of

V/C or

Interest

Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of
Interest

Signalized
WB TL – v/c 0.77

WB LT- v/c 0.86

LOS C, 95th

LOS C, 95th percentile

Rousseau St &

percentile queue:

queue: 143.4m

Braid St

83.3m

(120 sec cycle &

0.49

C

existing laning)

0.68

C

NB TRL v/c 0.29

NB TRL v/c 0.04

LOS C, 95th percentile

LOS B, 95th

queue: 43.8m

percentile queue:
10.2m
WB L- v/c 0.61

Rousseau St &

LOS C, 95th percentile

Braid St
(120 sec cycle &

queue: 35.1m

-

-

0.46

-

C
NB TRL v/c 0.21

added WB LT

LOS B, 95th percentile

bay)

queue: 30.1m

Unsignalized
Rousseau St &
Lane
Rousseau St &
Major St

40

3.1

A

5.3

A

WB LR – V/C

8.7

A

0.02, LOS A
EB LR – v/c

WB LR – V/C 0.39
LOS B

4.5

A

EB LR - 0.11, LOS A

0.04, LOS A
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Table 4.6 Background and Total 2021 School PM Weekday Intersection Operation Performance
Total 2021

Background 2021
Intersection

V/C or
Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of

V/C or

Interest

Delay (secs)

LOS

Movement of
Interest

Signalized
WB TL – v/c 0.62,

WB TL – v/c 1.05 LOS

LOS C, 95th

Braid St

D, 95th percentile

percentile queue:

Rousseau St &
0.47

C

(120 sec cycle)

65.6m

queue: 119 m

0.73

C
NB TRL v/c 0.49

NB TRL v/c 0.15

LOS c, 95th percentile

LOS B, 95th percentile

queue: 90.6m

queue: 18.1m

WB L – v/c 0.67 LOS C,

Rousseau St &
Braid St
(120 sec cycle &

95th percentile queue:
40.4 m

-

-

-

0.60

C
NB TRL v/c 0.34

added WB LT bay)

LOS C, 95th percentile
queue: 51.5m

Unsignalized
Rousseau St &
Lane
Rousseau St &
Major St

1.1

A

8.1

A
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WB LR – V/C
0.02, LOS A
EB LR – V/C
0.15, LOS A

11.4
6.7

A

WB LR V/C 0.60,
LOS C

A

EB LR – V/C 0.23,
LOS A
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Table 4.7 Background and Total 2021 Commuter PM Weekday Intersection Operation Performance
Total 2021

Background 2021
Intersection

v/c /
delay (s)

LOS

Movement of

v/c /

Interest

delay (s)

LOS

Movement of
Interest

Signalized

Rousseau St &
Braid St

WB TL – v/c 0.65, LOS C

WB LT – v/c 0.90

95th percentile queue:

LOS D,95th percentile

67.6m

0.53

C

(120 sec cycle)

0.61

C

queue: 106.5m

NB TRL v/c 0.24

NB TRL v/c 0.34

LOS B, 95th percentile

LOS B, 95th percentile

queue: 31.2m

queue: 66.0m
WB L – v/c 0.45
LOS C,95th percentile

Rousseau St &
Braid St

-

(120 sec cycle &

-

0.56

-

C

queue: 13.9m
NB TRL v/c 0.29

added WB LT bay)

LOS C, 95th percentile
queue: 47.1m

Unsignalized
Rousseau St &
Lane
Rousseau St &
Major St

1.5

A

8.5

A

WB LR – V/C 0.04,

4.0

A

LOS A

WB LR – V/C 0.14
LOS B

EB LR – V/C 0.22,

8.1

LOS A

A

EB LR – V/C 0.24,
LOS B

As shown on Tables 4.5 to 4.7, all of the study area intersections are projected to operate at an overall
LOS “C” (or better) with or without with the occupancy of the proposed project. Full Synchro Output is
available in Appendix E.
Rousseau Street at Braid Street
This intersection is projected to operate at LOS “C” for all the evaluated peak periods with or without the
proposed development. However, on a specific lane-by-lane analysis, the existing westbound shared leftthrough lane is expected to operate at a V/C of 1.05 (LOS “F”) during the School PM peak. This deficiency
is primarily attributable to the left turn traffic added to the network by the proposed school. In order to
increase the westbound left turn capacity of the intersection, the provision of an exclusive 40m (minimum)
left turn bay is recommended, along with protected/permissive signal phasing. With this treatment, the
westbound left turn V/C is projected to improve to a V/C of 0.60 (LOS “C”).
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The northbound right turning queues have also been reviewed for this location. During the peak hours, a
95th percentile queue of 51.5m (with the addition of the WB turing lane) may occasionally occur during
peak pick-up/drop-off periods. However, this queue length is expected to be accommodated by the link
distance from Braid Street to the rear lane (approximately 65m). It is noted an Urban Academy crossing
guard will be provided at this intersection during the school’s peak pick-up/drop-off periods.
Rousseau Street at Lane
The intersection of Rousseau Street at the Lane is expected to operate at LOS “A” for all evaluated peak
hours. During the school peak hours, there may be instances where southbound left turning vehicles shall
experience queues of 22.5 m. However, this queue length is not expected to extend upstream to Braid
Street if the intersection is kept clear. As such, Bunt recommends Urban Academy provide staff (e.g. a
crossing guard) during the peak pick-up/drop-off periods to ensure northbound motorists do not block
the intersection.
Rousseau Street at Major Street
The intersection of Rousseau Street at Major Street is expected to operate at LOS “A” for all evaluated peak
hours. No improvements are required to achieve satisfactory LOS.
The recommended improvements are highlighted on Exhibit 4.10.
4.5.1

Rousseau Street at Braid Street – Sensitivity Analysis

Per request by City staff, Bunt has also evaluated the traffic operations for 2021 Total conditions with the
implementation of a 50m northbound right turn lane for the subject intersection. Table 4.8 summarizes
this sensitivity analysis.
Table 4.8 Rousseau Street at Braid Street –Northbound Right Turn Lane1
Total 2021 Weekday Peak
Hour
AM

School PM

Commuter PM

v/c

0.44

0.58

0.51

LOS

Movement of Interest

C

WBL - v/c 0.59 LOS C, 95th Percentile Queue 34.4m,
(35.1m without NBR lane; see Table 4.5)
NBR – v/c 0.12 LOS B, 95th Percentile Queue: 14.9m
(30.1m without NBR lane; see Table 4.5)

C

WBL - v/c 0.67 LOS C, 95th Percentile Queue 40.2m
(40.4m without NBR lane; see Table 4.6)
NBR – v/c 0.29 LOS C, 95th Percentile Queue 41.8m
(51.5 m without NBR lane; see Table 4.6)

C

WBL - v/c 0.41, LOS , 95th Percentile Queue:13.1m
(13.9m without NBR lane; see Table 4.7)
NBR – v/c 0.23 LOS C, 95th Percentile Queue: 36m
(47.1m without NBR lane; see Table 4.7)

1 This configuration consist of an added westbound left turn lane (consistent with the improvements on Exhibit 4.10), a 120 second
cycle length and an exclusive northbound right turn lane
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As shown, the intersection of Rousseau Street at Braid Street shall operate at LOS “C” with or without the
provision of an exclusive northbound right turn lane. However, the added northbound right turn lane
slightly improves the queue lengths and V/C ratios for both the westbound lefts and northbound rights.
Note that the implementation of this northbound right turn lane will limit the potential for on-street
parking on the east side of Rousseau Street. The east side of Rousseau Street along the project frontage is
approximately 65 metres (m) long. If a 50m northbound right turn lane is provided for Rousseau Street at
Braid Street, the remaining distance of 15m (which must also include a 6m distance north of the lane) will
only accommodate a drop-off zone of 1-2 vehicles. It is our understanding this provision shall continue to
be discussed with City staff.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
On behalf of Wesgroup Properties, Bunt & Associates has undertaken a Transportation Impact Study for
the proposed private school and residential development at 100 Braid Street, in New Westminster, BC. The
study examined the traffic, pick-up/ drop-off and parking implications of the proposed development and
reviewed the proposed site plan to confirm that the anticipated site traffic volume can be adequately
accommodated both on site and on the area street system.
Existing Conditions
The study considered three intersections:
•

Rousseau Street at Braid Street;

•

Rousseau Street at Laneway (fronting southerly project limit); and,

•

Rousseau Street at Major Street

In general, all intersections analyzed are operating within acceptable capacity thresholds and with minimal
traffic delay. No specific operational problems were identified and on-site observations indicate that
minimal queues and delays are evident during peak traffic periods. However, it was noted the volumes
utilizing the intersection of Braid and Rousseau are occasionally metered by the intersection of Braid Street
and Brunette Avenue.
Development
The proposal is to demolish the existing uses on the site and construct a K-12 Urban Academy private
school (for 450 students) and a new residential tower consisting of approximately 225 strata units.
Vehicular access to the school shall be provided via a rear lane along Rousseau Street. Access along Braid
Street is not proposed.
It is noted the proposed school is expected to be constructed and functional prior to the completion of the
residential tower. Additionally, the completion of the proposed project shall depend on the duration of
the development approval process. However, for the purposes of estimating future traffic volumes and
traffic analysis, the entire development (both school and residential tower) has been assumed to be
completed by 2021.
Parking & Pick-up/ Drop-off Review
Based on the parking supply standards set out in the City of New Westminster By-Law, the required on-site
parking provision for the proposed site is over supplied by 5 spaces for the school staff use.
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For the residential component of the project, the proposal is to provide 318 parking stalls which shall
satisfy the City’s Parking Bylaws. This equates to 1.41 stalls per unit.
The start/end times for Grades K-5 will be offset from the Grade 6-12 start/end times by a minimum of 30
minutes, and an early drop off (7AM) and late pick up time option (post-5PM) will be utilized by
approximately 20% of parents. These offsetting measures are expected to “spread out” the pick-up/dropoff peak traffic demands for a 450 student school. It is our opinion this arrangement shall reduce the
potential for any traffic impacts (in comparison to a non-staggered arrangement).
There is an estimated peak drop-off demand of 26 vehicles and 28 vehicles in the AM peak hour and PM
peak hour, respectively. The school intends on providing a minimum of 28 short term on-site parking
stalls for use by the school. The project intends on utilizing proportion of the residential visitor parking
during school peak pick-up/drop –off periods. This can be accomplished by appropriate signage altering
users to the restrictions.
The east side of Rousseau Street along the project frontage is approximately 65 metres (m) long with
approximately 53m of potential on-street parking will be available, expected to accommodate 7-8 vehicles.
The project intends on utilizing this area as excess drop-off stalls or additional employee parking (to be
determined).
The walkway route to/from the school to/from the Skytrain will include the northerly sidewalk of Braid
Street and crossing guards will be provided at the intersection of Braid and Rousseau.
The project intends to be in compliance with the by-law requirements for bicycle parking.
Although the residential component of the project is not required to provide a delivery truck loading bay,
the project is proposing to provide one off-street Class B loading bay at Level 1 which is expected to
sufficiently accommodate the loading demands of a 225-unit residential development.
Traffic Impact Review
To evaluate the impact of the traffic generated from the proposed development, future 2021 traffic
conditions were assessed with and without the proposed development. A background traffic growth rate
of 2% (linear) was applied to existing peak hour volumes.
The development is expected to generate approximately 440 added trips in the AM peak hour, 430 in the
School PM peak hour and 105 trips in the commuter PM peak hour.
Rousseau Street at Braid Street
This intersection is projected to operate at LOS “C” for all the evaluated peak periods with or without the
proposed development. However, on a specific lane-by-lane analysis, the existing westbound shared leftthrough lane is expected to operate at a V/C of 1.05 (LOS “F”) during the School PM peak. This deficiency
is primarily attributable to the left turn traffic added to the network by the proposed school. In order to
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increase the westbound left turn capacity of the intersection, the provision of an exclusive 40m (minimum)
left turn bay is recommended, along with protected/permissive signal phasing. With this treatment, the
westbound left turn V/C is projected to improve to a V/C of 0.60 (LOS “C”).
The northbound right turning queues have also been reviewed for this location. During the peak hours, a
95th percentile queue of 51.5m may occasionally occur during peak pick-up/drop-off periods. However,
this queue length is expected to be accommodated by the link distance from Braid Street to the rear lane
(approximately 65m).
It is noted an Urban Academy crossing guard will be provided at this intersection during the school’s peak
pick-up/drop-off periods.
Rousseau Street at Lane
The intersection of Rousseau Street at the Lane is expected to operate at LOS “A” for all evaluated peak
hours. During the school peak hours, there may be instances where southbound left turning vehicles shall
experience queues of 22.5m. However, this queue length is not expected to extend upstream to Braid
Street if the intersection is kept clear. As such, Bunt recommends Urban Academy provide staff (e.g. a
crossing guard) during the peak pick-up/drop-off periods to ensure northbound motorists do not block
the intersection.
Rousseau Street at Major Street
The intersection of Rousseau Street at Major Street is expected to operate at LOS “A” for all evaluated peak
hours. No improvements are required to achieve satisfactory LOS.
Based on the analysis and recommendations outlined in this study, it is concluded that the proposed form
and density of the proposed development can be supported from a transportation perspective.
Rousseau Street at Braid Street – Northbound Right Turn Lane Sensitivity Analysis
The intersection of Rousseau Street at Braid Street shall operate at LOS “C” with or without the provision of
an exclusive northbound right turn lane. However, the added northbound right turn lane slightly improves
the queue lengths and V/C ratios for both the westbound lefts and northbound rights. If a 50m
northbound right turn lane is provided for Rousseau Street at Braid Street, the remaining distance of 15m
(which must also include a 6m distance north of the lane) will only a drop-off zone to accommodate 1-2
vehicles. It is our understanding this provision shall continue to be discussed with City staff.
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Appendix 7
100 Braid Heritage Assessment
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100 BRAID STREET
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

ADDRESS: 100 Braid Street
MUNICIPALITY: New Westminster, British Columbia
NEIGHBOURHOOD: Sapperton
ORIGINAL OWNER: B.C. Distilleries
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1929 (with additions in 1963 and 1969)

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH:
The three-storey mixed-use building at 100 Braid Street was first constructed in 1929 for use by the
B.C. Distillery operation. The large distillery facility was concentrated across Braid Street (then
known as Distillery Road) and this building served an important role as a compounding warehouse
for the production of spirits. The B.C. Distillery, founded in 1904, was one of the largest employers
in the province and its location in Sapperton illustrates the suitability of the area for industrial
concerns, due to its adjacency to both railway tracks and Brunette Creek. The distillery closed in
1978 and all buildings, save for this structure, have since been demolished.
The building is the product of the local, prolific architectural firm of Gardiner & Mercer. Known
for their numerous commissions throughout New Westminster and the Lower Mainland, the firm
was especially noted for its institutional work, including the B.C. Distillery. The distinctive cupola
(in the style of the grain elevator) on the roof highlights the historic function of the building and the
large, multi-pane windows reflect the traditional warehouse design aesthetic of the late 1920s.
Two warehouse additions on either side of the building in the 1960s altered the site’s composition,
however the character of the original north and south elevations remains intact. The building now
serves as a multi-tenant artist studio and commercial space.

DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

HERITAGE ASSESSMENT FORM:
Assessment Criteria

Yes

1. Architecture
- Is the site architecturally significant?
- Is the site a significant expression of a particular style
(i.e. Arts & Crafts, Modern, etc.)?
- Does the site feature unique design details or features?

No

Explanation
The streamlined, utilitarian
nature of the building is
relieved by the grain elevator
on the roof and the large,
multi-pane windows on the
north and south elevations.

- Is the site a rare or unique or representative example of
a particular style/type?
2. Context: Neighbourhood/Landscape
- Is the site historically significant in the development of
the particular neighbourhood?
- Does the site reflect a significant pattern of development
in New Westminster?
- Is the site a landmark in the city or neighbourhood?
- Does the landscape or natural environment of the site
hold significance for the neighbourhood/city?
3. Person/Event
- Is the site significant for its association with a particular
person or group of people?
- Is the architect/builder significant?
- Is the site significant for its association with a particular
event?

4. Contemporary Compatibility/Usability
- Does the site maintain its original context? Is the site
compatible with its current context?
- Is the space relevant within the contemporary context
and surrounding environment?
- Is there potential for the current use of the site to
continue or for a compatible future use?

The building is the last
remaining part of the large
B.C. Distillery facility that
operated on the site and the
adjacent parcel to the north.
The industrial capacity of the
area was facilitated by the
adjacent Brunette Creek and
railway tracks.

The building was designed by
the prominent architectural
firm of Gardiner & Mercer,
which was known for
institutional commissions
across New Westminster and
the Lower Mainland from the
1910s through the 1930s.

The building no longer serves
as a distillery, but has since
transitioned into a multitenant artist studio and
commercial building,
illustrating the adaptability of
the space.
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

Assessment Criteria

Yes

No

5. Additions/Alterations/Condition
- Does the site maintain a high degree of its original
integrity (does it maintain many of its original features)?

Explanation
Two additions to the east and
west have occurred, however,
the north and south elevations
retain their original character.

- If site has been altered, are the alterations compatible
with and distinguishable from the original building/site?
- Is the site in fair structural condition?

Does the site merit further heritage consideration by the City of New Westminster, based on the
above criteria?
YES
NO
Heritage Assessment Summary:
The former distillery building at 100 Braid Street is a testament to the industrial history of the
Sapperton area and is the last remaining part of the B.C. Distillery complex. Its connection to the
illustrious B.C. Distillery facility and its design by important architects Gardiner & Mercer together
enhance the value of the building, despite its relatively austere appearance. The roof’s cupola, in the
style of a grain elevator, serves as a stark reminder of the immediate area’s past function.
RESEARCH SUMMARY:
CIVIC ADDRESS: 100 Braid Street, New Westminster
ORIGINAL OWNER: B.C. Distilleries
ARCHITECT: Gardiner & Mercer
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1929 (with additions in 1963 and 1969)
SOURCES:
•
•

City of New Westminster Site Development Report (noting July 18, 1929 permit to erect
‘winery’ for $26,000)
Building the West: The Early Architects of British Columbia (Luxton, Donald [Ed.].
Vancouver: Talonbooks. 2007.)

DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

100 Braid Street, looking north, Bing Maps

100 Braid Street, looking south, Bing Maps

DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

B.C. Distillery site, Braid Street, 1947, Vintage Air Photos, BO-47-604
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

1957 Fire Insurance map of the B.C. Distillery site, note the 100 Braid Street building at the bottom

DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

GARDINER & MERCER:

Francis George Gardiner (1878-1966)

Andrew Lamb Mercer (1878-1959)

The architectural partnership of Gardiner & Mercer in the early half of this century was one of the
more enduring and prolific in the province. Andrew Mercer, more outgoing and gregarious, was
mainly responsible for the structural aspect of their projects, while Frank Gardiner handled the
design end. Friends as well as business partners, their separate firms were competitive after the
partnership split, but the two men remained personally friendly, and continued to meet each other
regularly at the Vancouver Club.
New Westminster was booming in the period just prior to the First World War, in anticipation of
the opening of the Panama Canal, and the Gardiner & Mercer partnership was soon established as
the leading local architectural firm. Mercer detested the Royal City, with all its “bloody hills,” and
within a year he moved his family to Vancouver. Gardiner & Mercer designed most of the new
buildings along Columbia Street, including the city’s tallest, the Westminster Trust Building,
1911-12. Their institutional buildings included several New Westminster schools, notably the
Duke of Connaught High School and Richard McBride School, and Coquitlam Municipal Hall. In
addition to their many commercial buildings they handled a large number of residential
commissions, designed in an adapted Arts and Crafts style, the largest being the Nels Nelson
House in Queen’s Park, 1913. Later, the firm shifted from the pursuit of general architectural work
to a specialization in brewery work and hospital design, including the landmark additions to St.
Paul’s Hospital, 1931-36, and the design of St. Vincent’s Hospital, 1939, both in Vancouver.

DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

Westminster Trust Building, 713 Columbia Street, designed by Gardiner & Mercer
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

B.C. DISTILLERY:

Sapperton area with B.C. Distillery facility, circa mid-1920s (soon before the construction of 100 Braid Street),
photo supplied to Geoff Pinkerton by Faye Olson (McBride-Sapperton Residents' Association)
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

B.C. Distillery advertisement, Scarlet & Gold Magazine, March 11, 1929

DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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HERITAGE ASSESSMENT: 100 BRAID STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

B.C. Distillery poster, circa 1940s, City of Vancouver Archives, 1184-933
DONALD LUXTON & ASSOCIATES INC. JANUARY 2016
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Appendix 8
Preliminary Design Concept
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The site also features a landscaped pedestrian
mews which bisects the site in a north/south
axis, and functions as a:

The remainder portion of the site will comprise
of a comprehensive multi-family housing project
of approximately 18,850 sq m / 202,900 sq ft,
wrapped around a raised landscape courtyard.

4

LANDSCAPE

Two townhome blocks – one block located
on the south edge of the property fronting
the proposed lane, and, another block
located along the eastern boundary of the
property.

•

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

An art gallery space of approximately 200
sq m / 2,150 sq. ft. with an additional 200
sq m / 2,150 sq ft of artists studios above
is proposed for the northeast corner of the
ground ﬂoor, next to the lobby entrance for
the tower.

•

All 3 major residential buildings help deﬁne a
raised landscaped courtyard which will function
as a key shared open space amenity for the
residential portion of the development proposal.

21-storey residential tower positioned at
the northeast corner of the site, sitting atop
a 6-storey residential podium of townhomes
and apartments.

•

Key components of this portion of the development proposal are:

On the western portion of the site, a 4 to 5 storey
school building of approx. 5570 sq m / 60,000
sq. ft. is to house the Urban Academy School, for
450 students in grades K to 12.

URBAN ACADEMY SCHOOL

The project comprises the following major
components and features:

Located on a rectangular 1.72 acre property in
the northeast area of the City of New Westminster, the site is located on the southeast corner
of the intersection of Braid Street and Rousseau Street, at the northern edge of the Rousseau Triangle precinct. The proposal also sits
directly across from the proposed comprehensive Sapperton Green redevelopment site to the
north, and is within easy walking distance of the
existing Braid Street Skytrain Station.

The 100 Braid Street development proposal is an
integrated mixed-use institutional and residential project comprising an independent school
and a complimentary residential component.

1.1 Project Summary

1.0 / Introduction

H C MA AR C H ITE CTU R E + D E S I G N

vehicular access point from the lane to the
property for drop-off, parking, and loading
areas for both the school and the residential
buildings.
landscaped buffer between the school and
residential uses.

•

•

The 100 Braid Street comprehensive development proposal will provide a vibrant urban development that sensitively relates to its context,
existing circulation and transit networks, and
other local and community development and
planning initiatives, and will be a positive precedent for potential and future development in
the Rousseau Triangle precinct.

It is intended that in the future the existing lane
bordering the property could to be widened,
and extended east towards Brunette Avenue,
allowing for better access to this area of the
Rousseau Triangle.

pedestrian connection from Braid Street
to the lane at the south edge of the property, and the rest of the Rousseau Triangle
precinct to the south.

•

EXISTING SITE PHOTOS
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The area is also anchored and inﬂuenced by three
signiﬁcant development initiatives – Sapperton
Green to the north, the Royal Columbian Hospital
expansion to the south-west, and the Brewery
District to the south. The proposals for this site will
aim to complement these initiatives, acting as an
important catalyst for future development of the
Rousseau triangle, supporting the establishment
of a revitalized identity for the precinct, and helping
to connect it to these other growing communities.

Major adjacencies include Bentall Kennedy’s
future comprehensive Sapperton Green development immediately north of the site, existing singlefamily housing to the west, and a comprehensive
mix of existing small single-family houses and light
industrial uses to the east and south comprising
the remainder of the Rousseau triangle zone.

The 100 Braid Street site is located in the northeast area of the City of New Westminster, within
the Sapperton neighborhood. It sits at the southeast corner of the intersection of Braid Street
and Rousseau Street, and occupies the northeast
corner of the Rousseau triangle area, the triangle
itself being bounded by Braid Street to the north,
Rousseau Street to the west, and Brunette Avenue
to the east.

2.1 Site Context
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2.2 Existing Site Aerial & Land Use

H C MA AR C H ITE CTU R E + D E S I G N

There is no maximum FSR deﬁned under the current zoning but initial consultation with
the City of New Westminster indicated that there is potential for 3.0 FSR under the current
zoning, if massed appropriately.

Three existing buildings currently occupy the site: building 1 is 86+ years old, building 2 is 51
years old; and building 3 is 45 years old. The current buildings occupy approximately 4,035
sq m GFA [0.58 FSR.]

Current land uses are limited to light industrial and both residential, commercial and institutional uses, considered under 'Mixed Use' OCP designation, are not permitted.

The existing 6,957 sq m / 74,887 sq ft sites' current OCP designation is Light Industrial land
use, M-1 zoning. The land is not within regionally-designated Industrial Land.
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The proposed mix of uses - a school (Urban
Academy) and residential are considered an
appropriate mix for this speciﬁc subject site, and
bring signiﬁcant activity and “body heat” to the
area. The two uses also complement each other,
and one can envision them comfortably co-existing
on the site. They are also complementary to the
proposed uses for Sapperton Green, and would be
compatible with any future potential development
to the south within the Rousseau Triangle precinct.
And, the school, being an educational/institutional
use, is in alignment with the intentions of the City’s

A REVITALIZATION OF THE ROUSSEAU
TRIANGLE

While the proposal sees the creation of a spectrum of housing types (predominantly townhomes
and apartments), with the addition of the school
component it also provides for job creation and
employment opportunities to be embedded on the
site.

NEW HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

The intent of the 100 Braid Street proposal is to
provide a vibrant urban development that sensitively
relates to its context, existing circulation and transit
networks, and other local community development
and planning initiatives, while providing a compact
and integrated mixed-use project comprising
the co-location of an independent school (Urban
Academy) with complementary residential multifamily housing on the subject property.

The conceptual design for the redevelopment of
the 100 Braid Street involves a mix of compatible urban and sustainable uses on the property,
accommodating the co-location of the Urban
Academy School, with Residential multi-family
use on the balance of the property. The school is
located on the west side of the property, fronting
Rousseau Street. The residential use is conﬁgured
in both ground-oriented urban townhomes and
apartments in a low-rise and high-rise conﬁguration around a central landscaped courtyard, on the
easterly portion of the site. A pedestrian greenway
bisects the site, providing a north-south link
connecting Braid St to the rest of the Rousseau
triangle south of the site.

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE URBAN
HUB

From a transportation perspective the site is
strategically located adjacent to the Millennium
Skytrain Line, within walking distance of the
Sapperton Station and the bus loop to the northeast. TransCanada Highway 1 is within easy reach,
with access being directly north of the site. These
provide the site with a direct link to the surrounding
area as well as to other areas of Metro Vancouver.

REINFORCING CONNECTIVITY
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2.5 Proposed Braid Street Urban Design Vision
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Study 3 shows the massing required to provide a
3.5 FSR mixed-use development within a maximum
height of 15 storeys. To achieve this density, a 48m
long 10-storey streetwall is still required along
Braid Street but the length of the tower along
the east edge of the site is reduced. However the
massing still results in an undesirable pedestrian
experience along Braid Street, and has a greater
impact on the view corridor than a taller tower with
a smaller ﬂoorplate.

Study 2 shows the massing required to provide a
3.5 FSR mixed-use development within a maximum
height of 10 storeys. To achieve this density, a
48m long 10-storey streetwall is required along
Braid Street and a 59m long streetwall along the
east edge of the site, adjacent to the neighbouring
existing Light Industrial property. The required
massing to achieve this density, results in an
undesirable pedestrian experience along Braid
Street and the surrounding area.

Study 1 shows the maximum massing and
density permitted within the current zoning: M-1
Commercial / Light Industrial. Using the existing
setbacks and within the maximum 85ft height, the
3.0 FSR massing creates a continuous 6 storey
streetwall along Braid Street.

During the design development of the proposals,
we reviewed several massing options as illustrated
in the diagrams to the right.
Rousseau Street
Rousseau Street
Rousseau Street

3.1 Comparative Massing Studies

4-6
storey

0 1

5

5 storey

4storey
0 1

15 storey

0 1

5

10 storey

Braid Street

4-6
storey

Braid Street

6 storey

Braid Street

5

4storey

3.0 / Proposed Development

10m

10m

10m

3.0 FSR
6 storey
GFA 20,670 m2 / 222,500 sq.ft

•
•
•

10 storey residential tower

•

•

•

•

•

GFA 24,200 m2 / 260,500 sq.ft

15 storey residential tower

3.5 FSR [residential 2.65 FSR]

Mixed-use: School & Residential
[CD-1]

STUDY 2

GFA 24,000 m2 / 258,350 sq.ft

3.5 FSR [residential 2.65 FSR]

•

•

Mixed-use: School & Residential
[CD-1]

•

STUDY 2

Commercial / Light Industrial
[M-1]

•

STUDY 1
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School building located at corner to anchor
intersection and to provide institutional
gateway form to Rousseau St. Gym use
located at the corner is highly glazed to allow
the opportunity for public viewing of active use
within, and add to animation of the streetscape.

School location along Rousseau St. and
stepped massing provides appropriate transition to single-family residential scale to the
west.

School’s main entry provides opportunity for a
vibrant pedestrian-centric street life. A second
school entry located off the pedestrian mews
helps activate this link through the site.

The stepping of the building at the upper ﬂoors
provide for access to sunlight and roof decks
for outdoor educational opportunities.

•

•

•

•

SCHOOL

The main components of the development and
rationale for their location and massing on the site
are:

The proposed design of the project responds to the
character, scale and massing of its context. It also
contributes to the revitalization of the neighbourhood – supporting transit-oriented development
near to Braid Street Station, and by providing a mix
of institutional and residential uses, a pedestrianoriented streetscape, a green landscaped private
and public realm, and new connections through the
site to the adjacent neighbourhood.

Tower orientation, footprint and stepped
massing have been arranged to respect the
scale and views of the surrounding community, and to be complementary to the adjacent
school building.

The tallest building in the proposed form of
development, is the residential tower that has
been located at the northeast corner of the
site in order to: maximize opportunities for sun
exposure; minimize view obstruction from the
surrounding area; and to minimize shadowing
on both the site and adjacent context. This will
also maximize daylight to the communal open
central courtyard / podium and landscaped
pedestrian mews.

•

Connecting the tower form along Braid Street
with a low-rise component deﬁnes a streetwall

TOWER PODIUM & STREET WALL

•

•

TOWER FORM

Widening the separation between the school and
residential components provides for an opportunity to link Braid Street with the existing lane to
the south and the rest of the Rousseau Triangle
precinct. This creates the space for a new landscaped pedestrian mews while accommodating
carefully controlled vehicular access in and out of
the site via the lane to drop-off and parking areas
for both the school and residential components. It
will also improve walkability to and from the Braid
Street Station to the site and the rest of the Rousseau Triangle.

NEW PEDESTRIAN MEWS

3.2 Design & Massing Rationale

Residential townhomes, with entries and
patios, provide a pedestrian scale experience
and the opportunity for a more vibrant street
life.

Townhome entries accessed from the existing
and future lane extension to the east enhance
the intended residential and pedestrian scale.

The placement of townhome blocks along
the south and east sides of the residential
component aligns with the scale of adjacent
buildings, while helping to deﬁne and enclose
the upper level central landscaped courtyard.

•

•

•

Landscape throughout the site at grade, at the
elevated courtyard, and on rooftops softens
the transition between the urban and school/
residential edges.

The courtyard landscaping “folds” down to the
pedestrian mews through a series of stairs
and terraces allowing for a visual connection
between the private residential courtyard and
the more public mews open space.

The elevated landscaped courtyard includes
an accessible expansive green, play area and
overlook to the pedestrian mews for use by
the residents.

COURTYARD

•

•

TOWNHOMES

•

that reﬂects a similar proposed condition
across the street in Sapperton Green.

New Westminster, BC
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Proposed Massing

Outdoor play areas occur on rooftop
and terraces throughout the school.

3.1

60,000 sq.ft.

Shared access off lane via Rousseau St. for both the school
and residential use to separate underground parking.

The school is located on the west side of the property to act as a
transition between the proposed multi-family residential and the existing
single family residential along Rousseau Street to the west and south.

4-6 Storeys
GFA
5,750 m2

URBAN ACADEMY

Potential future lane extension
Green Mews pedestrian link connects Braid
St. to lane and Rousseau Triangle Precinct

ET
STRE
BRAID

21 Storey Tower
13,150 m2 141,550 sq.ft.
GFA
20 Townhomes
5,700 m2 61,000 sq.ft.
GFA
Artist Studios & Gallery
+/-400 m2 +/- 4,300 sq.ft.
GFA
A higher massing element on Braid Street responds
to the adjacent proposed development of Sapperton
Green. The tower is ﬂanked by lower massing elements
to respond to the proposed school and the adjacent
commercial/industrial uses to the east and south.

RESIDENTIAL

Potential Sapperton Green Development
5 - 10 Storeys and 2.9 FSR

The courtyard acts as a shared
greenspace for residents

BRUNE
TTE AV
ENUE
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Residential: 64.8m / 21 storeys
Institutional: 22m / 5-6 storeys
3m
5m
3.0m minimum
5m
4.5m

Brunette Creek
Light Industrial

Not defined

Not defined

6 storeys / 27m
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Institutional - Braid St & Rousseau Ave
Institutional - Laneway
Residential - Braid Street
Residential - Laneway
Residential - Adjacent Site

NEIGHBOURHOOD

ZONING CATEGORY

FLOOR SPACE RATIO

TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA

BUILDING HEIGHT*

SETBACKS

NOTES:
* Building height calculated from north-east corner of site = approx + 8.0m datum. Actual building height from base surface elevation to be confirmed pending receipt of building grades

Institutional = 5,570 sq m / 60,000 sf

Gallery = 405 sq m / 4,360 sf

Residential = 18,850 sq m / 202,900 sf

TOTAL = 24,825 sq m / 267,220 sf

[Residential 2.7 FSR + Institutional 0.8 FSR]

3.5 FSR

Mixed-use Residential
minimum 30% family homes (20% 2bed + 10% 3bed units)

Institutional - School / Urban Academy

Brunette Creek

6,957 sq m

6,957 sq m

CD-1

PROPOSED ZONING

SITE AREA

EXISTING ZONING
M-1

Existing & Proposed Zoning Summary

ZONING

3.3

New Westminster, BC
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PRECEDENT IMAGERY

3.4 Proposed Urban Academy School
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A strategic goal of 450 students (+/-) - Junior Kindergarten to Grade 12 at ﬁnal build-out.
Building to accommodate the following conceptual program and spaces: administration; gymnasium; multi-purpose performing arts space; common learning spaces; K & pre-K learning spaces;
elementary learning spaces; middle learning spaces; senior learning spaces; deﬁned entry w/ dropoff; parking and loading; and outdoor play area(s) (rooftop and/or at ground level).
Access to majority of drop-off and parking to be accommodated within Urban Academy parcel.

•
•

•

Conceptual precedents of school building form, entrances and character

Approximately 5,570 sq m / 60,000 sq ft (+/-) 4-5 storey building on the west of the site

•

Summary
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The play space available to students will offer generous surface area and varied locations for
play. Four rooftop play decks are planned with more than 12,000 square feet of play space
provided. This will allow separated play spaces for Junior Kindergarten, Primary, Middle and
Senior years’ students, for structured activities and formal classroom instruction as well as
free play. In an urban school design this is a safe, accessible method to provide children’s
play space in an environmentally sustainable and responsible manner.

GREEN SPACE AND PLAY AREAS

A community MOA could offer community groups affordable, safe and accessible meeting
space during off-school hours. The gymnasium, drama and multi-purpose space and classrooms are all areas of the school that could be part of such an agreement, opening the doors
of Urban Academy to the community.

The drama and multi-purpose space will host the full range of school programming with a
particular emphasis on the Fine Arts. These two spaces also provide additional play space
for students. Senior students enjoy different activities during their free time at school and do
not always frequent the playground. Activity space that provides for clubs, drama rehearsals
and co-curricular events is very valuable in a school that houses senior students as well as
primary students.

Urban Academy is planning a full-size gymnasium as part of its program. This will provide
additional activity and play space for students as well as the focus for a developing athletics
program. The gym will be 9 metres in height, allowing for full court basketball and volleyball
as well as a variety of other sports.

GYMNASIUM, DRAMA AND MULTI-PURPOSE SPACES

The school will offer Before and After School Care, learning space for Early Childhood,
Primary, Middle and Senior Years as well as the potential for summer programming and
community activities.

The new Urban Academy School is a modern, urban school, reﬂective of a new direction
in education. The siting will take advantage of natural light, critical in a design of a school
and will offer signiﬁcantly more green space on play decks and the surrounding space. The
classroom space is designed to meet the needs of the twenty-ﬁrst century learner and the
new Education Plan underway in British Columbia. It will be an exemplary learning environment for students. It will also offer opportunities for neighbourhood access to amenities in
the building for community use.

NEW TEACHING AND LEARNING SPACES FOR URBAN ACADEMY

Conceptual precedents of school spaces and playspace roof character

New Westminster, BC
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Proposed Residential Development
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3.5

H C MA AR C H ITE CTU R E + D E S I G N

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Conceptual precedents of residential building form, materiality and character

Approximately 200 sq m / 2,150 sq ft of Artist Studios and an additional 200 sq m / 2,150 sq ft Gallery space
located at level 1 & 2 in the north-east corner, fronting Braid Street.

Secured residential parking will be separate from the school parking.

Proposed concrete buildings means some rooftops can be designed to be accessible, shared/communal, and
also meet usable open space requirements.

Units would comply with the Family-friendly Housing Policy/Bylaw requiring that 30% of new units are to be
two bedrooms or larger, and, of that, 10% are to be three bedrooms or larger..

Appropriate setbacks for street-fronting townhomes allow for individual unit entries and landscaped private
patios, contributing to an activated and a pedestrian friendly streetscape along Braid Street, proposed laneway
and the pathway.

Urban housing form arranged around an inner courtyard providing both private and communal landscaped open
space. Design will provide street-fronting townhomes along Braid Street, and, ground-oriented townhomes
around the perimeter of the internal courtyard.

Predominantly a market multi-family housing form - with ground-oriented townhomes and apartment units with
private usable open space for each unit on the lower ﬂoor and a range of unit types and sizes on upper ﬂoors.

Approximately 18,850 sq m / 202,900 sq ft multi-family residential use.

Summary
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The scheme proposes the location of the school
and its low-rise massing form along Rousseau
St., acting as an appropriate transition gesture in
response to the lower scale of the adjacent existing
single-family residential to the west.

The resultant proposed scheme for the subject
site uses similar and complementary built forms,
massing and street walls, helping to reinforce and
encourage an appropriate urban scale and pedestrian experience on both the north and south sides
of Braid Street.

The height, density and massing criteria for the
proposal, inﬂuenced by the adjacent Sapperton
Green, drive the objective to treat both the north
and south sides of Braid Street in this location in
a similar way, providing continuity and clarity to the
urban scale, form, character and streetscape of
this area in close proximity to this important transit
node. Consequently, the buildings for the conceptual scheme reﬂects those in Sapperton Green
fronting Braid Street, directly across the street
from the subject site. These have a potential max.
height of 10 commercial storeys, and a density of
approximately 2.9 FSR.

The proposed Sapperton Green development
immediately to the north acts as an appropriate
urban design precedent and driver, helping to
inform the conceptual design for the 100 Braid St.
site. The proposed land use, density and massing
initiatives of Sapperton Green can be considered
to continue ﬂowing outward and south beyond its
own site boundaries, inﬂuencing the 100 Braid
Street site, and helping to set the tone for development within the surrounding Rousseau Triangle
precinct.

BUILDING FORM CONCEPT

The overall architectural character of the residential buildings uses simple and elegant linear
geometries and volumes to deﬁne the buildings,
street and lane frontages, and interior landscaped
courtyard.
Contextual contemporary classic
design complements the Urban Academy school,
the currently planned adjacent developments and
the future built environment in a quiet and conﬁdent manner. Durable contemporary materials
and treatments using a simple natural palette of
concrete, masonry, glass, metal, and wood are
intended to reﬂect and express a contextual west
coast contemporary character and aesthetic.

The residential tower and adjacent extended
podium (21 and 6 storey building heights respectively) complement each other. The tower anchors
and identiﬁes the site as a high-proﬁle landmark,
stepping back at the upper ﬂoors to provide
interest and create an identiﬁable silhouette on
the skyline. The residential podium unites with
the tower volume and grounds it along the Braid
Street frontage. Exterior expression of the podium
exhibits two and three-storey bay treatments to
help enhance the intended pedestrian-scale nature
of the streetscape. The two townhome blocks at
the rear of the site complete the enclosure of the
interior elevated landscape courtyard and provide a
more intimate and appropriate low-rise residential
scale to these edges of the project.

OVERALL BUILDING CHARACTER

The proposed scheme allows for the site to proceed
as an integrated development, allowing for the
possibility of a simultaneous or a phased development scenario, with buildings positioned to deﬁne
an interior landscape open space courtyard, and
with shared vehicular/pedestrian access, drop-off,
underground parking and loading off the lane.

Conceptual precedents of residential building and landscape character

New Westminster, BC
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Ground oriented townhome units interface with the
streetscape and public realm with patios and unit
entrances that maintain eyes on the street. Slight
grade separation between the patios and public
walkways deﬁned with low fencing, hedging and
stoops provide an effective transition between public
and private space.

The residential block features a second level courtyard that serves as an outdoor amenity for the residences, offering the opportunity for outdoor seating,
an open lawn, and an outdoor terrace for BBQ’ing
and dining that would be linked to the second level
amenity facility.

Maintaining a high degree of pedestrian permeability is achieved by means of a green linkage /
mews through the interior of the site connecting
the laneway to Braid Street. This linkage serves as
the primary access to the school, residential amenity
space, vertical circulation accessing the parkade and
to the second level courtyard. A series of ‘outdoor
rooms’ deﬁne the green linkage providing opportunities for spontaneous encounters, people watching,
seating and meeting space.

The development site is organized around a hierarchy
of open spaces that serve to improve the overall
livability and outdoor amenity for the residential and
school components alike.

LANDSCAPE CONCEPT

ROUSSEAU ST.

ARRIVAL PLAZA
TO SCHOOL

3.6 Landscape Concept & Character

BOULEVARD SIDEWALK
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17 Bollards

16 Corner Parklet / Landscape Buffer

15 Gallery Patio

14 Arrival Plaza to Gallery

13 Loading / Drop-off

12 Sidewalk

11 Treed Boulevard

10 School Drop-off Lane (8 Parking Spots)

9 Arrival Plaza to School

8 Pedestrian Gateway to Mews

7 Private Patio (Upper Level)

6 Open Lawn (Upper Level)

5 Residential Commons / Deck (Upper Level)

4 Amenity Room "Outdoor Lobby" (Upper Level)

3 Cascading Landscape

2 Plaza Forecourt

1 Flexible Lawn
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New Westminster, BC
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100 BRAID STREET
REAR LANE

ROUSSEAU ST.
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An intimate outdoor lawn on the north end the
green linkage provides an outdoor room with

The plaza forecourt located between the east
lobby entrance of the school and the ground
level residential amenity room features an
additional layer of paving quality combined with
timber seating elements, and perimeter planting.
A cascading series of steps and seating terraces
with overhead tree canopy creates a natural
grade transition between the upper courtyard
and lower plaza.

The north/south green linkage is deﬁned with
special paving extending across the pedestrian
and vehicular routes to visually unify the linkage
between Braid Street and the Laneway and to
place priority on the pedestrian over vehicles.
Bollards would be introduced into this shared
modal space to provide added safety separation
between vehicles and pedestrians.

The proposed landscape strategy aims to employ
a visually cohesive palette of materials that will
serve to deﬁne the character and hierarchy of
the various outdoor spaces.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

H C MA AR C H ITE CTU R E + D E S I G N

Streetscape improvements along the Braid
and Rousseau Street will feature landscaped
boulevards with double rows of trees or single
row of large canopy trees whose spacing would
be coordinated with building weather protection.
Provisions would be made at the entrance of the
school to feature a small arrival plaza and boulevard alongside the lane as a memorable linkage
to the east lobby entrance.

provisions for randomly placed seating that
could potentially be incorporated into a public
art strategy.

Conceptual precedent of Landscape Buffer

Conceptual precedent of North / South Green Linkage

Conceptual precedent of Public Open Space / Plaza Forecourt

Conceptual precedent of Streetscape character
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Private outdoor spaces and yards are provided at
ground-oriented units. Private patios and balconies are provided at upper level residential units.
In addition, there are outdoor education spaces
on the school building and usable roof areas on
residential buildings that service the users of the
school and residents as well as visually connect to
the open spaces on the ground level.

A cascading series of seating steps and planted
terraces with overhead tree canopy creates a
semi-transparent green screen and natural grade
transition between the upper courtyard and lower
plaza.

A landscaped central open space is located within
the upper level residential courtyard, including a
multi-use lawn, an "outdoor lobby" for the amenity
room as well as a deck / outdoor terrace with
shade structure and shade trees.

COURTYARD + GREENSPACE

Conceptual precedent of Private Balcony

Conceptual precedent of Residential Open Lawn

Conceptual precedent of Townhouse Frontage

Conceptual precedent of Cascading Landscape

New Westminster, BC
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4.1 Site Plan

4.0 / Drawings
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100 BRAID STREET
New Westminster, BC
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4.2 Architectural Plans
Level 1 Plan
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Level 2 Plan
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100 BRAID STREET
New Westminster, BC
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Level 3 Plan
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Level 4 Plan
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100 BRAID STREET
New Westminster, BC
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Level 5 & 6 Plan
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Level 7 to 19 Plan
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100 BRAID STREET
New Westminster, BC
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Level 20 & 21 Plan
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Existing Site Plan

4.3 Development Phasing

Parking

Proposed Site Plan - Phase 1

School

Residential

MEWS

Proposed Site Plan - Phase 2

School

New Westminster, BC
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Section - East to West

4.4 Architectural Section
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Section - East to West
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Section - East to West
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4.5 Conceptual Rendering
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100 BRAID STREET
New Westminster, BC
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CONCEPTUAL VIEW OF URBAN ACADEMY ALONG ROUSSEAU STREET,
LOOKING NORTH

KEY

Rousseau Street

4.6 Streetscape & Conceptual Character Studies

H C MA AR C H ITE CTU R E + D E S I G N

3.0m

Note: Preliminary notional dimensions are shown. All setbacks, boulevard,
sidewalk, and road widths are to be conﬁrmed once a survey is ﬁnalized.

CONCEPTUAL SECTION THROUGH ROUSSEAU STREET

2.0m

PROPERTY LINE
2.0m

.9m
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CONCEPTUAL VIEW OF FRONTAGE ON BRAID STREET OF SCHOOL &
RESIDENTIAL, LOOKING EAST

KEY

Braid Street

2.5m

PROPERTY LINE

Note: Preliminary notional dimensions are shown. All setbacks, boulevard,
sidewalk, and road widths are to be conﬁrmed once a survey is ﬁnalized.

CONCEPTUAL SECTION THROUGH BRAID STREET AT SIX STOREY RESIDENTIAL PODIUM

1.7m

New Westminster, BC
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100 BRAID STREET
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CONCEPTUAL AERIAL VIEW OF RESIDENTIAL COURTYARD FROM NORTH-WEST &
GREEN MEWS

KEY

Green Mews
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CONCEPTUAL SECTION THROUGH RESIDENTIAL COURTYARD &
GREEN MEWS

GREEN MEWS
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CONCEPTUAL VIEW OF TOWNHOUSE ENTRIES FROM FUTURE LANE

KEY

1.5m

Note: Preliminary notional dimensions are shown. All setbacks, boulevard,
sidewalk, and road widths are to be conﬁrmed once a survey is ﬁnalized.

CONCEPTUAL SECTION THROUGH FUTURE LANE

1.5m

CONCEPTUAL ELEVATION OF URBAN ACADEMY ALONG LANE

PROPERTY LINE

South Laneway

7.0m
GREEN MEWS

New Westminster, BC
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View 1
Braid Street & Fader Street
+35.5m

1

Note: The methodology used to create these
view studies uses a basic massing sketchup
model with the viewpoint taken from 1.6m
above the topographical datum levels provided
by CityViews online interactive map, at each
given location. This image was then overlaid
on a photograph taken from the same location.
The white dashed line represents the reference
datum used to align the photo and z model.

The building has been sited and sculpted to be
responsive to adjacent and nearby views and
massing, both in relation to the existing low
residential and light industrial massing and the
future proposed Sapperton Green development. The highest building has been sited to
the north-east of the site in order to relate to
the future 6-10 storey Sapperton development,
with the rest of the massing stepping down to
relate to the residential 2-3 storey heights to the
west and south. Due to the site being located at
approximately +8m and the views at +35.5m to
62m, the proposed development is only partially
or barely visible in two of the three view request
by the City of New Westminster.

The view analyses shown indicates the effect of
the proposed massing on key views as identiﬁed by the City of New Westminster planning
department in the draft design guidelines for the
area.

4.7 View Analysis
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Sapperton
Green

100 Braid St

Key - Views

3

2

1

262

2

View 3
Buchanon Street & 8th Avenue
+62.0m

3

View 2
Braid Street & East Columbia Street
+ 41.5m

100 Braid St

100 Braid St - building is obscured
due to elevation and trees

New Westminster, BC
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During both Summer & Vernal Equinox the
proposed development does not appear to
impact the residential area to the west or the
existing park to the north-west.

During Vernal Equinox the development contributes marginal additional shadows to the future
Sapperton Green development to the north, but
with the shadows again predominantly falling on
both Braid & Rousseau Street.

At the Summer Solstice the development
predominantly contributes some additional
shadows to Braid and Rousseau Street only.

Preliminary shadow analysis is shown in the
images to the right and was generated using
Sketchup software.

The tallest building massing has been located to
the north-east of the site in order to minimize the
shadowing impact on the adjacent residential
area to the west of the site.

4.8 Shadow Analysis
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21 March - 10am

Rousseau Street

21 June - 10am

Rousseau Street

Braid Street

Braid Street

21 June - 12pm

21 March - 12pm

21 June - 2pm

21 March - 2pm
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Rousseau Street

21 Sept - 10am

Braid Street

21 Sept - 12pm

21 Sept - 2pm

New Westminster, BC
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Short, medium and long term (staff) school
parking would be located in the south-east
corner of the site in the existing building parking
lot that will be retained pending development of
the future residential site. Vehicular access to
this parking area would also be via the laneway
to the south of the site. Pedestrian access
would be provided via the (secondary) entrance
lobby facing the future green mews

The parking proposal for Phase 1 of the development - the completion of the Urban Academy
- provides drop off for students via an underground drop off area to the south of the school
site, accessed via the laneway. Reserved school
parking would also be proposed along Rousseau Street.

Currently, the design anticipates access from
the south, from the lane off Rousseau Street,
into an interior lane to the drop-off zone and
access to separate shared underground parking
on the residential site. A pedestrian pathway will
connect the shared parkade with the school.
Further design development, collaboration and
feedback from transportation consultants and
staff, will take place in order to ensure a functional design that ﬁts appropriately into the
neighborhood context.

Transportation and trafﬁc impact are important
considerations, with access to and through
the site for cars, emergency vehicles and
pedestrians being key components of both the
proposed development phases.

PHASE 1 - SCHOOL PARKING

SCHOOL
Drop Off
# 11 stalls
# 2 minbus

SCHOOL
Reserved Street
Parking
# 8 stalls

4.9 Trafﬁc, Loading & Parking
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LANEWAY

URBAN ACADEMY
SCHOOL

PHASE 1 - LEVEL 1 PARKING PLAN

ROUSSEAU STREET

SCHOOL
Medium to Long Stay Parking
# 38 stalls

COMMERCIAL /
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
# 34 stalls

EXISTING BUILDING

BRAID STREET
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KEY

residential parking access

school drop off & parking access

school vehicular street access & drop off

pedestrian link / route

circulation

green mews

residential

school

Pedestrian access from the parkade will be
provided via a designated walkway within
the parkade, through a parkade lobby and
across the pedestrianized green mews to
the urban academy's secondary entrance
lobby.

An additional interior drive-aisle lane will be
added for direct access into the parkade.
The short-medium school parking will be
located at level 1. The school staff parking
(long term) will be located at level P1.

Following the completion of development
Phase 2, the short/ medium and long term
(staff) school parking will be relocated
within the residential portion of the site in a
shared school / residential parkade at the
level 1 and P1.

PHASE 2 - PARKING

SCHOOL
Drop Off
# 11 stalls
# 2 minbus

Reserved School Parking
# 8 stalls

ROUSSEAU STREET
PHASE 2 - LEVEL 1 PARKING PLAN

LANEWAY
LANEWAY

URBAN ACADEMY
SCHOOL

SCHOOL
Medium Term Parking
# 17 stalls

BRAID STREET

Delivery / Loading /
Drop off

New Westminster, BC
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The proposed design as presented is preliminary
in nature, and is to be reviewed and considered
with respect to the current planning process.
The proposal as outlined is a viable design
concept and development option for the subject
site, providing an important precedent that would
be compatible with the current direction of the
neighborhood, and set an appropriate tone for
future development in the area, including the
Rousseau Triangle precinct.

Residential visitor parking will also be located
on level P1 and is accessed through a separate
overhead security gate, after turning right at the
bottom of the parkade ramp. Private residential
parking is located throughout the rest of level
P1, P2 and P3.

A staircore and elevator will be provided between
level P1 and the level 1 parkade lobby area, with
the green mews connecting pedestrians to the
(secondary) school entrance lobby.

As part of Phase 2 of the proposed development,
the school staff parking will be located on level
P1. Staff vehicles will turn left at the bottom of
the parkade ramp to access this parking area.

PHASE 2 - SCHOOL & RESIDENTIAL
PARKING
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school site
above

residential parking access

school parking access

circulation

residential

residential - visitor

school - staff

PHASE 2 - LEVEL P1 PARKING PLAN

KEY

SCHOOL
Staff Parking
# 25 stalls

RESIDENTIAL

Visitor

RESIDENTIAL
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5.1 Survey
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Appendix 9
Urban Academy –
Urban School for New Westminster
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Urban Academy
An Urban School for New Westminster
Urban Academy is proposing a modern, purpose-built urban school for the 100 Braid St site.
This project brief will outline the direction in which schools in urban centres are moving toward,
the traffic and parking considerations for urban schools, how play space is handled and the
community benefits that the school would provide to the residents of Sapperton and New
Westminster through access to Urban Academy school amenities available in this school
project.
Urban Academy is seeking a permanent home in New Westminster and the opportunity to
become part of a neighbourhood, giving back to the community that has hosted it for 15 years.
The new school would welcome community groups to access some of the facilities in off-school
hours as well as provide ideal space for Urban Academy to continue to contribute to New
Westminster's traditions and neighbourhood activities. Over the years UA has been involved in
a number of events. We have walked in the Hyack Parade, we hosted “You Wear it Well” for
New West grads, we contribute to Terry Fox celebrations, we support the St. Barnabas Food
program and Seniors’ programs at Queens Ave United and Kiwanis Seniors’ Home, all wonderful
experiences for our school community and just a few examples of community events we have
enjoyed.
Sapperton is a vibrant, active neighbourhood with a wonderful sense of community. Urban
Academy would benefit from the strong sense of community pride, inclusiveness and familyfriendly environment in this neighbourhood.

Urban Schools- How are new schools different?
Increasingly, urban centres must consider the use of space differently if they are to successfully
provide new school construction as part of community programming. The availability and cost
of land is out of reach for most projects, both public and private, so schools are being designed
on much smaller footprints of land. The delivery of curriculum is changing as well. It is entirely
possible for a school to offer vibrant programming, well-suited to our new curriculum, in a
school that looks very different from the schools previous generations attended as children.
New school design takes advantage of natural light as it builds up and not out, opening up
space and creating learning commons for student collaboration, rather than long hallways with
all doors closed. Walls can be adjusted as the school population grows and the course offerings
mature with all teaching spaces designed for more than one use and purpose.
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Space is arranged for cross
curricular and inquiry-based
learning. Teaching spaces that
will integrate a number of
grades and age ranges will be
found
throughout
the
building. Safety on the site
and the ability for close
supervision of children has
always been a priority for
schools but never more so
than in our current time.
Urban schools are on small
footprints of land, most
frequently having their play
space accommodated on spacious decks at various levels in the building. The decks can be
allocated for specific ages of students or for specific curricular areas of focus. The top deck of
the UA design could lend itself to programming in environmental science and classroom
learning as well as play space. When fully finished, UA would have 20,000 square feet of safe
play space plus a full-sized gymnasium for students.
Urban Schools also take advantage of community amenities such as pools, skating rinks, play
fields, cultural centres and arenas in their local community to offer a diverse curriculum,
focused on teaching a healthy lifestyle to students. Classes are most often able to travel to
these sites by transit. The use of community facilities helps schools make the most responsible
use of space, while they strive to have expensive and well-designed spaces used to greater
capacity than just the length of the traditional school day. UA will be working on an agreement
to open up the use of some school facilities to the neighbourhood for the benefit of the
community.
Traffic and parking needs to be carefully planned out and highly regulated. Both the school and
the City need to collaborate on the direction and flow of school traffic. Signage contributed
from both needs to be clear. In all of the examples of BC urban schools included in this brief,
the traffic plan was a collaborative effort between the school and the City traffic and
engineering departments. Schools need a partnership with the City to make an efficient traffic
plan work.
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Examples of Urban Schools in BC
Stratford Hall
Stratford Hall is an independent school of 516 k-grade 12 students located adjacent to the
Broadway Skytrain station at Commercial Drive. The Skytrain running behind the school is
evident in the graphic provided. The site is smaller for the building than the area that UA is
proposing at Braid St. A clear and regulated traffic plan is posted on their school website that is
the result of both City and school work. The link can be found at
https://www.stratfordhall.ca/content/traffic-and-safety. It involves a plan that includes buses to
transport students, the use of Skytrain and carpooling for as many as possible and a circular
drop-off pattern for parents driving students to school. The school has purchased parking at an
adjacent off-site location for staff. Many of these components mirror the work being
undertaken on traffic and parking for UA at Braid St., although UA has more space for drop-off
and parking than Stratford Hall does. Stratford Hall has been a very successful urban school on
a very tight site with solid planning and good design.
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International Village School
International Village School is a public school that is currently under construction. It is located
at the corner of Abbott St and Expo Blvd., a very dense part of the urban fabric of Vancouver. It
will welcome 500 k-gr 7 elementary students and is located within a mixed-use residential
development. The rooftop deck will be active play space for the students. Like Urban Academy,
International Village School will have a Before and After School Care program and will open its
doors to the community to access school facilities in off-school hours. There is no parking on
the site whatsoever, all staff parking is leased off-site and the City will be providing a limited
number of drop-off spots for parents. The Braid St. site offers more flexibility for parking and
drop-off than this site as well as more play space for students.
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Alexander Academy
Alexander Academy is an independent secondary school
for grades 8-12. It is located within a commercial building
in the downtown business district of Vancouver at 688
West Hastings. The school focuses on an excellent
education within the classrooms available and utilizes
community amenities to provide all curriculum outside of
the classroom.

Students access off-site recreational and adventure venues as
well as artistic and cultural facilities in Vancouver in order to
successfully meet the learning outcomes. There is a significant
focus on transit access to the school as it has no provision for
drop-off or parking.
There are many similarities between these schools and the plans for Urban Academy. However,
with every aspect; parking, play space, site space and community amenities, Urban Academy
has more flexibility at Braid St. than any of the examples of urban schools provided here and
can create more teaching, learning and community space. This site would allow UA to be a
responsible and contributing member of its new community. Schools help to attract family
services and programs for families to neighbourhoods and can provide the perfect setting for
community groups to gather and meet for activities. The presence of a school helps any
neighbourhood feel more family-friendly and encourages other youth-oriented services and
programs to locate nearby.

Urban Academy Opens its Doors to the Neighbourhood
The new school offers UA the chance to share its space
with the community. Community users, through a
Memorandum of Agreement, can access the gymnasium,
multi-purpose space, drama space and meeting space.
Before and After School care spots can be made available
to families in the neighbourhood. Summer Camps and
community programs could be run out of the school in offschool time that could benefit families in the surrounding
community. The school is designing much of the space that may be of interest to community
user groups on the ground floor for easy access and supervision.
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The Gym
A full-size gymnasium is being planned with the capacity for full court basketball, volleyball and
badminton as well as many other activities and games. The gymnasium will host Urban
Academy’s growing athletics program and offer additional recreational space on the site for
students. The gymnasium is an example of a community amenity that would be open to
community groups to book during times when the school is not using it. Groups that may be
interested in regular times to play league basketball or volleyball would be most welcome to
book through the user group process that will be developed, similar to other school
communities.

Sunnyside School

The Multi-Purpose and Meeting Spaces
UA is designing a large multi-purpose room, drama space and a music room on the ground floor
adjacent to the front entrance of the school.
Such spaces could provide meeting space for groups who wish to
book the school space for an activity or an event.
Finding safe, accessible meeting space can be a challenge for
smaller
community
groups,
particularly
not-for-profit
organizations. Urban Academy could provide such an amenity for
a wide variety of groups.
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Before and After School Care
Urban Academy has an established, excellent Before and After School Care program for schoolage children, including Junior Kindergarten students. Space and licensing provisions are being
planned for the proposed school on Braid St. as well. Space in the program could be made
available for families in the neighbourhood if it can meet their needs. The care is provided yearround so local families may find this a good fit for summer daycare when school is out.

Summer Camps
Urban Academy has a long had the practice of offering Summer Camps to students on a wide
variety of topics: Technology, Robotics, Cooking, Musical Theatre, Dance and Photography are
just a few examples. Summer Camp can be open to children in the local community to register
alongside UA students, a wonderful opportunity over the summer holidays.

Our Wish to Join the Sapperton Community
Urban Academy wants to be a good neighbour and contribute in positive and constructive ways
to the community. Care and thought is going into the design of the school, the provision of
space that the community could access and a safe plan for traffic and parking. While the design
and look of schools is changing rapidly, their role in communities is very much the same.
Schools and children’s needs at school are important aspects of family and community life.
Urban Academy has been part of New Westminster for 15 years. Many UA families live in
Sapperton, as well as other neighbourhoods in New Westminster. This is their home. UA
families want to make the new school work for this community as well as the school
community. Urban Academy hopes to become a part of this neighborhood and looks forward
to a rewarding and successful partnership in Sapperton.
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Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

May 4, 2016

From:

Janet Zazubek, Planning Assistant

File:

13.2607.20

Subject:

660 Columbia Street – Sign Permit Application and Heritage Alteration
Permit

The property located at 660 Columbia Street is located within the City’s
downtown and is protected with a Heritage Designation Bylaw. Because it is
protected heritage property (The Holbrook Building), a Heritage Alteration Permit
is required for any changes to the exterior.
A sign permit inquiry has been received from the owners who wish to install one
fascia sign. More information on the sign application follows and illustrations of
the proposed signage is attached.
The fascia advertising sign would be installed on the front elevation above the
door. It would be made of sintra (PVC) and mounted on aluminum, and would not
be illuminated. The sign area would be 1.9m². The maximum size sign permitted
for this unit is 9m².
The CHC is being asked to provide comments on this application.

____________________
Janet Zazubek

Doc # 863134
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Doc # 863134
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Sign Bylaw Review:
Address

660 Columbia Street – Royal City Paws Pet Centre

Zoning
District

 Residential (S.7.1)
Commercial, Service & Service Station, Parking,
Limited Agricultural & Light Industrial (S.7.2)
 Columbia Street Historic Area (S.7.3) 1


N/A

5.1

Materials

 

5.2

Types and
Sizes of Signs





5.3

Shapes of
Signs





5.4

Typeface and
Colour





5.5

Method of
Attachment





5.6

Illumination
of Signs





5.7

Satellite Dish
Antennas





 Heavy, Special & Limited Industrial (S.7.4)
 Public & Institutional (S.7.5)
 Residential Care, Group Home &
Corrections (S.7.6)

Appendix C: Columbia Street H.A.R.P. Sign Design Guidelines:
Materials should be durable enough to last for years of continuous use. The materials should be wellcrafted and appropriately designed in order to convey a good business image. The following materials are
acceptable:
Wood, Paint, Tile, Meta, Baked Enamel on Metal, Neon, Incandescent Lighting, Stone.
The following materials are unacceptable:
1. Plastic: any type, either flat, painted or vacuum-formed.
2. Fluorescent Backlit Panels: not acceptable in any application.
3. Exposed Fluorescent Tubing: should never be seen on the face of a building, unless it is an integral
part of an early lighting scheme, such as theatre marquees.
4. Backlit Translucent Awnings: should always be opaque, with signs painted on the front and
illuminated from above.
These restrictions apply to all types of signs. Signs should always be opaque and directly lit rather than
translucent and backlit. This rule should be strenuously followed.
Signs should be directly related to the building or the businesses within. The following types and sizes of
signs are acceptable:
1. Fascia Signs: are affixed or painted parallel to the face of the building. The most common location is
in the area between the first and second floors, but they may be erected in other locations, such as
on storefront bulkheads. Fascia signs should be wooden, or should be painted directly on the building
surface. The ends of a wooden fascia sign may be either blunt cut or have decorative ends. They
should be mounted flush to the surface, and not interfere with moldings, glass or building
ornamentation. Lettering may be routed, incised, applied flat (painted), cut-out or carved. Fascia
signs should not exceed 0.6 metres (2.0 feet) in height, or exceed in length 90% of the width of the
building. They should not exceed the ratio of 1.0 square meter (10.8 square feet) to 1.0 metre of (3.3
feet) of lineal building wall to which the sign is affixed, up to a maximum sign area of 14.0 square
metres (150.7 square feet).
Sign shapes should be derived from and complement each individual building. There are logical areas to
place signs, such as fascias, that help determine the appropriate shape. The most pleasing shapes are
rectangular, circular and oval. Board signs should have a painted decorative border, or wood trim border,
to avoid the look of cut-out plywood.
Sign typefaces should be of a serif type of traditional appearance. A drop shadow or a shadow outline
should be added to lettering to increase visual depth. Letters should appear to be equally spaced. Any sign
should have a maximum of three typefaces, all from related type families, or use only one typeface, which
may be varied in line weight, size or mixed upper and lower case.
Colour should highlight the sign, and blend in with the overall colour scheme of the building. Signs should
have no more than three colours, with one being black, gold, or antique white; fluorescent colours should
not be used.
The condition of the structure should be investigated prior to erecting a sign, to avoid physical damage to
the building. Original materials on historic buildings should not be damaged by sign attachments.
Expansion bolts should be anchored into mortar so as not to harm brick, stone or terra cotta.
Sign fastenings should be inconspicuous unless they form an integral part of the sign design.
Historically, signs were illuminated by incandescent lights shining on the sign face; this is a pleasing and
functional lighting solution. The following lighting types are acceptable:
1. Spotlighting:
2. Neon Tubing:
Not permitted

1

Properties located in the Columbia Street Historic Area (properties fronting on Columbia Street between Fourth Street
and Eighth Street) must meet Appendix C: Columbia Street H.A.R.P. Sign Design Guidelines.

Doc#851445
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Applicable Section 7.3 Requirements:
b. fascia signs as advertising signs, provided that:
Sign Bylaw Section
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

not more than one sign shall be permitted for each street frontage of the building, premise
or parcel; and
where more than one sign is permitted on the same parcel, building or premise, the
proposed signs shall be consistent and compatible in design;
all signs shall be located between the first and second floor or on the bulkhead;
the vertical dimension of the signs shall not exceed 0.6 meters (2.0 feet) or exceed in
length 90% of the width of the building; and
the signs shall have a heritage motif;



Variance
Required



N/A



N/A



N/A



N/A



N/A



Variance
Required



N/A



N/A

d. window signs as advertising signs for each building or premise, provided that:
Sign Bylaw Section
i.
ii.

the total sign area shall not exceed 20% of the window areas or glazed areas of the doors
that parallel the street frontages of the building. Signs with heritage character painted or
etched on glass shall be excluded from the calculation of the allowed sign area; and
the sign shall have a heritage motif;
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SIGN 1:
Sign Type
Sign Area

Fascia sign
20.5 ft2 (1.9 m2)

Building Wall Length
Sign Clearance

29.5 ft (9 m)
11.1 ft (3.39 m)

General Regulations:
Sign Bylaw Section
The minimum clearance of any sign projecting over a highway shall be 2.7 meters (9.0 feet)
6.3 above grade, except where signs project over an off-street vehicular parking area, parking
aisles or driveways, the minimum clearance shall be 4.5 meters (14.8 feet).
6.4 The sign area of any sign shall not exceed 20.0 square meters (215.3 square feet).
6.5 The copy area of any sign shall not exceed 50% of the sign area
The maximum projection of any sign from the exterior wall of the building to which the sign
6.6 is attached shall not exceed 1.5 meters (10.0 feet); such sign shall not project to less than 0.6
meters (2 feet) horizontally from the curb line.



Variance
Required



N/A




N/A
N/A



N/A





Variance
Required
N/A



N/A



N/A



N/A



N/A

Section 6.13 Physical Form:
D. fascia signs, provided that:
Sign Bylaw Section
i.
ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

the building or premise is not provided with a canopy sign;
the sign area shall not exceed the ratio of 1.0 square meter (10.8 square feet) to 1.0 meter
(3.3 feet) of linear building wall to which the sign is affixed, up to a maximum sign are of
14.0 square meters (150.7 square feet);
the sign shall not project more than 0.3 meters (1.0 foot) horizontally from the building face
to which it is attached, except for a fascia sign that contains changeable copy, where the
maximum projection from the building face may be not more than 0.5 meters (1.6 feet),
and shall not extend above the sills of any windows above the sign;
a fascia sign shall not extend horizontally beyond the limits of the building face to which it is
attached, except where more than one sign is permitted, the signs may be extended
horizontally along each street frontage to meet at the corner of the building common to
both signs; and
the minimum clearance of a fascia sign shall be 2.7 meters (9.0 feet), except where a fascia
sign is located entirely within a landscaped area, in which case the minimum clearance of
the lowest portion of the sign to the grade may be 1.0 meters (3.3 feet);
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

May 4, 2016

From:

Julie Schueck,
Heritage Planner

File:

HER00486

Subject:

809 Fourth Avenue – Heritage Alteration Permit

PURPOSE
A Heritage Designation Bylaw and a Heritage Revitalization Agreement were adopted by
Council in 2014 to retain and restore the existing three heritage houses as part of a larger
project to also construct a six-storey condominium building at 809 Fourth Avenue.
POLICY CONTEXT
Heritage Policy Context
Heritage Revitalization Agreement
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for longterm legal protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an
increase in density, are seen as incentives that offer property owners a financially viable
means for conservation. Provisions for the local government to negotiate a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement are set out in Section 610 of the Local Government Act.
Heritage Designation Bylaw
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected with a Heritage
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that
places long-term protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary form
of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage property
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must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage
Alteration Permit. Provisions for the local government to place Heritage Designation
Bylaws on properties are set out in Sections 611-613 of the Local Government Act.
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
Council adopted the “Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada” (“Standards & Guidelines”) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects
within the city. HRA proposals are carefully evaluated against it by staff to confirm
compliance.
Heritage Alteration Permit
A property which is protected with a heritage bylaw must request a Heritage Alteration
Permit prior to making any exterior changes to the building. In the case of work that
forms part of an HRA, any changes to the Heritage Conservation Plan must also receive a
Heritage Alteration Permit. The Community Heritage Commission reviews all Heritage
Alteration Permit applications and makes a recommendation to Council.
BACKGROUND
The property at 809 Fourth Avenue received a Heritage Revitalization Agreement in
2014 to allow a change of use for the consolidated site from Single Detached Dwelling
Districts (RS-2) to multi-unit residential, in exchange for the retention and restoration of
three heritage houses.
The Brown Residence at 406 Eighth Street was constructed in 1911 in the Craftsman
style. The Kleiber Residence at 408 Eighth Street was also constructed in 1911 but in an
Edwardian style. The Dill Residence around the corner at 809 Fourth Avenue was
constructed in 1910 in the Craftsman style. All three houses retain a great deal of their
original character-defining elements, form and massing.
The applicants proposed to relocate the house at 809 Fourth Avenue to the empty lot at
402 Eighth Street. The three houses would all be moved slightly forward on the site and
all would face Eighth Street. Each house would receive exterior restoration. The
contemporary additions at the rear of the 408 Eighth Street house would be removed.
The houses would be placed on top of the parking structure, at their historic relationship
to the ground.
The proposed new building would face Eighth Street and be visible through a wide
walkway positioned between two of the heritage houses. It would be designed in a style
that is contemporary and respectful to the heritage houses. It would be six storeys and
contain 68 units. There would be two units in two of the heritage houses and one unit in
Doc # 862909
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the third heritage house for an overall total of 73 strata-titled units. The overall floor
space ratio would be 1.81. All required off-street parking would be provided.
The Heritage Conservation Plan is attached as Appendix A.
DISCUSSION
The Heritage Conservation Plan and the architectural designs for the three houses
proposed to restore the exterior of each house and to convert the two larger houses into
duplexes and retain the smaller house as a single family dwelling. As part of the approved
plans, some of the original windows on each house were going to be relocated in order to
accommodate interior room layouts.
As happens during the construction phase of a project, the applicant would like to
propose some changes to the approved HRA architectural plans. The applicant would like
to change the interior room layouts and retain all of the original windows in situ.
A Heritage Alteration Permit is required in order for the applicant to receive permission
for this proposed change. The CHC is being asked to provide Council with a
recommendation on the Heritage Alteration Permit application.
Appendix B contains the original architectural drawings and Appendix C the proposed
architectural drawings.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for consideration by the Community Heritage
Commission:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council support
the Heritage Alteration Permit for 809 Fourth Avenue; or
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council not
support the Heritage Alteration Permit for 809 Fourth Avenue; or
3) Give an alternative recommendation.

_____________________
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INTRODUCTION
Brown, Dill and Kleiber Residences
406 and 408 Eighth Street and
809 Fourth Avenue, New Westminster, B.C.
Introduction
The Brown, Dill and Kleiber Residences date from the early twentieth century and are excellent examples of typical modest domestic
architecture of the region and period. The three houses together
embody the historic character of lower mainland residential neighbourhoods.
The proposed development project involves consolidation of the three
properties, conservation and adaptive reuse of the three houses and
construction of a new six storey residential building at the rear of the
site. The house at 809 Fourth Avenue will be relocated alongside 406
Eighth Street and will face Eighth Street. A driveway between these
two houses will form an entry walkway for the project.
A new underground parking structure will occupy most of the site
footprint and will extend below the three houses. These will be placed
on crawl spaces such that the relationship of the main floors to grade
remains as existing.
The houses will be restored per the Conservation Plan criteria overleaf.
This Conservation Plan should form an integral part of the Specifications for the project.
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STATEMENTS OF
SIGNIFICANCE
Statements of Significance

Overleaf are individual Statements of Significane for the three
residences. These were prepared by Donald Luxton & Associates
and amended by City of New Westminster staff.
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CONSERVATION
PLAN
Conservation Plan
The assessment of the condition of the Brown, Dill and Kleiber Residences
and the appropriate restoration, rehabilitation and refurbishment
requirements of individual elements are detailed below. These recommendations correspond to the Canadian Standards and Guidelines for
the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada. It is the intent of this
report that the exterior of the houses be restored to these standards.
The Conservation Plan does not provide recommendations for interior
restoration or conservation work. The development proposal includes
significant reconfiguring of the interiors.
This Conservation Plan covers all three of the houses and where there
are unique elements for any of the houses, this is explicitly noted
under the specific building element.
.1

Roofing and Soffits
•

the existing roofing is to be reviewed once

scaffolding is in place on site. Building assessments for all
three houses were provided in July of 2012 by Basil
Restoration Ltd. It was reported that all three buildings
had received new roofing relatively recently and that the
roofing was in good condition.
The existing roofing and underlay will be reviewed on site
by the Heritage Consultant prior to any roofing work
being undertaken. If necessary, the roofing is to be
replaced entirely with new asphalt shingle roofing. The
original roofing material was most likely cedar shingles on
strapping. It is not practical to install new cedar shingles
because of longevity and fire safety concerns. New
roofing is to be a traditional three-tab asphalt shingle in a
monochromatic colour - dark grey, black or brown. Final
colour selection is to be approved by Heritage Consultant
and City of New Westminster staff.
•

typically, an ogee moulding would have been in

stalled at the top edge of the barge boards immediately
below the roofing shingle. These do not appear to be in
place on 406, 408 or 809. New ogee mouldings should be
installed throughout prior to shingle installation. The
moulding is to be as supplied by “Distinctive Wood
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CONSERVATION
PLAN
Designs Inc., Item # 532, painted fir, or equivalent
approved by the Heritage Consultant prior to purchase or
installation. The shingles should slightly overhang the
roof sheathing at the fascia boards as is traditional with
asphalt shingle installations.
•

original soffits are largely still in place. There is

some significant deterioration. The existing boards should
remain in place for the most part with only specific boards
displaying deterioration or damage being replaced with
new boards of painted fir or cedar of the same width and
profile as the existing.
No material is to be removed without the detailed review
and express directions of the Heritage Consultant.
.2

Barge Boards and Fascias
•

the original fascia and barge boards appear to be

in place on all three buildings and in reasonably good
condition at 406 and 809. The condition of each board is to
be reviewed once scaffolding is in place at the building
perimeters. These boards are to be retained and any
deteriorated areas to be repaired in place to as great an
extent as possible. Boards are to be replaced only where
deterioration warrants it. The decision is to be made by
the Heritage Consultant once closer review can be done on
site.
The fascia and barge boards at 408 appear to be in poorer
condition and these will be reviewed and evaluated once
scaffolding is in place.
No material is to be removed unless it is expressly
directed by the Heritage Consultant.
.3

Flashings
•

at the time of construction of these houses,

flashings were little used. They have become a widely
used construction element in new construction and have a
significant impact on the appearance of a building.
Flashings should be used only where necessary in the
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CONSERVATION
PLAN
renewal of roofing and siding and should be as discreet as
possible. Exposed vertical flashing faces should be
maximum 1/2 inch. Wood window sills are not to receive
flashings. Water table trims cut in a traditional profile
with a rabbet at the top edge to fit behind siding and a
sloping top surface at a minimum slope of 10% are to be
installed in lieu of flashings at main floor level and base of
siding at foundation. Any installation of new flashings is
to be reviewed by the Heritage Consultant prior to
commencement of any work. Flashing colour is to match
that of the material it is adjacent to. For example, window
head flashings are to match window trim colour; roofing
flashings are to match roofing colour.
.4

Gutters and Rain Water Leaders
•

the original gutters and rain water leaders have

been replaced with modern formed aluminum or are
missing entirely. The originals were most likely wood and
it is not practical to replicate them. All existing gutters
and rain water leaders are to be removed carefully avoiding damage to fascia boards and soffits. New gutters are
to be installed. These may be standard, formed and
painted K-shape aluminum gutters. Rain water leaders are
not to be the standard rectangular profile aluminum type,
rather 3” diameter painted galvanized steel rain water
leaders are to be installed. Samples are to be submitted
for review and approval by the Heritage Consultant.
Gutter and rainwater leader colour is to match that of the
window trims of the individual buildings.
.5

Windows
•

the original windows of all three houses are

largely intact and in good repair. Restoration work should
include replacement of any broken panes of glass,
replacement or touch up of exterior glazing putty as
required, adjustments as needed to allow free movement
of operable sash, installation of weatherstripping at
operable sash, replacement of sash cords and sash weights
for double-hung sash as required, cleaning and repair of
original hardware with replacement only as directed by the
Heritage Consultant, preparation and painting.
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All window trims and sills are to remain in place with
repairs as required in the case that siding remains in place.
Any deteriorated components of the windows, trims and
sills are to be brought to the attention of the Heritage
Consultant for a decision on appropriate measures. No
material or components are to be removed unless directed
by the Heritage Consultant.
The restoration work should take place in situ if possible
with sash being removed as required but frames remaining
in place.
There are a number of experienced trades in the Lower
Mainland with the skills and knowledge to accomplish
window restoration work. The Heritage Consultant will
provide a list of pre-approved trades for this work.
A rear addition to 408 will be removed as part of the site
development. It is probable that the original windows on
the rear of the building in the area of the addition have
been removed. The Heritage Consultant will review the
rear wall once selective demolition of the addition is about
to commence and will make recommendations regarding
the size, location and configuration of replacement
windows. Any replacement windows are to be wood
windows of detailing to match the original windows.
Prior to the commencement of any work on the windows,
a comprehensive inventory and window schedule will be
prepared indicating the refurbishment requirements for
each individual window. This will be submitted to City of
New Westminster staff for review.
Original windows will be analysed for evidence of original
colours. Windows will be repainted to match the original.
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.6

Exterior Doors
•

an incompatible second entry door has been

inserted in the street facade of 406. This opening will be
infilled and the shingle siding restored. The remaining
entry door appears to be original and is to be removed,
refinished and reinstalled within the existing, original door
frame. Door hardware is to be of the period of the original
construction of the buildings. Approved hardware is
“Rectangular” model as manufactured by ‘Rocky Mountain
Hardware’ or equivalent as approved by the Heritage

809 Fourth Avenue

Consultant.
•

the front and rear entry doors of 408 have not yet

been reviewed by the Heritage Consultant as they are
currently not visible from the exterior and the building is
occupied. The Basil Restoration evaluation reports that the
original doors are in place and are in fair condition but will
require some repairs. Where repairs are required, these
will be as minimal as possible to allow proper functioning
and performance of the doors while retaining as much of
the original material and detailing of the doors as is
possible. Repairs will include filling of wood cracks,
maintenance of glazing per window specifications else-

406 Eighth Street

where in this document, repairs at hardware installations
and refinishing. Specific recommendations will be
provided by the Heritage Consultant on site prior to any
work taking place.
•

again, the Basil Restoration evaluation reports

that the original doors of 809 are in place and are in fair
condition but will require some repairs. Similar notes as
above will apply.
•

exterior doors are to be painted to match the

siding colours of the individual buildings.
.7

Porches
•

408 Eighth Street

the original front porches of all three buildings

remain in place. The added enclosing glazing and wall
panels of the porch of 408 are to be removed. Porch roof
structure, soffit, posts, pony walls and cladding are to
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remain in place. Porch flooring will be evaluated on site
and is likely to have to be removed and replaced.
Habitable
space is not proposed below these porches making full
waterproofing unnecessary. We recommend the porch
floor construction allow free draining of rainwater into
drainage gravel below the porches, the water to be
collected into the storm water system. This can be
accomplished with spaced boards provided with a 2% slope
to drain to the street face of the porches. The boards are to
be 3/4” by 3” in dimension, smooth sanded, kiln dried
clear Douglas Fir, placed perpendicular to the front facades
of the houses. The appearance of the porch floors will be
slightly different from the original tightly spaced tongue
and groove fir flooring that was the typical of the porch
flooring of houses of this era, however, currently available
materials will not have the life span expected for this
application and free drainage will be crucial.
•
the existing pony walls do not provide a guard
rail of the height required by current Building Bylaws.
However, as the porches each serve only one dwelling unit
and the porch floors are less than six feet above grade, we
would propose discussing, with the New Westminster
building department, measures to create an unobtrusive
top rail at 36” above floor level rather than 42”. The proposed top rail would be a metal pipe rail painted a dark
colour compatible with the balance of the exterior colour
scheme allowing it to recede from view.
•
the condition of the porch framing will be reviewed on site. Some selective demolition may be required
to assess the state of pony wall, porch roof and floor joist
condition. Some re-framing may be required to replace rot
or otherwise deteriorated members. No material is to be
removed prior to review and approval by the Heritage
Consultant.
•
in all cases, the steps to the porches, front and
rear will be removed in order to relocate the buildings and
place them on their new foundations. These are to be rebuilt of pressure-treated wood with 1 1/2” thick treads
with 1” nosings and solid risers. The stringers are to be
clad with smooth sawn painted cedar trim material. The
area below the steps may be left unenclosed.
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.8

Siding
406:
•

the original cedar shingle siding is in place on

this building. It varies in condition from good to very poor.
It is recommended that the existing shingles on the east
facade be removed and replaced with new sawn cedar
shingles, Certigrade No. 1 Grade Blue Label Western Red
Cedar sawn shingles. New building paper and rainscreen
strapping is to be installed on this wall to meet current
envelope standards. The shingles are to be primed on all
surfaces and provided with one coat of final colour paint
prior to installation. They are to be installed with exposure, spacing and range of widths to exactly match with the
pattern of the original remaining shingles.
A shingle house of this era would typically have had a flare
at the base of the shingles. The bottom edge of the bottom
row of shingles at the base of the wall would have been
tipped out over a horizontal moulding. The bottom row
would have been three shingles thick. The photos of the
existing building do not show this detail. Once construction is about to begin the Heritage Consultant will review
site conditions more closely to determine whether this detail would have been in place originally. If so, the base flare
will be reinstated.
No material is to be removed prior to review and final
direction from the Heritage Consultant.
408:
•

the original narrow bevel siding with corner trim

boards remains in place on this building. It is in generally
good condition and is to remain in place with minor
repairs as required. Hydro service connection and any
similar attachments are to be removed with great care to
minimize damage. This entails the use of hand tools only.
Fasteners are to be removed cleanly without causing
damage to the original material. The rear wall of the house
will likely require new siding to match the existing once
the rear addition is removed. Siding samples are to be
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submitted to the Heritage Consultant for review and
approval. No material is to be removed or repaired
without the prior review and direction of the Heritage
Consultant.
809:
•

the original cedar shingle siding remains in place

from the level of the top of porch pony wall and up. It is in
generally good condition and is to remain in place. Once
scaffolding has been erected, it can be determined whether
any minor, localized repairs will be needed. Below the
level of the porch pony wall, the siding has been covered
by a layer of stucco. The stucco cladding is to be removed
using hand tools only and damage to the shingles below
during removal to be absolutely minimized. It is
anticipated that removal of the stucco will reveal
deteriorated shingles beneath. The condition of these and
what proportion of them can be retained is to be
determined by the Heritage Consultant once stucco
removal is underway.
Any new shingles are to be No. 1 Blue Label Western Red
Cedar sawn shingles. These are to be primed and painted
per the notes above.
In all cases, the siding is to be analyzed to determine
original colours. These will be matched.
.9

Braces, Brackets and Wall Caps
406:
•

original braces remain at the front and rear gable

ends of the building. These are to remain in place. They
appear to be in good condition needing only repainting.
•

it appears there were brackets at approximately

18” to 24” spacing at underside of the horizontal soffits
running the length of the side walls. None remain so their
exact design is unknown. New brackets are to be installed.
The detailing of similar brackets on 408 will be replicated
as these are representative of the typical detailing of the
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period. See top photo this page. Traces of the original
brackets are visible on the soffits. These will be measured
and the width of the brackets will match those of the
originals.
•

front and rear porches are partially enclosed with

shingled pony walls. These are capped with 2x lumber
caps. These caps should be replaced with pressure treated
cedar caps of matching dimension on top of a wall cap
flashing. The flashing should match the shingle colour.
See further details regarding flashing on page 12 of this
Plan.
408:
•

original brackets remain in place at the underside

of the horizontal soffits at roof eave level around the
perimeter of the house. These are to remain in place
securely fastened to the soffit/eaves. Some brackets have
been lost. New replacement brackets are to be cut to match
the material and profile of the existing brackets. One
existing bracket is to be removed to be used as a template.
A sample replacement bracket is to be submitted to the
Heritage Consultant for review and approval prior to proceeding with the work.
•

the eave of the porch roof is also adorned with

brackets at the underside of the eave soffit. These are of a
different detail than the main roof brackets. Again, these
are to remain in place, missing brackets are to be replaced
with replacements matching the originals, all are to be
securely fastened to the eave using appropriate stainless
steel wood screws into the eave soffit material and top wall
trim.
809:
•

original braces are in place at the gable end eaves

of the main roof and the dormer roof. Some of these braces
appear to be failing. The eaves will require reinforcement
by way of a layer of plywood sheathing on top of the existing rafters and a doubling of the barge board so it will span
from brace to brace. The best strategy, ie. the least disrup-
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tive to the original building fabric, is to be discussed with
the project Structural Consultant. Should a new layer of
plywood be the best option, this would necessitate a new
shingle roof. Repairing the braces in place is preferred but
if this is not possible, the braces may be removed and
repaired then reinstated. Repair work to the braces is
anticipated to be limited to reinforcing the 90 degree joint
between horizontal and vertical brace members.
•

similar to 406, the porch pony walls are capped

with a lumber cap. These should be replaced over sheet
metal flashing in a similar manner as described above.
•

existing braces and similar elements will be

analyzed to determine their original colour and repainted
in that colour.
.10

Foundation
•

the three houses will be moved from their exist-

ing foundations, a new underground parking structure
will be constructed and the houses will be located on new
cast-in-place concrete foundations above the parking.
Although moving the buildings will be more difficult, it is
preferred, from a Heritage conservation standpoint, that
the frame walls below the main floor joists be retained.
Typically, to lift buildings such as these, heavy steel beams
will inserted through the sidewalls perpendicular to the
floor joists. The locations of penetrations through the
exterior walls for these beams should be discussed with
the Heritage Consultant prior to the commencement of the
work. Ideally, the penetrations will be located in areas of
wall that would require other repair work.
•

the new foundations should be designed such

that the houses retain their original relationship to exterior
grade. Over the decades, the grade at the perimeter of
these houses has risen, as is typical in urban environments.
Original grade would have been 6-12” lower than existing.
It is the original grade/main floor relationship that should
be achieved with the new foundations. A minimum of 8”
clearance between bottom of siding and grade is required.
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.11

Chimneys
•

the brick chimneys of these houses were an

important aspect of their architectural character and
should be retained if at all possible. Coordination with the
house moving subcontractors will be crucial. Reinforcement of the chimneys to resist seismic loading will be
discussed with the Structural Consultant. Various
strategies for retaining and reinforcing these masonry
chimneys have been successful in the past and it is
anticipated a suitable strategy will be developed to allow
retention of the chimneys here. It is not expected the chimneys will perform their original function, or any function,
nevertheless, their retention is a priority.
.12

Lighting and Signage
•

new lighting, signage, address numbers and

accessory items such as mail boxes should be discrete,
small and of minimalist contemporary design in high
quality, lasting materials. The Heritage Consultant will
work with the Prime Consultant to select appropriate
items. These will be reviewed with City of New
Westminster staff.
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Heritage Conservation Maintenance Plan
As this project moves to construction and occupancy, it will be essential
to include a Heritage Conservation Maintenance Plan as an integral
part of the construction documents. The objective of the maintenance
manual is to identify building systems and elements crucial to the
long term conservation of the three houses and to provide guidance
in their routine inspection and maintenance.
The conservation work is specified to be in conformance with the
document “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada”. It is intended that building maintenance also conform to the Standards and Guidelines document. This document is
available through Parks Canada or via the provincial Heritage Branch
in Victoria, B.C. at 250-356-1432. It is recommended that a copy of the
Standards and Guidelines form a part of the maintenance documents
permanently stored on site.
A copy of the manual will also be delivered to City of New Westminster
staff at completion of the project.
The maintenance manual adopts the definition of maintenance per
the Standards and Guidelines: “routine, cyclical, non-destructive
actions necessary to slow the deterioration of a historic place. It entails periodic inspection; routine, cyclical, non-destructive cleaning;
minor repair and refinishing operations; replacement of damaged or
deteriorated materials that are impractical to save.” Regular, nondestructive cleaning and repair of original material is the guiding
principle of this manual.
.1

Scope of Manual

The maintenance manual deals primarily with the exterior envelope
of the buildings. Avoidance of damage from water infiltration, sun
exposure, and pest damage are the primary goals of maintenance.
.2

Building Elements

The manual identifies the exterior building envelope by individual
component with a checklist for inspections.

The components are

organized from the roof down to the foundation. Specific recommendations are made for the individual building materials and
assemblies.
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.3

Retention of the Original

All future repairs, replacements or alterations to the buildings must
conform to the Standards and Guidelines. The Standards and Guidelines mandate an approach of conservation rather than replacement
wherever possible. Retention of original materials and elements is
crucial to the fundamental intent of heritage building conservation.
.4

Inspection Schedules, Checklists and Archive

The manual will include lists of building elements to review and what
to look for according to monthly, yearly or longer periods. A log of
inspections should be maintained with the manual; architectural and
structural drawings from the building conservation work; a copy
of Standards and Guidelines; and an archive of photographs of the
building.
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Architectural and Structural Drawings
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Photographs
•
•
•

prior to construction, October 2013
during construction ... to ...
at completion of construction ....
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Mayor and Council
City of New Westminster
cc. Community Heritage Commission
Advisory Planning Commission
April 6, 2016
We have notice to vacate our marina—formerly the historic Ohman Marina—by the end of
June. The new upland owners of the four acres at South Dyke and Jardine are applying for
townhouse rezoning. These four riparian edge lots would be the 5% of the property given to
the city, for parkland.
This is an opportunity for the City to own a public access marina at a novel
Queensborough river park. A municipal government dock at the park, possibly with a
floathome refreshment lounge, would provide access for upland residents to get a taste of
water living. People are curious; they ask questions, want to come down for a closer look. Such
an innovative facility would provide a new dimension of community understanding, while
retaining public access to the river foreshore.
The remaining historic public access marinas on the Annacis Channel are essential for
fishers—the few who are left after other marinas fell prey to upland development. Public
access is essential for boats, live-aboards, and floathomes.
However, Port Metro Vancouver now requires sewer service for water dwellers despite the fact
that there is no sewer line here to hook up to.
Three floathomes are displaced by the closing of Ohman marina (my home for 30 years). I can’t
move my house upriver or next door, marinas which have also been here for decades. The
owner next door is in negotiation with the Port, but isn’t hopeful. Six floathomes, a yacht, and
two large pleasure craft will be without moorage.
We can’t go farther out. Small public access marinas are being closed throughout the region
and the Valley, as well as on the Islands. Pollution is of course an issue; but other factors tell us
that it’s about gentrification and privatization of foreshore resources.
All this escalates the affordable housing crisis. River dwellers in owner-built floathomes,
houseboats, fishboats, and every kind of water dwelling, are a tradition on the river, and part of
the charm. (A photo of my house graces one section of an early Community Plan.) It’s always
been a necessary option for people who can’t afford land or high rents, or the strata title
upland parking spot that ensures a floathome owner the right to the water lot. Long-time
resident Lorne Elliot tells of people living in tiny floathouses, four deep, on the Annacis Channel
during the depression. Public access to the foreshore resource is a human right.
These are the problems; solutions are available.
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The City can protect the remaining public access marinas by installing the sewer line
between the residential developments on the east and west ends of South Dyke Road, rather
than having upland developers do it eventually. This would take the development pressure off
these marinas, and allow their traditional income base.
In the meantime, it’s helpful to take into account that all “liquid waste”, from upland residents
and water-dwellers alike ends up in the River, the Inlet, and much diluted, the Salish Sea. Some
of it is run through ‘treatment’ plants. But because (as you know) storm and sanitary sewers
are combined, whenever the system is flooded by high rainfall several million cubic yards of raw
sewage are discharged from the 19 Metro outfalls each year.
From Mr. Robert Hicks of Metro Vancouver’s Liquid Waste Services (604.451-6165):
“The total annual average combined sewer overflow volumes from Metro Vancouver’s sewers
add to 25.3 million cubic metres per year. Of that, we estimate the annual average amount of
sewage in these overflows would be between 2.5 million and 3.8 million cubic metres per year.”
Separation of Metro’s storm and sanitary sewers is underway, expected to be complete by
2050; in New Westminster, by 2075. But as you know, the Tank which the City and Metro
installed reduces our pollution to the river by 30%.
That Port Metro charges corporate rates for small water lot users indicates their intent
to privatize for other reasons, including greater income (costs of centralized control and
government quotas are high). The Port’s concern for the fraction of sewage pollution from
water dwellers is a red herring to distract us and enable their privatization ‘business as usual’.
Closing small marinas for any reason reduces our diversity. Port Metro is homogenizing:
privatizing all foreshore resources to corporate / developer use. Their exclusive control over
the waterfront in the entire region controls the economy. By eliminating diversity, they erode
the stability that diversity provides, for our economy and our community. Small industry,
individual industry—though the bedrock of our society—is no longer allowed. Centralization to
Port Metro removes what little influence the City had under the smaller FraserPort
administration.
Theirs is an impossible dream: a new-made ‘world class city’ for the rich, where the many rest
of us disappear from their view (to where?). As Dr. Carl Roberts points out, “Just because
you’re rich doesn’t mean you’ll survive if the whole system fails”.
The City can further protect these historic and essential public services by supporting
marina owners negotiating with Port Metro. The City can also raise the question of shared
jurisdiction of foreshore resources at the next BC Municipalities Convention. Other
municipalities must also be frustrated at the lack of control or even consultation on the
foreshore uses in their communities.
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Just as FraserPort and Port of Vancouver were converted into one huge entity (easy to control)
jurisdictions can be changed. Those lines exist only on paper; in the real world the river
interfaces with the land, and we on the land surely affect the river. The mess we see on the
marshes, in the richest salmon estuary habitat in the world, is a consequence of this
jurisdictional fantasy. Neither ‘side’ takes responsibility for this interface; for cleaning up the
river and the marshes, and preventing the shocking pollution levels that degrade our lifesupport ecosystem services.
Mayor Cote and Councillors, I thank you for improving our democratic process with
increased opportunities for citizen input, and for acting on that input. By protecting public
access to foreshore resources, New Westminster can lead the region toward an authentically
democratic, diverse, and sustainable community.
For a future,
Hilda Bechler
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